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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, August 11, 1971

In Our 92nd Year

Special Education Project Is
Funded For 71-72 School Year
The State Department of
Education, Division of Special
Education, has announced that a
Marshall County project, which
will also take in Calloway County
and Murray City Schools, has
beeen funded under Title VI for a
speech and hearing clinic for the
school year 1971-72.
The project Is titled "Regional
Model Project for Rural Area
Speech and Hearing Impaired
Children." It is a joint regional
project from Marshall County,
Calloway County, and Murray
City Schools. The project will be
located on South Marshall High
School campus, with Reed
Conder, Superintendent of
Marshall County Schools, serving as administrator. The
Center will be staffed by a Deaf
Education teacher, Mrs. LaQuita
Haynes, a Speech therapist, Mrs.
Cindy Swain,a clinical secretary,
Mrs. Karen Hill, and a teacher's
aide, Mrs. June Krause.
This project is designed to

serve the rural preschool hearing
and speech impaired student on a
regional basis. Project includes a
class for 6 pre-school hearing
Impaired children from the three
participating school districts.
In addition, a certified speech
therapist will conduct classes for
8 speech impaired five and six
year olds.
Parent counseling, individual
and
diagnosis
therapy,
evaluation and inservice for
Grade
First
cooperating
Teachers. The Speech and
Language Development Center
will serve as a Demonstration
Center for Murray State
University Speech and Hearing
Students.
ATTENDS YOUTH CONFERENCE—Kathy Thumps's, ilk
The Marshall County Hearing daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Finis Thompson of Route 4,
Illirray, k
shown with Jim Weatherton at the Kentucky Youth Conference
(Continued on Page Eight
held at Transylvania University In Lexington August 14.
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Two Attend
University
Institutes

Mr. James R. Feltner, a
teacher at Calloway County High
School, and Mrs. Dortha Lyons,a
teacher at South Marshall High
School, were two of Ill science
teachers selected from seventeen
states to attend the eight-week
National Science Foundation
Summer Science Institutes for
teachers of science recently
completed at Murray State
University.
Participants enrolled in two
courses selected from the fields
of biology, chemistry, earth
science, or physics, and excellent
progress was made,accordinkto
the director, Dr. W. E. Blackburn, Dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences at Murray State
University.
In recognition of interest in
teaching science, Mrs. Lyons and
Mr. Feltner were selected from a
The West 'Kentucky Horlarge number of applicants to
semen's Assockation will sponsor
receive this training which
a Trail Ride Saturday and
carried a stipend from the
Sunday, August 14 and 15, in the
She was sponsored by the Murray National Science Foundation.
Land Between the Lakes in the Kathy'Thompson, the daughter Kiwanis Club.
The purpose of the Institutes is to
of Mr. and Mrs. Finis Thompson,
Pond Hollow Bivouc Area.
Youth assist teachers in providing
Kentucky
1971
The
MAN'S BEM'FRIEND—Hercules, a two-year-old German shepherd, not only helps his master,
The first trail ride will begin of Route 4, Murray, attended the Conference had a dual purpose. It subject matter necessary for
Keller, carry die newspaper but he also gives a hand (or mouth) with the mail. Don is from
Don
Youth
Fifth
Kentucky
Annual
and
p.m.
1
at
Saturday afternoon
was devoted to: 1) An intense, effective and stimulating in- Murray and lives on College Farm Road.
held
at
Conference
Transylvania
Moonlight ride will be held
struction, including recent adobjective analysis of Ken
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Saturday night at 8 p.m. Sunday University in Lexington, Ken- schools and 2) A study of
vances in science.
1-4:
tucky,
August
will
ride
trail
final
the
morning
Field trips, laboratory studies,
practical methods by whic
be from 9 a.m. to 12.
and experiments featuring the
Miss Thompson, who will be a young Kentuckians can
Over at Wylie Trenholins the
Sunday afternoon a horse show
"do it" approach received emother night for some of Ernie's will be held, which will include senior at Calloway County High involved in the decision-making
phasis in order to help the
processes.
this
fall
was
School
the
sole
lobster chowder. The first for us pleasure classes and games.
teacher interest his students and
delegate from Calloway County.
and a dish to tempt anybody. We
Everyone is invited to par"The problems of Kentucky's channel them into careers in
enjoyed meeting Wylie's mother ticipate in all or any part of the
school system are of pressing science where the need is great.
from Canada and the Wetrnores week-end event. For further
concern to all residents of the
Audio visual aid materials such
from near Hazel. Nice folks and a Information call Gary Wicker
the winner of the
Commonwealth, students and as movies, tapes, slides and film
The Colt League of the Murray Murray as
pleasant evening.
7534549, Murray.
adults alike," Miss Thompson strips were viewed. Books from The home of Mr. and Mrs. Baseball Association will host South Region of the North Colt
said. "But since the student is the Science Library and other Edgar Shirley, 1209 Doran Road, the Divisional playoffs starting at Division. They are the winners of
A wealthy New Yorker took
FT. BLISS, Tex. (ARTNC)— directly affected by the decisions sources were placed at the has been selected as having the 5:30 p.m. Thursday, August 12, tournament play I the states of
himself a ravishing but not too
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri
Army Private Paul E. Woods, 19, made and the policies carried disposal of the participants.
Yard of the Month for August, 1971.
brainy blonde nightclub dancer
and Kentucky.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard 0. out,these things are of particular The Institutes opened June 14 according to officials of the
as a bride, and they drove to
Colt League All Stars Murray drew a bye in the South
Woods,Route 3, Murray,recently importance to the student.
Garden Department of the Murrays'
and closed August 6.
caosammeg for their hopaymonn. ANNVILLE, Pa. (
player.*
will Play tassaree. Osimada in Ss Region
411sha-week
an
AITTNC)—
-Obab.
cesaPleted
)evreerp•illenoWe
of these students are
Al the top of one of the town's
first game Thursday while automatically advanced to the
an crewman "Some of
D.
son
21,
Hughes,
chaparral-vulc
Cadet
Howard
in
set
is
house
brick
white
The
the problems faced
unaware
rolling hills he said to her: "One
Michigan will play Divisional finals by hosting the
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson L. course at Ft. Bliss, Tex.
the center of a large lot having Birmingham,
by legislators and administrators
of the Confederacy's finest and
in the second tournament.
Illionois
Joliet,
his training, he lamed when trying to deal with these
The
During
803
front.
Hughes,
Murray,
Story,
the
four large trees in
bravest regiments stormed this
game.
and
firing
The winners of the Mw-ray
the
received six weeks practical all phases of
landscaping in the front is in
hill but only a handful of the work in military leadership at the tracking systems of these two air problems. This Conference was
Denver team comes to Tournamanet will advance to the
the house. Four
with
keeping
The
see
sides
both
make
to
designed
gallant lads reached the sum- Army Reserve Officers' Training defense weapons.
Cavern Junipers give balance to Murray as the winner of the International Series to be held in
the problems from both points of
the front of the house. These are Western Region of the North Colt Lafayett, Indiana.
Corps advanced summer camp at The Chaparral consists of heat- view," she explained.
blonde
"Well, no wonder," the
Military seeking guided missiles mounted
kept formally trimmed. Directly Division. They are the winners of All games will be played on the
Gap
Indiantown
Conference
responded sympathetically. "All Reservation, AnnvWe, Pa., from on a tracked vehicle and the Included in the
in front of the large front porch tournament play in the states of Colt League field at the City Park
the
from
people
well-known
were
those darned monuments!"
Vulcan is a 20 mm automatic six- educational and political fields,
are planted Boxwoods and low Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, on Thursday, Friday and
June 26-August 6.
Public growing spreading Junipers. The
Hughes, who is a student at barrel gun mounted on a self- such as: Dr. Howard Seymour, The Caloway County
South Dakota, North Dakota, Saturday.
Library Board of Trustees held Junipers cover the
The fifty state of the Union have a Murray State University, is one propelled armored personnel
ground Wyoming and Montana.
"Some of the best 15 and 16
Special
NEA
of
Chairman
its regular monthly meeting last between the porch and sidewalk. The Birmingham team comes year old baseball players in the
total of 6,928 State legislators. of more than 13,000 students carrier.
Kentucky
the
Committee for
Thursday at the library with Max On the outside of the curving to Murray as the winner of the country will be in Murray to play
ROTC summer
(Continued on Page Eight)
attending
Investigation; Dr. Lyman Hurt, chairman, presiding.
the
in
this tournament", a
installations
East Region of the North Colt in
training at six
Ginger, Democratic Candidate Routine business matters of the
(Continued on Page Eight'
for the Murray Colt
of
the
spokesman
are
winners
They
Division.
United States.
Public
of
Superintendent
for
were discussed and the
His wife, Vicki, lives on Route
tournament play in the states of League said. "All in Murray and
Jewel library
Mrs.
Instruction;
submitted
were
monthly reports
Michigan, Wisconsin and Min- Calloway County are invited to
2, in Murray.
Hamilton, Republican Candidate and accepted.
attend the tournament games
The medal play tournament for
nesota.
The annual library report was
to
comes
junior golfers at the Calloway
support our local team."
and
team
Joliet
The
(Continued en Page Eight
also submitted by the librarian,
Country Club will be played
Margaret Trevathan. The annual
Thursday, August 12, beginning
report was approved by the
at 9 a.m. at the club golf course.
Mrs. Bessie Barnhart Hurt of
library board.
305 West Hayes, Hazelpark, Ronnie King, 19 year old son of All golfers will be charged a $1
One of the highlights of the The Kentucky Chapter of the LLNDSAY QUITS REPUBLICAN PARTY
scorekeepers
in
Official
fee.
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entry
on
died
Michigan
named to
been
has
King
Ross
was a large increase in eirthritis Foundation today
report
foursome.
NEW YORK—Mayor John V. Lindsay quit the Republican
Beaumont Hospital at 4:30 p.m. "Who's Who Among Young will walk with each
reported over the lamed Mrs. Gerry Requarth and party today and became a Democrat, clearing the way for his
circulation
Winner, runnerup and third
after a long illness.
coGardner
Kentucky".
F.
of
Fred
Leaders
cirArs.
Business
items
The
year.
previous
possible bid for the 1972 Democratic presidential nomination.
Mrs. Hurt was born on Sep- Young King is a junior place trophies will be awarded to
culated from the bookmobile imirrnen of the 1971 campaign
Lindsay and his wife Mary formally changed their registrations
tember 1907 at Dexter, Kentucky. Business Administration major buys and girls in each age group.
in
totaled 65,850 and the library !or funds to fight arthritis
who have
from Republican to Democratic this morning.
She was a member of John R. at Murray State where he has "The beginners
circulated 117,557 different books Calloway County.
Baptist Church and a retired been active in business and attended Corky Taylor's clinic
The drive will be conducted
materials.
and
urged
She
especially
are
teacher.
summer
Hazelpark school
and also this
September, according to ARMORED CARS ATTACK AREAS IN BELFAST
activities
social
10,000
during
approximately
is
"This
taught for one year, 1933, in president of Kentucky Recor. to enter," Margaret Shuffett,
M. O'Connell, president ° BELFAST—British armored cars attacked Roman Catholic
Richard
a
figures,"
year's
last
than
more
Dexter. She attended Murray Association. He is a professional junior golf chairman, said. They
areas of Belfast today in an effort to crush demonstrators who are
of the chapter.
said.
spokesman
only
holes
and
three
first
the
years
play
two
will
for
School
Normal
player with the
not mincing words protesting government internment of terrorists without trial. As
"We're
baseball
a
reported
bookmobile
The
State
she added.
finished at Wayne
Milwaukee Braves where he is
total of 90 monthly stops and about arthritis," said O'Connell. the Tommies stormed the barricades, they came under fire train
The trophies will be awarded to
University.
next spring.
return
to
expected
offered year round service to "Our catchphraae is 'Arthritis is snipers on roofs. An army spokesman said a gunbattle between
the winners following a potluck
Survivors include her husband,
He was elected along with nine dinner Friday, August 20, at 6:30
community stops, living hell' because that is Catholics and soldiers near the city center resulted in one civilian
schools,
June
daughter
Clyde; one
to the young
people
young
other
precisely what it is for many of death. Six hundred additional British troops will be sent to Ulster
and shut-ins.
stations
deposit
Carolyn and her husband Sot business leaders post. He placed p.m.
at once.
showed the many Its victims."
report
The
Linklater of Birmingham fourth in the World's Business
"You hear a lot about the solibrary
the
by
offered
programs
granddilldrer
Michigan; four
Convention in Atlanta, Georgia Former Murrayan Suffers
during the past year. Some of the called 'minor aches and pains' of IDAHO STATE PRISON INMATES RIOT
Julie, Jeff, Clint and Jhn; * where he represented Kentucky.
programs were: story hours held arthritis," he said, "but for
BOISE, Idaho—Convicts at Idaho State Prison rioted Tuesday
sister-in-Law Marion Barnhart;
Coronary In Cincinnati
each week, adult and junior many victims it can mean a night in protest against record hot weather,dirty water and other
twice
Lin
Clint
brothers-in-law
two
gradual
and
pain
Great Books Discussion Groups, nightmare of
Kenneth Slaughter,formerly of
grievances. They firebombed four buildings and stabbed two
caster of Murray and Gus Hurt ot
craft film forums, a summer crippling and is very serious fellow inmates. The State Director of Corrections conferred with
Murray suffered a coronary
Alm° Heights; one uncle Charlie
a sig-imnate council and then granted the convicts' demands,
reading club, several book
August 3, 1971, and is in the
Barnhart of Hardin; one aunt Mr
Ohio,
Cincinnati,
in
reviews, and an adult educational One in 11 Americans of all ages which he said "are justified."
hospital
anc
Illionois
Peoria,
Sam West of
several
class which met twice weekly for has arthritis, he pointed out. That
several cousins, nieces ant
POLK, La. (ARTNC)— where he will remain for
means that in Calloway County VIET CONG STRIKE IN PREDAWN DARKNESS
brother of Mrs.
9 months.
nephews.
Army Private Larry L. Orr, 19, days. He is the
there are 2,472 arthritis
alone
that
Vine,
out
pointed
904
also
McCoy,
was
It
Thomas
SAIGON—A Viet Cong force striking in pre-dawn darkness with
the
at
held
be
will
Orr,
W.
The funeral
son of Mr. arid Mrs. J.
victims.
clubs,
civic
classes,
school
Murray.
many
rocket-propelled grenades killed 10 South Vietnamese Rangers
Bra. Jay Lockhart
Hoperoft Funeral Home 23911 Route 1, Hazel, recently comwith
church organizations, and public The Arthritis Foundation's 1971 and wounded 13 more. Meantime, U.S. B524 continued their
Hazel Park,Hazelpark. Michigan pleted eight weeks of basic Mr. Slaughter has been
a A gospel meeting is planned at agencies
presented Victory Campaign will seek funds assault on Communist troop concentrations and storage areas
as
Co.,
were
Assurance
Equitable
will
Burial
Friday
Army
a.m.
U.S.
at 11:00
training at the
the Kirksey Church of Christ programs in the library to improve medical care along the Demilitarized Zone.
has
and
consultant
marketing
Memorial
Cluipel
be in the White
Training Center, Infantry, Ft.
facilities for arthritis in Ken
traveled extensively in the north. beginning Monday,August 16 and auditorium.
Cemetery.
Polk, La
him continuing through Sunday, Those present for the August tucky and for research seeking ISRAEL REPORTED WILLING TO WITHDRAW
send
to
care
who
those
For
drill
in
instruction
He received
address (s: Kenneth August 22.
meeting were: Max Hurt, Mrs. the final victory over arthri
An Israeli newspaper reported today Israel has expressed
and ceremonies, weapons, map cards his
will begin at 7:45 each Loci& Hart, Dr. A. H. Kopperud, cause and cure
Services
Hospital,
Bethesda
Slaughter,
willingness to make a two-stage withdrawal from the occupied
reading, combat tactics, military
evening and at 10:40 on Sunday.
Mrs. Jean
east bank of the Suez Canal in line with its offee to reopen the
courtesy, military justice, first Room 324, Oak Ave., Cincinnati, Bro. Jay Lockhart of Tyler, Jack Belote,
Judge
County
Blankenship,
Ohio.
waterway to bring about an interim Middle East peace setand
history
MEET
TO
aid, and army
BASS
CLUB
the
Texas, will be the speaker for
Robert 0. Miller, Fred Schultz,
tlement. The paper added that Egyptian troops would not be
traditions.
series of meetings
Mrs. Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
Scattered thundershowers
allowed to cross the canal,as Cairo has demanded.
OW SALEM CEMETERY
Bro. Lockhart began preaching librarian and Mrs. Margaret Drane Shelley, president of the
todiy and in southeast portion
anhas
Bass
Club,
Murray
the
of
DOG
homecoming
annual
The
FREE
full
done
In West Virginia and has
Trevathan, librarian.
early tonight. Warm and humid
nounced the monthly meeting of SPACEMEN HAVING DIFFICULTY REGAINING STRENGTH
Old Salem Cemetery will be held time work at the Green Plains
today and clearing and a little
the club will be held tonight at the
SPACE CENTER, Houston—Apollo 15 astronauts were
persone
months
2
/
71
AB
15.
about
August
collie,
male
A
Sunday,
the
at
and
Christ
of
Church
portions
cooler north and west
FREE DOG
Captian's Kitchen. Following the reported today to be experiencing some difficulty in regaining
old, is free to someone for a pet. interested in upkeep of the Seventh and Poplar Church of
tonight. Thursday mostly fair,
A one year old cock-a-poo dog dinner at 6:30 p.m., a program their strength. But Dr. Charles A. Berry said David Scott, James
owner says the dog has had cemetery please mail or brim Christ in Murray and is very well
mild and less humid. Highs today The
will be given away free to will be held and the Kentucky B. Ind% and Alfred M. Worden were in excellent condition,
Interested
Dodd
shots.
Jack
to
rabies
Its
contributions
area
the
throughout
known
in
tonight
Lows
mostly m the 805.
persons should call 7534401 or Lowery Parker or Charlii The public is invited to attend someone for a pet. Phone 753- Lake Bass Club has been invited otherwise, with their hearts and circulatory systems returning to
the 60s. Highs Thursday upper
3862.
normal.
to attend the program.
753-6156.
Raines.
the services.
708 to mid 80s.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGE*a TS 1112

Several civic leaders of Murray and Calloway County met
August 9 at the Triangle Inn with Dr. Walter Parr of Paducah and
decided to contribute a gift to the Friend Ship which Dr. Parr is
sponsoring for Jordan.
Merritt 0. Jordan of Browns Grove has been commissioned a
Kentucky Colonel by Gov. Bert Combs.
Miss Janice Lee Perkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Harvey Perkins, and Lois Dee Farris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sherman Farris, were married July 9 at the Bethel Methodist
Church.
Mr.and Mrs. Yandal Wrather will leave August 13for a western
motor trip to Greeley, Colorado. Their daughter, Barthela Jo
Wrather, who has been attending Colorado State College this
summer, will return home with them.

•
"1.6.0...trMtie

20 Years Ago Today
WHAT OVA MEAN gOsN WILL
5-1-C Pat Harrell is receiving treatment in a hospital in Athens,
Greece. He was serving aboard the USS Rushmore when he
received the injuries from a 25 foot fall.
Clarence Horton has been promoted to Private First Class at
Camp Detrick, Maryland.
Lenith Rogers is now serving with 7th Division in Korea and
was recently promoted to Private First Class.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Roberts celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary with an open house at their home on Hazel Highway
on August 8.
Miss Larue Saunders of St. Louis, Mo., is the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs Rufus Saunders.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
But be that had received one went and digged in the earth, and
hid his lord's money—Matthew 25:18.
Don't bury your talent. We must use for our Master our
priceless health, mind, strength, and abilities

LEXINGTON, Ky.Grantely. If you're storing it
mother's trusty iron skillet never or long in humid weather, Mrs.
gave her any grief. She used it Parker advises wiping it with
every day, washed It with her unsalted fat to avoid possible
home-made soap, dried it, rusting. Unsalted fat does a
greased it with lard, and hung it better long-term job of protecting
by the stove until the next meal. the iron than bacon grease or
Then why does iron cookware other fats which contain salt.
so often present problems for her You'll need to reseason it from
granddaughter? Because she time to time if food sans sticking
tucks it in the dishwasher, again.
washes it with detergent, and
Manyold, neglected skillets
leaves it to soak in the sink or to will have a thick crust on the
air-dry in the dishdrain.
bottom. To remove this, soak
All of these are no-no's, ac- paper toweling or old cloths in
cording to Florence Parker, UK ammonia, wrap around skillet
Extension home management and place in a plastic bag,
specialist. Detergent draws making it as airtight as possible.
grease out of the pores of the Leave overnight, or at least 12
cookware and causes food to hours. Follow this up with a
stick. Rust quickly forms if steel-wool scouring. One such
ironware is left to soak or to dry treatment will usually do the job.
by itself.
Take your care cues from Imported priests
Grandma and that iron skillet
IslYBORG, Denmark (UPI)
may become one of your favorite - Negotiations for admission
utensils, too. It heats evenly, of a guest "worker priest" for
holds heat longer than most Yugslavs working in Denmark
metals, and foods just won't burr are being conducted by the
Serbian Orthodox Church, says
easily.
If tgods are sticking, treat a delegate to the European
; ''reseason" the skillet
by Church Congress held here.
Drasko Todorovic, the degreasing generously with unexpert in foreign
salted fat-such as Crisco, Spry or nomination's
problems, said he will
Snowdrift-and leave it in a 208 worker
his Church to make contact
degree oven for several hours ask
with the Danish Church MinisGive it a thorough scouring first.
try to get the plan started.
especially if it's rusty.
Todorovic said he already has
From now on, wash it by hand started such talks in Sweden,
with soap, and dry it tin- Holland and West Germany.
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Wall Street
Chatter

Piz
Vic

NEW YORK (UPI)—The next
LEXINGTON, Ky.—More than demonstrate their driving skills market rally could be the last
5,000 4-H young people are ex- Oil the street on trait of the West before the collapse of the bull
pected to take part in Kentucky
market, says James Dines &
State Fair events, Aug. 16-28.
Co.
Expect a temporary boom
State "finals" in many 4-H Several state 4-H judging in
low-priced
speculative
activities are held at the Fair contests are scheduled during the
stocks, as many of these have
Adel*
Fair-foods
on
Wedeach year, with state champions
Aug. 18; home fur- declined more severely and are
in these activities selected from nesday,
more reasonably priced than
among top junior and senior nishings judging on Thursday, the Dow Jones industrials.
clothing
judging
Aug.
19;
on
each
Extension
winners in
Area.
These include the Kentucky 4-H Friday, Aug.20; and on Tuesday,
Market fundamentals are
Fashion Revue, the state 4-H Aug. 24, poultry, meats,and land improving
gradually, along with
Tractor Operators Contest, and judging. In these 4-H judging the gradual
recovery of the
qualify
participants
the
events,
some 4-H demonstrations and
economy,
says
Spear & Staff.
for the state contest by attending
judging contests.
special judging workshops at The trend, rather than the size,
Again this year, most of the 4-H different locations in the state. of corporate profits is the
events are divided into junior and The state 4-H tobacco grading backbone of any bull market,
senior divisions, giving junior contest also will be held at the and the present trend is
members (those under 14 years Fair Wednesday, Aug. 25.
unmistakably up. The firm
of age) a chance to compete In addition, the finals of the says.
against their own age group while state 4-H dairy and meat animal
older 4-H'ers take part in judging contest are scheduled
The market is jittery over the
separate contests.
during the Fair. In each of these steady diet of unfavorable
Most of 4-H events will be open contests the senior 4-H'ers who business news and the uncerto the public. These contests will scored highest in state com- tain outlook for the dollar in
show Fair-goers the wide variety petition at the University of international exchange, says
of activities available to 4-H Kentucky will come to the Fair Alexander Hamilton. It is also
the
members
ac- for a final round of judging. And, deeply oversold and long-term
and
complishments of the 4-H'ers in each contest, the individuals investors should be able to find
taking part in these activities, who have the highest total score many quality bargains.
according to state 4-H Depart- in this final competition will
ment staff members with the represent Kentucky in national
Improvement in business and
University of Kentucky College of dairy or meat animal judging corporate profits may revive
Agriculture's Cooperative Ex- contests later this year. The investor sentiment eventually,
tension Service.
dairy fudging event is scheduled but meanwhile the market may
for Monday, Aug. 23, and the well "overreact to uncertainThe 4-H events at the Fair also meat animal judging competition ty," warns Standard & Poar's.
Keep cash reserves and a low
illustrate two of the major dif- on Wednesday, Aug. 25.
(erences between the modern 4-H
Fair-goers also will want to see investment profile, the firm
program and the traditional idea the colorful 4-H project exhibits says, and await evidence the
if 4-H, the 4-H staff members in the East Wing. On display market has found a stable base.
point out. Although 4-H began as throughout the Feir will be
3 program for rural youth, it now
exhibits in home economicE
offers projects and activities to (clothing, knitting, foods, food
nterest any young person, no preservation, and home fur.
matter where he or she lives. And nishings): photography: enI-H participants at the Fair will tomology; electricity; geology;
De urban as well as rural youth fossils; woodcraft; tobacco; and A representative of the Smallj
Business Administration will be
!nom throughout the state.
forestry.
at that Agency's part-time office
Also, in the early days of 4-H,
in the City Hall on the First
the center of attention was on the
Floor, Paducah, Kentucky on
inject or the products of the
August 19th, as announced by R.
iroject, such as a prize-wining Montalban elected
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
B. Blankenship, SBA District
calf or dress. Today's 4-H
program emphasizes develop- Members of the Motion Pic- Director. The office, operated on
ment of the individual young ture Academy elected Ricardo a semi-monthly basis every first
person, providing an opportunity Montalban to the Board of and third Thursday, will be open
from 9:00 am. to 2:00 p.m.
for growth in leadership, Governors.
citizenship and knowledge,
through both projects and activities. This can be seen at the
Fair in those events where the
H'ers themselves are judged
rather than-or in addition to-the
finished products of
their
projects.
The major 4-H events that Fairgoers may want to see:
The state 4-H Horse Show will
be held in Freedom Hall beofre
the official opening of the FairEnglish classes on Monday, Aug.
16, and Western classes on
Tuesday, Aug. 17. Other 4-H
livestock events include
showings of Jerseys, Ayrshires
and Brown Swiss on Thursday,
Aug. 19, in Freedom Hall; on
Friday, Aug. 20, Holstein and
Guernsey show in Freedom Hall
and the sheep show in the West
Wing's Sheep Barn; the swine
show on Saturday, Aug. 21, in the
"HORSES" OF ANOTHER TWO COLORS get their sleepSwine Barn, West Wing; and the
ing sickness vaccine via a tranquilizer gun at Lion
beef show on Wednesday, Aug.
Country Safari near West Palm Beach, Fla. Marksman
25, in the West Wing. In addition,
is Dr. Clarence Kidder. He shot 17 zebras.
a 4-H Dog Show will be held
Sunday, Aug. 22.
State 4-H
demonstration
competition, for both juniors and
seniors, is scheduled for Aug. 18Open at
7:00
21, at several different locations
on the Fairgrounds. A schedule of
Today thru Sat.
times and locations of the difSHOWTIMES
7:10 9:30 Plus 3: 0 Sit
ferent demonstration contests

SBA Man To Be
In Paducah 19th

column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
This

Q) My ear was stolen and
has not been recovered. I purchased it a month ago for
$1,000, but it is really worth
much more than that. When I
compute my theft loss deduction next year, can I base it
on the ...firth et the ear rather

Grandma'sMethods
To Restore Iron Ware

OYS I.
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than what it cost me?
At No. Your loss would be
the lesser of the cost or fair
market value. In your case, if
you had no insurance, your
deduction would be $900—the
$1,000 or cost, less the $100
limitation imposed by the law
on a personal casualty or theft
loss deduction. For more information, obtain a free copy
of IRS Publication 547, Tax
Information on Disasters, Casualty Losses, and Thefts, by
sending a postcard to your
IRS District office.

Are these premiums considered
Part of the total support I
furnished when I determine if
I can claim him as a dependent?
A) Yea. Medical insurance
premiums are included as an
item of support, although 1.-n

efits under such policies are
not.
Q) Can a self-employed individual set up his own retirement plan?

A Yes. If you are in business for yourself, you may
deduct your contributions to
a self-employed retirement
plan, provided that the contributions are based on earned
income and certain requirements are met. You can work
in your business e,ther full or
part-time.
Q) I pay the premiums on
For details send a postcard
my son's medical insurance.

YOU CAN MAKE IT

A foreign policy
needed by blacks
By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
We have learned a great deal
about foreign policy. We see
our soldiers coming home from
the war crippled, maimed and
a great many addicted to
drugs.
needn't discuss the death
rate of minorities on a per
capita basis. We needn't say
that the Army that protects our
country also protects those that
would tear it down. We know
the nuclear capacity of the
Americans, as well as the nuclear capacity of Russia. We
know that each country could
destroy the other in about 23
minutes.
I feel the moment the Russians think they are ahead of us
they will strike. It is an absolute necessity that we retain
our nuclear capacity on a par
with every nation in the world.
As a black man, not too
srnart and basically a country
boy, it never occurred to me to
visit Russia It never occurred
to me, that as Americans,
whatever path or direction our
country chooses to go, we must
follow
Even though in America we
have many, many problems,
we still live in the greatest
country on the face of the earth
I am very proud to be an
American But, at the same
time. there are 30 million
blacks in our country, and we
will no longer be led into dark-

to your local IRS District office and ask for a free copy
of IRS Publications 560, Retirement Plans for Self-Employed Individuals, and 566,
Questions and Answers on Retirement Plans for Self-Employed Individuals.
Q) I work on a (arm. Can I
have income tax withheld from
my Pay?
AI You can if your employagm-es. You may then request voluntary withholdings
tn filing with him a Form

W 4, Employee's Withholding
Exemption Certificate.
Q) This sublimer Pm receiving college credits for working
as a student intern for a state
legislator. I'm required under
the grant to do some, routine
office work and perform other
assignments for the legislator
for which I receive a salary.
Is the salary I re,ceive for this
work taxable?
A) Yes. You must include
in gross income amounts that
you receive for your services.
than blacks. Oftentimes we
have felt neglected, but all of
their lives they have been neglected. They need help, food,
medical care and hope, and we
need to assist them.
We blacks may not be able at
this point to save the world, but
we could not do a worse job
than has been done. At this
point in time we have earned
every right to ask God for mori

ness, where there are no lights
energy to continue.
We will always protect the sovereignty and freedom of our
will be available at the 4-H Office
country, but we must begin to
In the East Wing.
The Almanac
travel to Russia, (Thina and
Southeast Asia to find out f or By United Press International
Demonstration competition will
ourselves what the problems
be held in 12 different subject
are.
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 11, areas: safety, photography,
health, entomology, hortivulture,
As black Americans, I feel he 223rd day of 1971.
engineering,
home
that we would be able to bring
The moon is between its full other
management, home furnishings,
forward some solutions to the Dhase and last quarter.
problems of the world. The
The morning stars are Venus clothing, agronomy, animal
science, and general. All the 4same applies to the Israeli and and Saturn.
Arab confrontation. How many
The evening stars are Mercu- Hers competing in these contests
of us realize that we are but a ry, Mars and Jupiter.
are area winners in the different
hairsbreadth away from war in
Those born on this day are demonstration divisions.
the Middle East?
The state 4-H Fashion Revue
inder the sign of Leo.
We will protect the soverAmerican song writer Carrie will be held Friday afternoon.
eignty of Israel, and the Ruswas born Aug. 11, 1862. Aug. 20, in New Market Hall.
sians will continue their com- Bond
Taking part will be 4-H Fashion
day in history:
this
On
mitment to assist the Arabs in
the first radio SOS Revue winners from each Ex1909
In
driving the Jews into the ocean.
tension area, modeling
the
Blacks need to see what is was received when the liner winning outfits made in their 4-H
help
messaged
for
"Arapahoe"
happening; we need to check it
clothing projects. The overall
out. As Americans, we need to off Cape Hatteras, N.C.
winner of
this event will
peace
formal
a
1954
In
pay more attention to Sen.
represent Kentucky in the
Jacob Javits of New York, and announcement in Indochina
/
2-year war between National 4-H Dress Revue this
monitor his power. As black ended the 71
Americans, we need to send a the victorious Viet Minh and winter in Chicago.
Another major 4-H attraction
delegation to Russia to check the government of France.
on the Jews held there in bondIn 1962 a Soviet cosmonaut at the Fair will be the state 4-H
age, and if it is true, come bark was launched into space on a Variety Show, held in the
Fairground's New Market Hall,
and assist our Jewish brothers four-day trip.
in getting their people free.
In 1965 Negroes began rioting Saturday night, Aug. 21. Selected
We need to move oh Africa in the Watts section of Los talen acts from area 4-H Variety
and Rhodesia, and it is neces- Angeles. During the six days of Shows will make up the program.
sary that we put forth whatever violence, 34, persons were -tailed On Saturday, Aug. 21, young
strength we have so that blacks and 856 injured.
people who have completed 4-H
in bondage will have a chance
tractor maintenance projects this
to be free.
past year and who have been
As black Americans, we need
today: French selected to represent their areas
for
thought
A
to check on our white starving,
in state competition will t4e part
hungry brothers. I never writer Victor Hugo said, "A
in the state 4-H
Tractor
realized there were more poor, compliment is something like a Operator's Contest. Participants
through
a
veil."
kiss
hungry- white folks in Arnenca
will take a written test and then
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Pizarro Leads Cubs To 5-1
Victory Over Bucs Tuesday
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ieverely and are
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er than the size,
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up. The firm
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By NM HERSHBERG
UPI Seeds Wetter

game out of his five decisions the starting rotation," Durocher
since_the Cubs recalled_hip
in the ziiinoTrs on July 6, "I hadn't seen Pizarro pitch
fountain of youth that
pitched his first victory over in around four years but tonight
Juan Pizarro has discovered
Pittsburgh since 1960, the last he was throwing harder than
may turn into a money-making
year the Pirates won the the last time I saw him," said
gusher for the Chicago Cubs.
home plate umpire Harry
The well-travelled Pizarro, pennant.
The 34-year old lefty, who Wendelstedt.
with his seventh big league
The Murray American Legion
team, kept the charging Cubs one-hit San Diego in his last The Cubs had been blanked baseball team fell 6-3 yesterday
start,
stymied
the
Pirates
ir
innings
first
by
six
for
the
on the move in the National
afternoon to Owensboro in the
League Eastern Division race allowing only one extra base Pirate starter Bruce Kison. Jim Sectional Tournament finals
hit.
seventh
opened
Hickman
up
the
Tuesday night, firing a fiveplayed at Ty Holland stadium
with a double. Ron Santo
hitter and driving in the
Pizarro, who won 19 games walked and Jison fumbled here.
winning run on a sacrifice fly
The loss eliminated the Murray
for a 2-1 victory over the fading with the Chicago White Sox in Brock Davis' bunt to load the nine from the tournament.
1964, started the season with bases. J. C. Martin tied the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
the Hawaii Islanders of the score with a long fly. Santo Murray scored in the first
The Cubs, who have won
Pacific Coast League. His moved to third on the play, inning on David Hughes 340-foot
seven of their last eight games,
recall was necessitated by the scoring on Pizarro's sacrifice solo home run but Owensboro
have gained five -games on
came back in their half of the
inconsistency of Ken Holtzman fly.
Pittsburgh in the last 11 days
and manager Leo Durocher's In other NL action San first with two singles coupled
and now trial the Division
desire for an added left-handed Francisco blanked Montreal 1-0, with a Murray error to push
leaders by only six games.
across one run.
starter.
Los Angeles downed PhiladelPittsburgh has dropped nine of
Owensboro picked up two more
phia 6-1, New York tripped San
its last 12 starts.
runs in the second when Ralph
"The way he's pitched there
Pizarro, winning his fourth is no way I'd take him out of
and Ferrell got back to back
(Continued on Page Ten)
singles and scored on Scott's two
out single.
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Arnerkan Legion
Falls In Tourney

The

Murray cut the Owensboro lead
to one run, 3-2, in the third inning
when Mitch Ward reach first on
an Owensboro error, stole second
and scored on Brown Crouch's
single.
Owensboro crossed the plate
with lone runs in the fourth, fifth
and eighth to. nail down the
victory.
Murray scored their last run in
the eight when Crouch hit the
fence for a double and Charlie
Robinson ripped a 400 foot triple
to drive in Crouch.
Murray ended the season with
a 22-10 won-lost record. Owensboro will advance to the two
team state tournament to be held
in Corbin, Ky.

Killebrew Blasts 500th and
501st Home Runs Last Night Levias Signs With
San Diego Tuesday

1129NES TOURNAMENT WINNERS-Left to right, front row, Bernadett Cooper, Instructor;
Brett Harcourt, winner 1042; Randy Mayfield, winner 7-9; Teresa Smith, winner 10-12; Sham Toon,
runner-up 10-12; and Gary Hohman, instructor. Second row, Garry Moore, runner-up, 13-16; Mark
Vinson, runner-up 10-12; Lesa Robertson, winner 13-16; Marian Holloway, runner-up 13-16; Keith
Farrell, winner 13-16. Not pictured was Kim Harmon,runner-up 7-9.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Sports
Parade

Tennis Tournament
At Park Completed

The Murray Park and old bracket started off the
Recreation Department con- tournament on Monday and saw
cluded its summer youth tennis Kim Harmon and Randy
program Thursday with the Mayfield advance to the finals.
By MILTON RICHMAN
finals in all five brackets. The Harmon advanced by defeating
UPI Sports Writer
By STEVE WILSTEJ, N
Sox to four hits over six innings
NEW YORK (UPI)-Fran tournament, which involved 80 Jeff Reid (3-2), Martha Pitman
UPI Sports Writer
peeked up his-lith
Tariteitthn •WIIIIie biler*th the youths, ran Monday through (3-0)and Betsy Gore(3-0)to earn
iy
Harmon Killebrew had just for the Indians.
obtained from the Browns last New York Giants soon.
Wednesday with the finals being a berth in the finals. Mayfield
By JOE CARNICELLI
hit his 500th career home run
week,
played on Thursday.
How soon?
went on the defeat Harmon (3-0)
Sports
Writer
UPI
and so he celebrated the best
Larry Smith, the running A week, two. Maybe sooner. The seven through nine year thus giving Mayfield the
Jerry LeVias can start
way he knew how. He hit his
back who missed Los Angeles' The 31-year-old quarterback,
distinction of being the only
having his fun again.
first two pre-season games now home in Atlanta, figures to
By United Press International 501st.
player to win every match he was
receiver
the
speedy
LeVias,
But his heroics were in vain.
while recuperating from off- rejoin the Giants following that
American League
engaged in during the tourand return specialist acquired
Mery
Rettenmund,
who
is
now
East
nament.
by San Diego from Houston is a season ankle surgery, may open inevitable interval which has
against Cleveland Friday night. become a familiar shirt-tail to
W. L. Pct. GB only 408 home runs behind
Tuesday began the boy's and
linemen
trade
Ron
for
BillingKillebrew, hit his ninth of the
John Wright, out last year all deadlocks these days,
Baltimore
68 42 .618
girls
ages 10 through 12. The boys
sley
and
Gene
Ferguson,
signed
International
By Jane Brandon
with a severed Achilles tendon, namely, a reasonahle cooling By United Press
Boston
64 51 .557 6L1 year in the 10th inning to steal
division pitted Mark Vinson and
with
the
Chargers
Tuesday
Batters
Leading
Harmon's
show and give the
informed the Detroit Lions that off period by both parties.
62 52 .544 8
Detroit
Brett Harcourt in the finals.
National League
Roy Rodgers, 115, Paducah, after a holdout.
he is quitting football. Wright, a The plain truth of the matter
New York
58 58 .500 13 Baltimore Orioles a 4-3 victory
Vinson had advanced by
was
not
fun
"It
sitting
around
H.
Pct.
AB
R.
G.
was the big winner Saturday
wide receiver, told Coach Joe is the Giants would like to have
Washington
46 67 .407 23% over the Minnesota Twins.
108 435 71 156 .359 defeating Kent Harmon (3-0),
Bckrt, Chi
night at Keeling Stock Track as and watching football," said Schmidt
"Not
winning
takes
a
little
he had lost his speed Fran Tarkenton back and he'd
46 69 .400 24%
Cleveland
Torre, St.L 117 453 67 160 .353 Mickey Spann (3-0), and Ed
shine off what happened, but he won the feature race for the LeVias, Houston's leading pass and couldn't play the position. like to be back with them.
West
receiver
both
his
years
with
the
114 463 75 152 .328 Harcourt (3-0). Brett Harcourt in
AU
Garr,
time
this season. Rodgers
first
Dan Devine, attempting to Here is the classic case of
W. L. Pct. GB I'm very proud to have reached
99 395 62 129 .327 advancing to the finals defeated
Clmnt, Pit
also placed second in the third Oilers. "Every-thing is very compensate for the loss
this
point
in
my
career,"
73 42 .635
Oakland
of what happens in any number of
satisfactory.
It's
fine
to
be
with
114
Brck,
470 92 153 .326 Greg Fox (3-1), and Kevin Ray
St.L
heat.
offensive tackle Francis Peay, divorces. Both parties wind up
Kansas City
53 54 .518 13% Killebrew said.
San
Diego,
especially
for
a
113
457 63 148 .324 (3-2). In the finals, Harcourt
LA
Days,
Bill
Jr.,
Keeling,
Paducah
24
Killebrew is a quiet man. He
who walked out of camp unhappier than they were
55 60 .478 18
Chicago
receiver."
Sngilln, Pt 102 398 47 129 .324 defeated Vinson with a 6-4 vicwas the winner of the first heat
Monday, has moved center Phil before.
55 62 .470 19 has built his reputation on the
California
Contract
terms
were
not
96 366 43 118 .322 tory.
Jones, NY
Myhan,
31,
and
Paducah
Bill
took
work
he has done. He has led
Vandersea to left tackle, Cle The fact there were no
Minnesota
51 62 .451 21
revealed
but
LeVias
said
it
was
108
441 58 141 .320
St.L
Akni,
third
second.
heat
was
The
won
Walker from linebacker to recriminations when Tarkenton
Milwaukee
48 65 .425 24 the American League in home
H. Aarn, At1102 354 64 111 .314 The girls bracket, ages 10-12
by Jerry English, 6, Briensburg, virtually an extension of his center and
runs
six
times,
more
than
any
Kevin Hunt from and the Giants split has to
Tuesday's Results
American League
placed Share Toon and Teresa K.
with Jesse Ladd, 77, Reidland current contract.
player except Babe Ruth.
defensive to offensive tackle.
)akland 6 Boston S(1st)
make the reconciliation that
LeVias
is
expected
to
replace
G. AB R. H. Pct. Smith in the finals. Miss Toon
taking
the
fourth
heat.
Ladd
was
He was hit more than 40
The
New
Oakland 7 Boston 5 (2nd)
York
Jets
anwill
easier.have
Nobody
much
92 358 58 131 .366 defeated Linda Bidwell (3-0),
Oliva, Min
homers in a season eight times. also the top qualifier for the night veteran receiving star Lance nounced the signing of veteran to walk the cat back.
Kansas City 9 Wash 2 (1st)
Alworth, traded to Dallas, in
112 405 76 136 .336 Kathy Bayles (3-1) and Cindy
Mrer, NY
with 22.79 seconds.
He
is
second
to
Ruth,
also,
in
running back Emerson Boozer
Kansas City 9 Wash 1 (2nd)
Wellington Mara has left the Otis, KC
106 415 64 131 .316 Knight (3-2) advance into the
frequency of home runs hit per First Heat-Bill Keeling, 24Jr., the San Diego lineup and will while the New York Giants
Clatileveda 7 New,Yore' 11
door open for Tarkenton's Roias, KC
be
the
Chargers'
primary
106 379 63 u7 -30111Bnala. Mbut Smith (mined the
punt
Raymond
Rodgers,
26,
Johnny
time
at
bat lifetime.
Bait 4 Minnesota 3 (10 innins)
were
still
trying
to
iron
likewise
out
Tarkenton
and
return
Rchrdt, Chi 98 365 41 112 .307 finals by beating Leslie Kline (3Killebrew is the top active Allen,S9, Gary Walls, 54, Chester and kickoff return man.
Cleveland 4 Chicago 1
contract
difficulties with quar- did not slam the door behind Toyer, Min 110 460 70 139 .302 0), Allison Weaver ( 3-0) and Lisa
Jim "Earthquake" Hunt, a
American League player in Crunch, 11.
Detroit 12 Milwaukee 3
terback
Myhan, 31, veteran of 11 years of pro left the Fran Tarkenton, who him when he walked up to the littnrnd, Bal 96 324 60 98 .302 Smith (3-2). Smith was victorious
Heat-Bill
Second
career
homers
and
stands
10th
Today's Probable Pitchers
team Monday.
Giants' president in the HousJesse Ladd, 77, Ralph Hillard, 88, football, announced his retireIn this week's pre-season ton Astrodome Sunday and told Smith, Boa 115 446 67 134 .300 over Toon (6-31 in the finals
California Messersmith 11- on the all-time home run list,
ment at the New England
12.
95 306 51 91 .297 match.
Collier,
Rudy
BWy
21,
Ivetts,
action, Cleveland is at Los him he could no longer continue /Celine, Det
11) at New York (Stottlemyre only 10 short of Mel Ott and
Mrichr, Wash 97 311 35 92 .296
Third Heat-Jerry English, 6, Patriots' camp.
Ernie
Banks.
Angeles
and
Miarni
plays
host
playing
football
under
the
11-101.
The older boys division (13-16)
Home Runs
Roy Rodgers, 115, Jerry White, Hunt, 32, was named an to San Francisco Friday night.
existing conditions.
Baltimore (Dobson 15-51 at The Twins took a 1-0 lead in
National League: Stargell, placed Gary Moore and Keith
13, Larry Walston, 56, Anthony American Football League All. Saturday action finds Chicago
on
Killebrew's
the
first
500th.
Mara says he took that to
Minnesota (Perry 12-13), night.
Star at defensive tackle for
?eck, 42.
at Baltimore. Cincinnati at mean Tarkenton was retiring, Pit 39; May, CM 32; H. Aaron, Farrell to meet in the finals.
Detroit (Niekro 4-5) at fell behind 3-1 in the third and
.
four seasons and holds the AFI.
77,
Ladd,
-Jesse
Atl 31; Johnson, Phil 26; Moore, in his bid for the finals,
Heat
Fourth
-Milwaukee (Lockwood 8-7), then tied the game when Bill Mynan, 31, Ralph Hilliard, record for fumble recoveries- Detroit, Houston at St. Louis, presumably because the Giants Montanez, Phil 24.
defeated John Harcourt(3-1) and
Harmon
his
501st
banged
in
the
Atlanta
at
Kansas
City,
Pithad said no to a request for a
night.
American League: Cash, Del Todd Harrison (3-2). Farrell
88, Billy Ivetts, 21, Rudy Collier, 14. He will be replaced in the tsburgh at Green Bay, New
on
Cesar
base.
sixth
Toyer
with
loan of more than $200,000.
Cleveland (Dunning 8-8) at
starting lineup by Julus Adams,
26; Melton, Chi 25; Smith, Bos defeated Kent Kline (3-0) and in
Niether team scored until 12.
Orleans at Dallas, Washington
Tarkenton insists his request
Chicago(Hit 6-9), night.
a 6-foot-4, 265-pounder from
24;Horton, Det and Murcer, one of the best games of the
Rettenmund
his
game.
hit
at
Denver
New
York
(AFC)
at
for
a
loan had nothing to do
Feature Race-Roy Rodgers, Texas Southern
20-4) at Boston
Oakland
was New
tournament, defeated Mark
winning shot in the 10th and 115, Paul Hogue,
Oakland and Minnesota at San with the basic issue of his not NY 21.
(Siebert 14- , night.
88, Billy Ivetts, England's No. 2 draft choice.
Runs Batted In
Homra(3-2). In the finals Farrell
celebration.
Killebrew's
ruined
wishing to keep playing without
21, Ralph Hilliard, 88, Jerry Los Angeles traded offensive Diego.
Kansas City (Splittorff 44
The New York Giants are at a signed contract. Further- National League: Stargell, beat Moore (6-1) to gain the top
and Wright 2-4) at Washington In other American League White, 13, Chester Crunch, 11, tackle Mitch Johnson to CleveNew
England Sunday night and more, .he makes it clear he Pitt 101; Torre, St.L 90; H. player in the bracket.
(Shellenback 3-8 and Goglewski action, Oakland swept Boston Cr Melvin Woodford, 14Jr., Bill and as payment for Joe
Aaron, At! 83; Montanez, Phil
Buffalo
is at Philadelphia the hasn't retired.
2-1;, 2, twi-night.
5 and 7-5, Detroit bombed Myhan, 31.
Taffoni, a lineman the Rams
78; Williams, Chi 74.
In the girls division, Marion
following evening.
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee 12-3, Cleveland beat
American. League: Killebrew, Holloway and Lesa Robertson
"I
like
New
York
and
I
want
Baltimore at Minnesota, night Chicago 4-1, Kansas City
to play for New York," he says. Minn 77; Petrocelli, Boa and advanced their way into the
Detroit at Milwaukee
romped over Washington 94
"I just don't want to play Bando, Oak 72; Murcer, NY 71; finals. Holloway reached the
Cleveland at Chicago
and.3-1, in the first game of a
finals by downing Cindy Etherton
without a contract. I have not B. Robinson, Balt 69.
Kan City at Washington, nigh twinbill, and California edged
Pitching
(3-1)
and Kathy Halford (3-0).
retired
as
such.
I'm
only
31.
California at New York, night New York 7-6.
National League: Jenkins, Lesa Robertson earned the finals
Most quarterbacks don't even
Oakland at Boston
In the National League
reach their prime until they're Chi 18-9; Ellis, Pitt and by dropping Nancy Spann (3-0)
Chicago beat Pittsburgh 2-1,
National League
Carlton, St.L 15-6; Downing, LA Lee Ann Boone (3-2) and Sandy
in their 30's."
San Francisco blanked MonEast
Emerson (3-2). Robertson was
Howard Conti, the sport- 14-7; Pappas, Chi 1340.
Second in a series of pre- 13 starters, back from last
back Alvin Bresler, now with
W. L. Pct. GE treal 1-0, Los Angeles ripped
American League: Blue, Oak victorious over Holloway (6-1) in
scaster, went on the air and
views of major college football year's team that went 8-2 and
Philadelphia 6-1, New York
70 46 .603
the 49ers.
Pittsburgh
teams in the Southeast: Auburn then beat Ole Miss in the Gator
said the Giants became 20-4; Lolich, Det 18-8; Dobson, the finals
63 51 .553 6 edged San Diego 6-4, Atlanta
Chicago
University.
disenchanted with Tarkenton Bait 15-5; Cuellar, Bait 14-5;
highly
be
would
Bowl,
Auburn
63 53 .543 7 nipped St. Louis 2-1 and
St. Louis
But Auburn has some fine when he was so vocal in behalf Drago,KC144;Siebert,Bos14By DAVID MOFFTT
rated under any conditions.
58 55 .513 101
/
2 Houston got by Cincinnati 3-2.
New York
neuters returning, especially of the players during their
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
UPI Sports Writer
brief 7; Wood, Chi 14-8; Hunter, Oak
But Jordan hit on an Auburn
Philadelphia
51 64 .443 181
/
2 Gene Tenace singled home
ATLANTA (UPI)-Auburn's plus when he said, "Scheduling Terry Henley, James Owens strike against the owners a 14-10.
Will your typewriter need
Montreal
45 70 .391 241
/
2 Tommy Davis with two out in opponents may have to
Lowry, plus prom- year ago.
join a has always been a determining and Tommy
Cosell also said
repairs
before
the top of the ninth to give
typing
West
sophomores
Fuller
fact
Rusty
that
ising
Tarkenton
discounts
it
"ban the bomb" movement this factor in winning championTarkenton became disenchanted
satisfactorily?
Staggers.
W. L. Pct. GB Oakland the first-game victory fall if they want to stop
and
as
Buddy
having
anything
to
do
with
the Ti- ships." The Tigers don't play
with the Giants when they
and then Reggie Jackson drove
69 50 .580
the present situation.
San Francisco
If so bring it to:
gers' most devastating weapon I-SU, one of the teams that
sought to lure Don Meredith out
In
to
three
help
runs
beat
As
for
wingback,
53
Angeles
.543
Dick
4%
Sch- of retirement
Los
63
"Neither of those points are a
-the Pat Sullivan to Terry beat them last year, and brackand
obtain
him
as
game.
second
the
malz was an effective backup
61 58 .513 8 Boston in
Atlanta
Beasley pass.
their regular quarterback last factor," he says. "I heard
Pool Office Equipment
et Tennessee, their potentially
Dick McAuliffe snapped out
58 57 .504 9
Houston
rumors about
the
Giants
Nothing else seemed to work toughest foe, between Chatta- man the past two seasons and year.
& Supplies
54 64 .458 14% of the doldrums of a 193 season
transfer
Sandy
Cincinnati
makingCannon
is
a
overtures to get Merelast season as that duo, now nooga and Kentucky..
The report has that good ring
4th Street
115
South
single,
hitting
a
average
a
by
42 76 .356 26%
San Diego
both seniors, teamed up to com- Auburn plays four of its six speedster out of the Beasley- of truth about it despite the dith but I don't know that they
Murray,Ky.-Phone 753-1763
triple and a home run as he led
Bresler
Tuesday's Results
actually
mold.
ever
did.
plete 52 passes for 1,051 yards SEC opponents in the final
the Tigers' 12-hit assault on
Chic 2 Pitt. 1
and 11 touchdowns.
month-and three of those are
Brewers'
pitching.
Joe
Coleman
If the 200-pound Owens con
1
Houston 2 St.L.
It is mainly because of the at home.
Wines his Spring performance.
scattered eight hits to pick up
N.Y. 6 San Diego 4
return of quarterback Sullivan, "Florida, Mississippi State,
the victory.
be could. be the Tigers' best
L.A. 6 Phila. 1
last year's total offense leader Georgia and Alabama in a row
runner in recent years and
S.F. 1 Mont. 0
with
an
average
of
285.6
yards
Hopkins
kept
his
hot
Gail
is no snap," cautioned Jordan. make Sullivan's passing game
Today's Probable Pitchers
streak rolling with a three-run per game and this year's Heis- "But, playing them late gives even more effective-if that is
Montreal (Renko 10-12) at
homer in the first ,
inning to man Trophy candidate, and our youngsters a chance to de- powdble.
(Murray Only)
San Francisco (Cumberland 6start the Royals to their split end Beasley, rated the na- velop."
1)
tion's
finest
college receiver, If Auburn were to open its
triumph over the Senators.
Chicago (Jenkins 18-9) at
Hopkins, hitting .382 over his that Auburn is favored to win season right now, there would
If Auburn's offense is the
Pittsburgh (ellis 15-6), night.
last 24 games, powered his the Southeastern Conference ti- probably be only two sopho- equal of a year ago, it will be
Atlanta (Kelley 6-3) at St.
sixth home run to score Fred tle.
mores in the starting lineup- awesome. No other team in
Louis ( Zachery 3-7), night.
Some coaches don't like to be both on defense. They would be SEC history gained as much
Patek and Joe Keough and give
Houston (Billingham 5-10) at
put in that spot, it too often 221-pound tackle Benny Sivley yardage as the 1970 Tigers,
the Royals a quick 3-0 lead.
Cincinnati (Merritt 0-11), night.
Jim Spencer and Roger backfires. But it doesn't seem who was "red-shirted" last fall, 4,850, or averaged as many
Philadelphia (Reynolds 3-3)
Ftepoz%ganged up on Stan to bother SEC dean Shug Jor- and 190-pound Mike Flynn who yards per game, 485.
at Los Angeles (Alexander 3-3),
Bahnsen and reliever Lindy dan as he faces his 21st season started at four positions as a
night.
McDaniel with homers in a at the Tigers' helm.
freshman and is expected to reAuburn has some adjustments
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
at
New York (Seaver 12-3)
"I'd rather be picked high place Bobby Strickland, the to make in its offensive
three-run eighth-inning rally
line
San Diego (Roberts 9-12), night.
Cole Slaw, Rolls
that broke a 4-4 tie and gave than low," said Jordan. "It lone departing linebacker.
and lacks the sort of depth JorThursday's Games
the Angels' their victory over gives the players an added in- The Tigers lost three of their dan likes in his defense. But
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, night
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
centive.
the Yankees.
starting offensive backs--talli the Tigers have averaged better
Houston at Atlanta, night
Beasley agreed with his back Mickey Zofko, who was than five touchdowns per game
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Sudden Sam McDowell came coach. "If people pick you No. signed by the Detroit I.ions; in the two
seasons Sullivan has
night
on strong after returning to 1, it makes you want to work fullback and leading rusher been at
quarterback and any
New York at San Diego, night action following a contract hard enough to justify it."
Wallace Clark, who signed with team that scores like that can
Ptiane 753.7101
12th & Sycamore
(Only games scheduled)
dispute as he held the White With 33 lettermen, including the Atlanta Falcons, and wing. afford a
soft spot or two

Standings

Rodgers Wins
Feature Race

Major League
Leaders

Auburn's Opponents May Have
To Join Ban the Bomb Movement
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Budget-Minded? Turn Towels Into Toys

I

1

"Why Don't They?"
Questions Asked
Weitsmity, August U
Evening circles of the WSCS of
the First United Methodist Of Manufacturers
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
follows: Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Gillard Ross, 1608 Locust Street;
Wesleyan with Miss Marjorie
Crass, 1003 Main Street; Hannah
with Mrs. Bill Wells, 1103 South
16th Street.

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
IF
NEW YORK (UPI)—It's time
the voice of the housewife was
heard in the land—again. For
t
the "why don't they?" folder is
full again, as women continue
,
to voice their suggestions on
The ladies day luncheon will be how manufacturers can imserved at noon at the Calloway prove products and packaging
County Country Club. Hostesses and so increase their sales.
•
TOYS WITH ROT APPEAL—Easy-to-make toys from
are Mesdames John Pasco, One of the most frequent
colorful
cotton terry towels and wash cloths include
James Payne, L. K. Pinkley, "why don't they?" complaints
bright red locomotive, complete with cowcatcher, and a
a
Cook Sanders, Sam Spiceland, Involves pantyhose. But let it jaunty boat that sails under
the name of S.S. Wash Cloth.
Roy Starks, Bob Crawford, Sal be said that most manu- The locomotive is made from a hand towel and a group
of Cannon wash cloths. The boat, fashioned from seven
Matarazzo, Bill Doss, Bill Wyatt, facturers, are trying sizing 53 a
SPRING FRESH—Orange walls and carpeting create the
cloths, also makes a good gag gift for grown-up
woman can select hose that'll fit wash
and Fred Wells.
perfect backdrop for Desley-Edson's quilted cotton bedboatsmen.
spread splashed with spring flowers. Matching draperies
height
her
weight,
and
to
and
at the window and a covering for a small round table conThe Baptist Women of Elm also are working to improve
tinue the theme. Making the most of limited space, the
corner of the recessed bed area takes a handsome bamboo
Grove Baptist Church will meet durability of what has become
unit. Luxurious comfort for reading is provided by a wellat the home of Mrs. George a staple of the lingerie market.
proportioned chair covered in deep green velvet.
The man of the house
Cossey, Thursday, August 12 at
complained the other day his
--' 1.30 p.m.
shoes wouldn't stay tied. It
turned out the laces are nylon,
Thursday, August U
and as a homemaker had
The Cumberland Presbyterian written, the nylon is durable
Women of the North Pleasant but tends to untie more readily
Grove Church will meet at seven than cotton.
Discrimination Charged
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Paul
One of my own complaints in
Cunningham.
the clothing department sounds
The Dexter Homemakers Club like Women's Lib is getting to
will meet on Thursday August 12 me. Why do manufacturers put
By BETH MOHR
at 9:30 a.m. at the Community hanging loops in the back of
Copley News Service
men's coats, but not in
Center.
womeq;s?
The "color blocks" technique
Many of the why don't they
Saturday,
August
14
patchwork
into
turns
fashion
in
suggestions come this way
an arty sophisticate.
The Bethel
Cemetery through National Family OpiInstead of seaming together
Association will hold its annual nion, Inc., a Toledo, Ohio-based
small bits and pieces of
2onsumer
market
research
meeting at ten a.m.
multipatterned fabric in copies
!irm. Here are samplings of
of a patchwork quilt, designers
lueries sent in by some of its
plot color blocks as carefully as
Sunday, August 15
Nart-time. homemaker-consulan artist creates an abstract
ants:
painting.
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
Why don't they?
Blocks within blocks or
Crouch will celebrate their 50th
—Make a more durable
circles within circles of sharply
wedding anniversary with a vacuum bottle for children's
contrasted color form shields
reception at the Murray use. As one mother complained,
or bull's-eyes are repeated in
Woman's Club House from 2:30 to "The glass liner doesn't last
twos or threes or are enlarged
five p.m. All friends
and long in a first grade grader's
for a single, striking motif.
relatives are invited to attend. lunch pail."
Large ovals and teardrops
are interestingly placed and
—Make all cups and glasses
cirevalar. headings accent armflat. bottoms, or at least
.daygust.
1t,
41,3,
45
The Baptist Young Women of attest so-called "everyday"
tbe Sinking Spring Baptist are. The bases of many have
holes and necklines to create
Church will have a
potluck depressions in them that fill
other intriguing color patterns.
supper at the home of Mrs. Larry with water when they are
These blocks are in vivid
washed in the dishwasher.
Bogard at seven p.m.
color
dark
against
—Save the consumer some
backgrounds. They are most
The WSCS of the Good money by making pajama tops,
dramatic in long sleek gowns
Shepherd United Methodist only for the men who won't
with high necklines, long
Miss Wilma Smith
Church will meet at two p.m. at sleep in the bottoms, and vice
narrow sleeves and deeply
versa.
the church.
slashed hemlines.
Miss Wilma Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Smith of
—Make horizontal buttonholes
Somewhat less commanding
New Concord, Kentucky, will become the bride of Mr. Steve
Circle I of the First United on dresses and blouses for
are the color blocks in all-over
Larkins on August 27, 1971.
Methodist Church WSCS will firmer closing.
patterns of squares, rectangles
The bride elect is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High
Other Queries
meet at the home of Mrs. Ruth
and bands. The bandings make
—Manufacture bed sheets School. She attended Murray State University for one year where
possible waistline accents and
Weston at two p.m.
with top and bottom hem she is now employed with the printing services department.
softer skirt treatments. Such
Mr. Larkins is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Larkins of
biock designs go into both short
widths
the same. Being able to
WSCS
of
The
the Russells
and long dresses.
Chapel United Methodist Church reverse the sheets should make Hickman County, Kentucky. He is a 1970 graduate of Hickman
County High School and is now a freshman agriculture major at
for longer wear.
will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Murray State University.
—Use
less
salt
in
canned
Although some blocks are
The couple will be married on Friday, August 27 at 7:30 p.m. in
vegetables
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
and
vegetable
separated by contrasting
of the Rainbow for Girls will hold juices. It is a simple matter to the New Concord Church of Christ. Friends and relatives are
borders, colors are irtense
its regular meeting at seven p.m. add salt if wanted at home. But cordially invited.
enough to stand alone without ..04.1vv
The couple will reside in Murray after the wedding.
there are low sodium dieters
the Masonic Hall.
at
border separation
and many regular eaters who
The Baptist Women of the don't like the over-salted taste.
First Baptist Church will meet at —Package bacon so you can
see all of it, not just the lean
the church at nine a.m.
parts.
2 medium-sized onions,
Mention "moussaka" and
—Pack a few extra envelopes
finely chopped
in greeting car• boxes for the most Americans will say
Thursday, August 19
"What is it?". Not so the
1 can (8 ounces) tomato
A barbecue for the Baptist inevitable addressing errors.
Greeks! To them moussaka
sauce
counsel people on better ways Women and their families of the
means the blending of subtle 14 teaspoon oregano
By KATHLEEN NEUMEYER
Sinking
Spring
Baptist
Church
to rechannel their energies.
•wasonings with ground meat
LOS ANGELES (UPI) —
will be held at the City Park at Guest lists
14 teaspoon cinnamon
layered with eggplant, smothKnow how you can prolong
Book tells
1i teaspoon garlic powder
seven p.m.
COPENHAGEN (UPI) - ered in custard sauce and
your life, improve your
Now she has written a book
1 teaspoon salt
•
baked to flavor perfection.
disposition, and save your
called, "You Have to Find
1/
4
teaspoon pepper
soul-searching
oday,"
Danish
the
arnbassid'ors
throughMiddle
This
Eastern delicacy
marnage — without even seeing
Happiness, It Won't Find
3 tablespoons butter
attractive mother and grandout the world have been asked merits a place on more Amera psychiatrist?
You.
3 tablespoons flour
mother
insists.
"Instead
to
of
forward
guest lists to the ican tables, and now'g the
It's all a matter of wing
According to her, most
1/4 teaspoon salt
foreign office in Copenhagen - time to put it there. The eggyour leisure constructively, Americans have 30 hours a sitting around trying to decide
PA
cups milk
for financial, not intelligence, plant, a major ingredient, is
says Patsy Edwards.
week leisure, and by 1975 it who you are, you should be
2 eggs, beaten
out doing something."
reasons. Ambassadorial ex• readily available this season. 5/4
"A lot of people say they
will have expanded to 38.
cup grated Parmesan
As for her own leisure, Mrs. Feriae accounts will be scrutindon't have any free time," Mrs.
"Fifty per cent are happy
Although the recipe is
cheese
Edwards
considers
taking
care
ized
as
part
of
the economy somewhat complex, it isn't
Edwards says. "I have them
with the way they spend their
of her family her primary
cuts that have hit all departP.are eggplant and cut into
write down exactly what they
time," she said,
another responsibility,
difficult, advises Reba Staggs,
noning
and
her
ments in the Danish civil serslices 14 inch thick. Combine
do every day."
20 per cent aren't so happy,
economist
home
of
the
NaC.onStAictife
business,
Leisure
vice.
When they get it all down but am too lazy to change.
tional Live Stock and Meat bread crumbs and 1/2 teaInc., is what she Anti for fun.
spoon salt. Coat both sides
on paper, in hours and Thirty per cent my really
Board. A spicy beef-tomato
of eggplant with seasoned
minutes, they find they have interested in changing."
mixture, fried eggplant: and
more spare time than the
She tests their interests and
grated Parmesan cheese are crumbs. Reserve leftover
crumbs. Brown eggplant in
thought — and sometimesthey then suggests such things as
arranged in alternate layers
hot cooking fat. Drain on
areipleased with what they sports (rolkrskating, bowling,
in a casserole and covered
absorbent paper. Pour off
have been doing with it.
fencing, croquet) crafts (canwith a creamy custard sauce fat.
Add ground beef and
"Many people say they'd illginaking, glassblowing, wineto bake. Moussaka is worth
onions to frying-pan and
like to play tennis and swim if making, furniture refinishing)
every minute spent in prepcook until meat is lightly
they had time," Mrs. Edwards places to go(auctions, circuses,
aration.
browned. Pour off drippings.
nudist colonies, ghost towns)
said.
companionable
For
a
menu Add tomato sauce,
"What they are actually travel,
Claw-taking,
and
oregano,
mate serve a "rural salad," cinnamon, garlic
doing in their free time, pet-raising.
powder, 1
or Greek salad as it is known teaspoon salt
however, is watehinF television
‘;he also pushes volunteer
and pepper and
to Americans. This consists stir together.
riodicals. They activities.
and reading
Melt butter in
greehi,
radof
array
of
an
"There isn't anything you
say. 'but you've got to watch
saucepan. Blend in flour and
cucumber
ishes,
slices, to- 1/4 teaspoon salt.
can do that someone doesn't
television.
Add milk,
mato wedges, green onions, a small amount at
"Well, you don't 'got' to need help with," she says.
a time,
'lack olives and chunks of blending well
It's her theory that doing
watch televiSion. That's fine, if
after each adcheese,
tossed
fort
in
an
oil
that's the way you. want to worthwhile
things
during
dition. Cook, stirring conio'd vinegar dressing.
spend your leisure, but if it's leisure makes people happier -stantly. until mixture thicknot. you should reorganize which makes them live longer
ens. Cool 2 or 3 minutes.
Beef Moussaka
v ,',,r time."
and improves their marriages.
Gradually add sauce to
ME CA -FLAVORED D OR—A rustic and colorful
2 pounds ground beef
Mrs. Eds.Arai, a lifelong
"If your husband thinks look pervades this bedroom,'cheered with a bright floralbeaten eggs to blend. Grease
I medium-sized eggplant
volunteer in various charitable you are uninteresting. maybe
printed cotton bedspread and matching floor-length drap1114x7x114-inch baking dish.
Desley-Edson.
eries
by
Mexican-flavor
The
dry
ed
cup
crumbs
bread
I
riv
started
ic
headboard
projects.
a
and
you are," she
Sprinkle reserved crumbs
and chest are antiqued in a soft blue-gray effect to harmo1)11.111•••4, three y eaf'S ago to
1 2 teaspoon salt
"There
is
too
much
over bottom of dish.vitoserve
nize with the fabric.
2 cups cooking fat
1,4 cup meat mixture.

MOHR ON MODES

August Wedding Planned

New fashion created
by 'color blocks'

Use of spare time
can shape destiny

11

Servo Delectable Ground Beef Moussaka
For a Great Grecian Style Dinner

Inexpensive toys with loads
of appeal can be made in minutes from colorful cotton terry towels and wash cloths.
Fun and easy to make, the
toys are formed by rolling
and stitching the towels and
wash cloths. Trims can be
made from scraps in the sewing basket.
For starters, try Perry Penguin—complete with perky
expression and formal attire.
He's fashioned from two
white bath towels and three
black fingertip guest towels.
Scraps of cotton velvet, corduroy, or felt can be used for
his feet, eyes, bill, and necktie.
Sailor-minded youngsters
will welcome the S.S. Wash
Cloth to their fleet of toys.
It's a jaunty ship made from
blue and white wash cloths,
trimmed with curtain rings,
ribbon, and small flags.
Another towel toy with boy
appeal is a big red locomotive complete with cab, cylinders, and cowcatcher. It's
made from a hand towel and
eight wash cloths. An empty
spool serves as the smokestack, and cardboard is
shaped into a cowcatcher.
For detailed instructions,
send ten cents to Cannon
Homemaking Service, P. 0.
Drawer 107.Kenna potis.N.C
28081.

WE

•
•

PENGUIN PAL—Little girls
(and coeds, too) will take to
Perry,the terry penguin. He's'
made from two cotton bath
towels and three wash cloths.
Cannon Homemaking Service points out that the towel..9
are not cut and can be unrolled for later use in the
bath

Prostitution May Be On The Way Out In"
The American Life, Says Author_ In_ Book
By PATRICIA MCCORMACK "John" (for John Doe
in the
NEW YORK (UPI)—Lots of booking to save him
embarrasscrummy jobs are waiting for ment) goes free for
identifyibg
teen-age
girls
and
young the prostitute in a "public
women in their twenties.
spirited manner."
Females for jobs Dr. Charles
Despite efforts to legalize it
Winick describes as "brutaliz- in the "hooker
capital of the
ing" ought to have a very low nation —New
York—and in
opinion of themselves, corm California,
prostitution may be
from a poverty-stricken family, on the way out. In 20
years. Or
belong to a minority group, in 30.
have no way of making a
For one thing, Winick said,
living, and, preferably,have a
history of trouble with their among younger men there is
less of an intert in being is
dads.
customer. Among many of the
The job is prostitute.
Chances are the girls whom younger generation, there is a
backgrounds suit them for what distinct bitterness toward anyWinick describes as "crummy' thing that exploits another
already have been approached human being.
And going to a prostitute no
by friends and told of the easy
longer
is much a part of a
money to be made.
Winick, professor of sociology young man's initiation or
at City University of New York, hazing into manhood. Winiell
said in an interview the "easy" said this used to be customa$
isn't correct. Ard neither is the —an older man showing the
promise to become a glamorous younger man his way around.
Not to be discounted in the
"call girl."
Tbe1 raist1e".10 at ate 1111 oprassibk declaim in ProdaitutiONS
-as an industry (estimated at 11
girl often portrayed by televibillion a year now) are various
sion and movies bears little
forces from
the ..women's
resemblance to the life led by
liberation movement—all viewthe typical prostitute, according
ing prostitution as the most
to Dr. Winick, who traveled
demeaning thing that a man
500,000 miles in the last 10
can do to show contempt for
years to gather facts on
women: paying
cash
for
prostitution in the United
pleasure at her expense, buying
States.
her just the way he'd buy a
He talked to 762 customers
bottle of booze or a box of
(mostly middle-age males),
cigars.
2,000 prostitutes (12 to 80 but
"If we provided personality
mostly in their 20s), and
restructuring, trained these
hundreds of judges, law engirls for a decent skill, they
forcement officials and other
probably wouldn't need drugs,"
professionals.
The blueprint for his investi- he said. "Just think of what
gation was drawn up with the kind of a self concept they
help of Paul M. Kinsie, have!"
American Social Health Associ- "It is a spiritless, selfation investigator who has been defeating job full of despair."
probing prostitution for 50 Nevertheless, an estimated
years. The story of the full-time two million American males
hookers is told in "The Lively weekly pay a prostitute from
Commerce: Prostitution in the $10 up per session. The typical
United States" (Quandrangle girl for hire puts in a 72-hour
Books Inc.)—by —Winick and week for take-home pay of
$5,000 or $6,000 a year.
Kinsie.
Winick, is angry about the If her looks stay, she may
double-standard in law enforce- last 20 years. "as in athletics,"
said, "performance
ment—the girl goes to jail, the Winick
wanes as the body ages."

VISITING STAN AND OLLIE

4

"I say 011ie ... who's that over
there?" "It's Anisma Jones,
Buffy Davis of TV's 'A
Family Affair,' San." "Really,
011ie?" "Positively, Stan!"
funnies in Hollywood's WaxToday's star visits yesteryear's
Museum, wearing Cinderella's
rayon flax A -shape dress.
the A -shape sports a flirtyTrimmed with ethnic embroidery,
in front. The perfect dress
for going vlaiting . . be it tassel
to Stan and 011ie's or Grandma's
house.
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CRISCO

Prize

with coupon

9

3:C.anS
FRUITCOCKTAIL 3
8

Quart

19c

44 lb. Sticks

VAN CAMP

MEAT SPECIALS WE
Whole

FRYERS
STEAK
BACON
ROAST
HAMB'GR
JOW
LS
H2U0NoTS
z: 39c
PICNICS

c

Pound Bag

-...
2
9
c

URA LYNN

ALL VEGETABLE
WESSON
• 41-oz. r

NORTHERN

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED
lb.

3I008/1
Ucans

GE

46-oz. can

LILY

PINK SALMON

Tall Can

tt

N>\

, • IL I;
I' F f
•-.C4/,‘
.et-

MILK MAID

‘11
Ira AIL

CF

PRODUCE SPECIA

FLOUR
GIANT

resh
ARTICHOKES

PEACHES

Fresh
Home
Grown

Santa Rosa

PLUMS

I Fresh

Lg. Size

lb.

Doz 39c

Sunkist

raWVIE

Med. Yellow 01.
lb

ONIONS

Fresh

bag

ea.

Ii

CLIP THIS COUPON
Gt. Size
with this coupon and '3.00 or more add.
purchase. lob. & Dairy prod. exc.
/h 1971
;

WE
GIVE

WE
GIVE

4.. •

WE
GIVE

•

+.1r

LP,

59c

with BEANS

PILLSBURY

CAKE MIX

24-oz. Bolt
TEENIE WEENIE
Yel. Cream Style
CORN

WE
GIVE
•-•

lb.

9

Shank Por. A
lb.4

WE
IMRE

or Rump

lb. $ 1

19

Sliced Pork

39c BACON
STEAK
59c
b.59i
WE
49
GIVE
cans 5/$1
BOLOGNA ib.39
99c
SLICES
GIVE
4/1 FRANKS
3/$1
49;
89
lb.

By-The-Piece

303

100 Ct.

28-0L SOT.

COCA-COLAS
FROZEN
FRIES

Fresh

Ea

CH
OIELRWAY

TVA BAGS

49;
25;WE
39 13A;

ALL- BEEFib.

ROAST
Sirloin

Meal Time Sliced

White, Yellow, Choc.

SIVE

Sliced
1/4 PORK LOIN 69:irm
BEEF LIVER s"celb 49;
NECK BONESib25;

24b. Bags

box

Elm Hill

12-oz. pkg.

HAM

(Center Cut)

lb

l,„/BERT

59

CHEER

5c

CHILI

ib.594

(with coupon)

KELLY

HAMS
Butt
POL

25-lb. Bag

,CHE
ER
59C

POTATOES
lbs.
2
251
2/5er
WE
111111 PURPLE HULLS
151
39c1PINEAPPLE
LEMONS
10-lb. Bag

IX

59' in

lb

U.S. Prime

Tender Smoked

MORTO

enc
EIVE
7

SMOKED
By-The- Piece ib.

Box of 12 49C

21
/
2FAIRo. Can

PRIDE

GIVE

CHUCK
U. S. Prime

Large Rolls $

STATE

GIVE

lb.

ROUND
US. Prime

Pound Box

OR

26;
ib.99; WE

6C/
1
2-oz. $

/
1 2 gal.

TEXIIN

49

Sacramento

3
ILE MILK29 43 TUNA
WAFE
CRAC
RS
KERS
s
3
WE
$109
I
TOW
EL
29 KolrEr
TOMATOES
pk.& BEANS
SUP
AT
E
A
s
.
JUIC
REA
PIES
M
89s
WE

WE
GIVE

ENE

It GIVE

First

TURNER'S

N

WE

WE

3-Lb. Cot

$

19c OLEO

Pound Loaf

GIVE

U.S.
PRIME
BEEF

ROYAL SCOTT

Miss Liberty

•

No.

2% Cans

Syrup

• =t
e
I a "pubUc

'MN

Double Stamps All Day Tue. & Wed.

PEACHES
RD ESSING
SALAD

I Doe in

Wink* said,
ien therej
In being
many of
1, there is a
toward =gate another

Days a Week
from 8 am

HUNT'S
In Heavy

Out In
Book

to legalize lig
✓ital of ti
'ork—and
'don may
20 years.

STORE WIDE VALUES-QUALITY FOODS-PLUk

Open 7

till 12 pm

WE

WE
Gladly 'NE
Redeemed
GIVE
U.S.
Food
Stamps

The Right

111111i

WE
GIVE

WE
6

CLIP THIS COUPON
3-1b. can
CIS
49'
I
with this coupon and '5.00 or more add.
Pur., tobb 8. dairy orod. exc.
VOID AFTER AUG. 17th, 1971

WE
GIVE

WE
GIVE

WE
RIVE

Use Your Bonk Credit
Card At Big K!

WIGS-WIGS-WIGS
100% MODACRYLIC WIGS

100% DYNEL 50-D

Beautifully styled wash 'n
wear wigs all best of quality.
All synthetic. No seconds.

• PIRMA!aSNILV SET
• CRUSPIPROOf
'LIGWIGHT
• SW

T 5 SOOT

•PE RMANENTL Y

STYLED

• WASH ABL
• GU RAN TEED
• READY TO WEAR

FOAM

Just beautiful and easily
Complete with
installed.
chain, matching wire, end
plug, hooks and switch colors
tool Black, white, amber
green and ruby.

B

FOAM

Beautifully accented table
lamp with assorted color
base. Charming white shade.
This lamp will enhance any
room in your home.

•Beautifully designed table
— lamp with the flair of Spanish
styling. Will look beautiful
in your living room or -den:
Amber, green, ruby or smoke.

D

J

HUGE SAVINGS
PURCHASED
DIRECT
FROM
FACTORY

Decorator table lamp for
that elegant look, Beautifully designed. In amber,
blue, ruby, green or smoke.

-a.

4pos

IT

5 Webbed
ire •

1. tn. I
Ix

.A

Buy now to reupholster and replace worn couch
and chair cushions. Light, odorless, comfortable,
long wear, economical and non-allergenic. Use
for beds, cot pads, station wagon and, beach
pads, boat seats, cribs . . . A thousand uses!
DOUBLE BED
Size 54" x 76"
1" THICKNESS
297

1" THICKNAS

233

597

2" THICKNESS

433

3" THICKNESS

877
1133
14"

3" THICKNESS

633

4" THICKNESS

877

5" THICKNESS

1133

5" THICKNESS

In green and white

In green and white

Our reg. $7.77

Our reg. $2.77

LIMIT ONE

20" Cut 4-cycle 3 h.p.
Briggs-Stratton Engine

Lawn Mower

Other Fabulous Buys.
•
SHREDDED FOAM
USED FOR
• SOFA PILLOWS
• BED PILLOWS
• CUSHIONS
• TOSS PILLOWS
• TOYS AND DOLLS
• PET BEDS

'
Enhance the Beauty
of Tour Home

with easy starting
Our reg. $44.88

REMNANT PIECES
Varieretsees & thickeesses

$34.88
5 ONLY

With

Decorator Pillow,.
AP 'Saes

and TInclinettet
Round and Square

vsriolis
unieurtisc CM
IT RATS

CUSHIONS

CAR MOS • NOIDOW SEATS

Soft Luxurious Feet

SOFA D/S111011S • MOAK

Ides,(of Gulf Givrag

OVA MASS • PIlLOTIS

7

•

Our reg.

S300

$14438

PICNIC JUG

1

99c
LIMIT ONE

6

Simply beautiful...Venetian•in style
and taste. These striking mirrors
will be the center of attraction for
any foyer or entrance. Size: 21" x
33'and 18" x 33".

Peat Moss
2 Cu. ft Bag
,
Our reg. 97c

Our reg. $2.44

FAN
Our reg. $9.88

$777

10 x 10 Single Size

,

Hibachi Grill
10 Only
$3.00

16" x 22" Rolls on Wheels

Wagon Grill

$1.88

Large bottom
shelf - 8 Only
reg. $6.95
....w.............../6.Awm/Immobw..i

3.00

BEL—AIR SHOPPING CENTER
one 753-8777
Acres of Free Parking

77c

20" All Purpose PORTABLE M

Reg. $4.44

Our reg. $1.33

Foam Is Easy To Work With...

Sunday 1:00 • 6 p.m.

Makes any outdoor faucet an
automatic drinking fountain
instantly

CHARCOAL

CUTS EASILY WITH AN EWECTRIC CARVING KNIFE, POCKET
KNIFE, RAZOR BL AR KITCHEN KNIFE.

Non- Sat 9 &m. to 9 p. m.

Drinking
Fountain

Rust proof and unbreakable

,Per Ounce
Foan Remnant

97

Deluxe Outdoor

One Gallon Family Size

paJC ^I -.

47C

LIMIT ONE

20 Pound Bag

MATTRESSES

Easy to Cover

47¢ to 97¢

Mirrors

$5.00 2 FoRs5"

TWIN BED
Size 19" x 76"

2" THICKNESS

4" THICKNESS

Chaise Lounge

Decorator

BANKAMERICARO
ItrItywr Aew

TRUCK LOAD
BUY FROM THE
TRUCK AND SAVE!

ea

Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday

•

SIT BACK

Big K's Parking Lot will be turned into a BARGAIN
CARNIVAL with trucks, trucks, trucks filled with
sensational values in front of Big K Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Also many, many
bargains inside. You've seen nothing like it since
the fair. Pick the items you want, buy now and
pocket the savings. Regardless of your desires,
there's bargains for you!

AND

BROADLOOM CARPET

Compare these for
price! Look'em over
..feature for feature...
then settle back-way
back...the decision
won't be difficult.
These are the chair
for the money. The
color choice is great
too, so come pick
yours today and save!

GALE

YOUR CHOICE

. .. COMING DIRECT TO YOU FROM OUR
FACTORY IN GEORGIA!

"---------""
;...,,.it'''''4•:'"::4'
.*1.4.1
z141
0
,V
114,4.
-.Vsfo,p.
' 'AA il-a, ..rocrg.„NottAstig -

DELUXE
CONSTRUCTION!

..n.
,

1

.

PATCHWORK

, # 1 s.- •.

-,

a. *

V.:4A't ,;:lao% a a t' a •
TA IZje I ,.,1%-....:„.v.,

— ..1„-• ,,..
.474'
.
:
d1T vs• -Ir..s.‘15 47,-- - ....
'
,
kit
:
14w?"44,...ie• ,p ,itia•st;:,
--t.,..,:xaiblivi'• tee, ts)./
1
4.•.

488

SWIVEL ROCKER
Now Priced
At Only

-04

..p. - ,._,.,..,11,
4415,4740r,,;;241- -. ,., .
4vortirF
44

eautifully Styled
Relaxing, authentic and
looking! Handsomely crafted, upholstered in breathable
vinyls in rich colors

3988 good

S"

Just picture this beautiful chair
in your den or living room. It's
soft comfort will add charm to
any decor. Bright multi-colored
patchwork with long wearing
fabric and maple finish. A real
beauty! Model 850.

JUST LOOK . . . POLYESTERS, SHAGS, TWEEDS,
ACRYLICS AND KITCHEN CARPETS. ALL WITH
DOUBLE JUTE BACKING!

Rectangular
CARPETS
18" x 27"
27"x 54"

PILLOW
RIOT

9' x 12'

Scientifically designed for soft restful
sleep - floral cotton
covers - ideal for
family, hospital or
camping use!

17 x 25
Foam Filled
21 x27
Foam Filled
21 x27
Dacron Filled

CEACH
88
188

.
288

EACH

EACH

Mon - Sat 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 - 6p.m.

12' x 12'

88'
288
41"

OVAL
CARPETS
18" x 30"
24" x 36"

188

33" x 54" 588

5988

4' x 6'

888

6' x 9'

11"
41"

9' x 12'

FRAMED PICTURES

_ Many different sub•lects up to 3"
. wide
frames
beautifully
finished in modern,
contemporary, early
American
and
traditional.

Ft Each picture hand"' somely
detailed
Wormwood moulding
complemented by a
gold inneredge 8x10.

This popular assortC ment
comes with 2"
moulding and finished
In maple or walnut
with a gilt line.
Choose from 22x28,
18)(20, 12x24. 13x15.

97
Each

Each

44

2

Each

SPECIAL PURCHASE4
‘
4"
;
24" x 72"

HALL
RUNNERS

27" x 144" 888

BROAD CHOICE OF COLORS AND PATTERNS!!

Quantity Rights Reserved.

BEL—AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Acres of Free Parking

11

388

BANKAMERICARD

Phone 754-8777

Efie_L7=1
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Long-Range Expansion Study
Authorized At Calloway Club

Fulton's Banana Fest
Gets Underway Thursday

Dear Editor,
An incident occured over the
weekend that we thought should
be reported to our local officials.
bananas luncheon and reception.
FULTON (UPI
The board of directors of the best ball tournament to be held at So like good taxpaying citizens a
your bag, the place to be
A real eye-catcher is a giant
are
September
5
and
6
with
Calloway Country Club Monday the club
group went up to the police Thursday through Saturday is the banana pudding which feeds
night authorized the engineering Buddy Hewitt as the tournament station to do their duty. But they
Fulton and South 10,000 persons, served free at the
and planning firm of T. F. chairman. A similar tournament soon realized that our officials on twin-cities of
Tennessee.
Fulton,
city park.
women
for
the
Billington Consulting Engineers, was authorized
a whole are non-interested men,
where
the
Ninth
InThe far Western Kentucky city
That's
Murray, to proceed with Phase golfers at the club, subject to who don't give a care.
Banana Festival slips has been host to the event since
of a long-range master plan for their approval and acceptance. We had a friend to be beaten up ternational
Thursday with bun- 1963 because of its importance as
the determination of any ten- Heard a report from Purdom, and robbed Saturday night into action
and bananas on a transshipment point for
of
people
ches
tative, future club expansion the club's golf activities chair- outside the city limits. He saw a
hand.
refrigerated bananas on their
programs.
man, on the 12th annual Murray car that seem to be having
Even overstaying a parking way from New Orleans to midThis phase, the board directed, Invitational Tournament, which trouble so he stopped to see if he
Is to consist of locating and attracted a record 192 golfers to could help. He was attacked by meter and getting a ticket can be west markets via rail.
mapping all existing buildings the club July 24 and 25, and two men who took between $45.00 fun during the colorful festival. And for those who find
and facilities encompassed by the directed that a letter of com- and $50.00 dollars. When he got Bunches of bananas hang from Marimba bands "appeeling",
clubhouse, the pro shop, mendation and appreciation be back to town we told him he parking meters. Hospitality they will be on hand. It's unlikely,
swimming pool, tennis courts sent to Hewitt, the tournament should go and report it to the booths also offer free bananas at however, that the band will play,
entrances to the cities.
"Yes, we have no bananas."
and others.
chairman.
police but he said no; it wouldn't
thousands
the
Among
Shackelford,
H.
Also included will be the Authorized J.
do any good. I couldn't believe
development of a site topography the club treasurer, to supervise that our officials wouldn't show a scheduled to attend the festival
map from which can be obtained construction of a brick and little interest in this matter but I are delegates from Ecuador and
other banana producing counthe data and information wrought iron, landscaped en- found out differently.
essential for later development of trance to the club grounds in When he and the other men tries. Twenty students from
any over-all, proposed master accordance with a design he had went in they talked to one South America already arrived in
7 and have been
Federal State Market News
plan for club expansion.
prepared and presented at the policemen who seemed to be Fulton August
homes.
at
local
guests
Service August 11, 1971
The purpose of this move, the Monday meeting.
leave.
So
had
to
but
he
interested
board emphasized in taking the Directed that the club's they talked to 4 or 5 more officials Some of the events at the Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
action, is to determine exactly established $3.00 green fee be who were in the station. When festival include a banana bake- Market Report Includes 9 buying
what the club now has in the way charged all visiting golfers, with they told them what happened off contest, street dances, Stations
of facilities and to ascertain the exception of members of the they thought it was really funny princess pageant, governor's Receipts: Act. 694 Est. 800
areas available and most ap- Oaks Country Club playing the and had a good laugh. One official filed. Apparently though, they Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
plicable for future development. Calloway course on designated said, "I had better fights than didn't feel like that because they steady
A committee later was named exchange days,the green fees for that in the fourth grade." There didn't fill one out. I don't uri- US 1-3 200-230 lbs. 119.00-19.50;
to
nominate candidates for three whom on those days is $1.50 per were more smart remarks made defitand what one is supposed to US 2-4 190-240 lbs. *18.7549.00;
THIS MOONSCAPE PHOTO made by Apollo 15 astronaut David Scott shows James
US 24 240-260 lbs. 118.25-18.75;
positions
which will become person.
Irwin saluting the flag, the Lunar Rover at right, the Lunar Module in middle, and
and I don't see that being beaten do if a robbery should occur, I US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 117.75-18.25;
vacant on the board this fall. Directed that an asphalt path up and robbed is funny at all. guess just laugh about it.
beyond the rover is St. George Crater, with Hadley Delta about three miles back.
Named to the committee were for electric carts be placed from They didn't fill out a report, What are we going to do if our Sows
Wayne Doran, Wells Purdom, the 18th green alongside the 10th just jotted his name down on a officials don't take a better in- US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 115.00-16.00;
Jr.,and Henry Fulton.
tee and leading to the clubhouse. piece of plain paper. We know we terest in our problems. It makes US 14 300-650 lbs. 114.00-15.00;
US 2-3 450-850 lbs. 113.0044.00;
Doran was president of the clut The path will be screened by a didn't have any real information one stop and think: doesn't it!
few
down to $12.00
(Cautioned from Page 1)
i Continued from Page 1
(Continued from Page 1)
in 1968, while Purdom ano six-foot-high hedge row, to be to give them but we felt a report
Sincerely,
Boars $10.00 to 11.50.
There are fifty governors and 41 for Superintendent of Public sidewalk is a long bed of Azaleas. Fulton, both former presidents. planted this fall.
Jackson
Ann
and
filed
out
been
should have
lieutenant governors. The largest Instruction; Mr. Joe Gray, Ad- The front yard is also planted are retiring members of the
Program
Kentucky
ministrator,
director
whose
board.
The
other
Hampshire
New
is
the
legislature
with several other trees including
General Court with 450 members. Development Office. Also in- Magnolia, White Pine, Bald term term is scheduled to expire
The smallest is Nebraska with 49 cluded in the speakers were the Cypress. On each side of the this fall is Hunt Smock.
members. The salaries for Democratic and Republican carport is a rock garden. The one The other members of the ninelegislators range from $19,200 per Candidates for Governor of on the west side is planted mostly member board are Jimmy Dale
year in California down to $200 Kentucky, Lt. Gov. Wendell with Sedurns. A few Begonias Clopton, M. C. Fills and Jimmy
biennially in New Hampshire. Ford,and Mr. Tom Ernberton, as were planted to give color. The Boone, whose terms will expire
well as many other interesting other rock garden is planted with in 1973, and President Chad
LUCKY LEAF
"If there is any chance that our speakers from the world of Laurel, Dwarf Red Maple, Stewart, Mrs. Evelyn Jones and
president can persuade Peking to education. The format for these Nandina, Scotch Broom and Mrs. Frances Hulse, each of
from HUNT'S
mend its ways and to stop ex- speeches was a 15-minute speech various other hardy plants. To whom have one year yet to serve.
In other actions Monday night,
porting aggression and violence by the speaker and then a 45- give color, they have used
and war, then I say more power minute question and answer Marigolds, Zinnias, Moss Rose, the Calloway board:
to him"...Senator Barry Gold- session with questions being Purple
•VaL
Jew, Extended an invitation to the
Wandering
directed at the speaker from the Ageratum, Joseph's Coat, and Murray Shrine Club to hold its 4th
water.
annual Shrine Golf Tournament
floor.
others.
"No one envies the President or Included in the Conference The back yard is very colorful at the club on August 5 and 6,
his economic advisers. Indeed, were workshops and seminars with shrubs of many varieties, all 1972. The third tournament in the
MalCANA
No. 2 can
any economist who claims to designed for the purpose of low growing, have been planted series was held successfully at
last
weekend
with
club
Don
have a sure prescription for getting the students to talk out lest to the patio. Each has its the
reducing unemployment without their problems of their schools own special color, Plants such as Robinson, a member of the
adding to inflation is either lyins and communities and then to Red Barberrry, Golden Bar- Calloway club,as the tournament
8-oz.
or does not understand the search for possible, workable berry, Azaleas, Hollies, Sedums, chairman.
Authorized a two-man teams
sanitation" the Washington Post. solutions. These sessions were a are included. On the north side of
part of the Kentucky Youth the back yard are fruit trees.
Fellow says he wonders if college Development Foundation's The east side of the back is
students will be demonstrating program to make young people planted in only flowering treees
against the "Establishment" this aware of what is happening such as flowering Cherry, Peach,
From The
fall-now that they have the vote around them and what they can Plum and Crab Apple.
18 oz
do about the problems they see.
and have joined it?
The back yard is made more
In these sessions, in order to dc colorful by placing several
Mr. Waterfieid the corner of something about the problems flower beds at various points. A
:12th and Main Streets has some that they want changed, long Rose garden gives much By United Press International
Tender
SAN FRANCISCO —AFL-CIO
resolutions were written up to be
;rule Crepe Myrtle.
color. In front of this is a circular President George Meany, when
sent to the next session of the bed with a bird bath in the center,
19
Bill Neisea, our neighbor up the Kentucky Legislature. These olanted with Azaleas and Youpon asked about trade with the
street, is over
at Murray resolutions were voted on in the Holly. Joseph's Coat, Begonias Chinese Communists:
Hospital. He and a golf cart last session of the Conference. and planted to give even more "I don't think we can sell to
Emge's
Red China unless we first give
collided last Saturday during the Those passed will go to the color.
tournament. His leg is not broken Legislature as recommendations On the front porch and patio them the money to pay."
"THICK SLICED"
$ 'I 19
but ligaments and muscle took a for legislation from the Kentucky are large urns with tropical
2
lbs.
ConDETROIT
—Rep.
John
beating. Painful and im- Youth Conference.
plants such as Variegated
Flavor-Kist
All those attending the Con- Hibiscus, Double Hibiscus, yers Jr., D-Mich., en route to
mobilizing. Good luck Bill.
attend meetings with black
ference were urged by Executive kiamonda and Bouganvilla.
Sliced
leaders to discuss support for a
Director James Weatherton and
lb
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley have black presidential candidate:
Assistant Director Bill Crowley, extended an invitation to anyone
to take full part in all discussions, who would like to walk around "These strategy meetings are
lb.
to enter them with an open mind the yard and examine the many giving notice to the entire
country
that
we
are
no
longer
but to speak out for the things shrubs and flowers.
Federal State Market News
satisfied being black leaders
they believe to be right.
18oz 3/s1
Service
but have resolved to take our
lb 791
with
Tuesday August 10 Murray, The Conference closed
national
leaders,"
place
as
and
a
resolutions
the
voting
on
Kentucky.
Fresh
Murray Livestock Market: final challenge to the people
HARRISBURG, Pa. —State
Edon
4-Roll Pkg.
Livestodc weighed on arrival. there. This challenge was given
lb 591
by Jim Weatherton and in it he NEW YORK (UPI) —The Rep. Norman Berson, DCattle this week 177
Philadelphia, on a paint tax
students,
people,
urged
all
stock
market
opened
steady in proposal to halt the spread of
Calves this week 19
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: educators, legislators, and moderate turnover today.
graffiti on _building fronts:
of
aware
Shortly after the opening, the "There is no way to regulate
Slaughter cows
steady, citizens in general to be
lb
Slaughter Bulls, .50 higher, other people's problems and try Dow Jones industrial average the use of paint once it has
300 can
feeders steady to 1.00 higher. to help them as well as helping ,as up 0.36 at 839.95. Advances -been sold. So, the only way to
SLAUGHTER COWS: Couple yourself. He urged those at- rapped declines, 123 to 102 stop these sidewalk Rem.
of Utility 20.00-22.00, Cutter 17.00- tending the Conference to be among 325 issues across the brandts is to stop selling them
aware of what's happening and if tape.
20.00, Canner 15.50-17.00.
COOKING
paint."
Sunshine
SI,AUGWFER BULLS: Utility they don't like it, to try to work in Monsanto added % to 43 in
Peanut
to Cçiod over 1000 lbs. 26.25-26.75. an orderly, democratic manner the chemicals, while Armco
4-lb. bag
FFIEDER STEERS: Choice to try to change things.
•••
climbed Le to 16 in the steel
300400 lbs. 38.75-40.50, few high
(Continued from Page 1
group. U.S. Steel and BethleChoice up- to 45.00, 400-500 lbs.
hem held unchanged at 27% and Language
Development
35.00-37.75,500-700 lbs. 33.00-35.00,
and 21%, respectively.
Center will begin classes on
mixed Good and Choice 300-400
hi the autos, General Motors August 23, 1971 and end on June 9,
lbs. 36.00-38.75.
eased % to 75, with Ford down 1972. There will be no charge
to
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
% to 61%. Chrysler gained % to those attending the Center and
500-700 lbs. 30.00-32.00, mixed
75%.
limited funds for transportation
Good and Choice --3eim0rtbs.
Among the oils, Jersey are available when needed.
79.50-31.00, 500-700 ibis. 22.00-30.00.
Standard tacked on 1,4 to 73%, A screening of children
with
with Phillips and Texaco up
speech and hearing impairments
311,4,
respectiveeach
to
31
and
WRANGLERS RIDE
will be held at the Health
ly. Atlantic Richfield added % Departments in Benton
The Wranglers Riding Club will
and
to M%, and Getty 3,4 to 78%. Murray. The Benton
ride Friday nightat 7:00 p.m. at
screening
but
26%,
to
1
/
4
rose
Pennzoil
the riding pen, weather perwill be on Thursday, August 12
Superior dropped a full point to from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
(flitting. Everyone is invited to
The
30).
Kraft Chocolate
attend and bring a horse Food
Murray-Calloway screening will
In
the
electronics,
IBM
rose
available
on
the
grounds.
will be
be on Friday, August 13 from
% to MPS. Control Data gained 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
box
DEL MONTE BLUE LAKE CUT
14 to 50, and Westinghouse was Parents who cannot bring their
A SPECIALIZED TALENT
% higher at 82. RCA, however, children at these times may
DARLASTON, England (UPI)
surrendered LB to 30%.
—Tuesday's edition of the local
contact their local superinDuncan Hines
Flying Tiger picked up 1 to tendent for further information
afternoon paper had a misprint
34%...in the airlines. American
in the help wanted columns and
No. 303 can
box
/
4.
Airlines gained ts to 281
advertised a job as "exper- Lora
Now You Know
Parker is the malevolent Lockheed lost % to 9% in the By United Press
ienced tickler" instead of ghost
International
CHICKEN OF SEA
seeking possession beyonc
Martha White Blueberry or
Zebras' stripes, like human
-experienced pickier."
the grave in "Night of Datil aircrafts.
Penn Central was unchanged fingerprints, are individually
Nevertheless, the paper said,
ihadows." Now showing al at 5/
1
4 in the rails, as was different and can be used for
more than a dozen persons lem
cinema I.
/
4.
Southern Pacific at 391
identification purposes.
applied for the post
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Seen & Heard . . .

Kathy ...
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Murray
his mast

Shirley Yard ..•

SWANNS MAR ET
Skillet
The New

Dinners

HUNTS

CHERRY
PIE
FILLING

89t

49'

Quotes

Four TART Jellies
from WELCH

STRAWBERRY 596
PEACH PRESERVES496
APPLE JELLY
33t
45$
GRAPE JELLY

News

Stock Multi

i

TOMATO SAUCE

3/49/

* MEATS *

Round Steak lb 891
Minute Steaks ib$1

Bacon

VANILLA WAFERS

Federal State
Market Report

Special Ed

Beef
29' Liver
Pork
BAR -Q SAUCE
Chick. Livers
Gr'nd Beef
BATHROOM TISSUE 29'
Gr'nd Chuck
YiusilOWEYE PEAS
* PRODUCE
WAFERS Pkg 43' APPLES
FOR BACK TO SCHOOL LUNCHES . . .

Tuna

Chicken

Ham

65t

Turkey

MUFFIN MIX
Strawberry

I-

39'

49'
MIX 2/39'

494
29e

GETS!
of Marra!
after reee
August 0.

79/

*

29*

GARDEN FRESH!

GREEN BEANS — PEAS
CORN — BUTTERBEANS
TOMATOES — SQUASH

Fresh

BRIDGE MIX

Stephe
Rtate Ui
,dergradt
.2.1ack Ca

PEACHES

GRN. BEANS 3/79

TUNA

49'
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The Castor Bean
A Plant Oddity
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Paul E. D'Urso (left), 1100 Main St., Murray, was among the 571 students receiving degrees
at
Murray State University summer graduation on Aug. 6. President Harry M. Sparks presented him
his master of arts in education degree. D'Urso will be teaching this fall In Palm Beach,
Fla.

94 Est. 800
steady Sows
819.00-19.50;
618.75-19.00;
118.25-18.75;
917.75-18.25;
$15.00-16.00;
914.00-15.00;
813.00-14.00;
D.

4
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IRS Sets Tax
Exams For Sept.
Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky
persons who are not certified
public accountants or attorneys
but want to qualify to represent
clients in tax matters before the
Internal Revenue Service must
submit their examination application by August 31, 1971.
District Director of Internal
Revenue, Robert J. Dath, said
that the Special Enrollment
Examination in the Louisville
District will be given at
Louisville on September 27 and
28, 1971.
Interested persons can secur€
applications and additional information from their IRS District
office, he said.
Applications, accompanied by
a fee of $25 payable to the Internal Revenue Service, should
be mailed to the Director, Audit
Division, Internal, Revenue
Service, Washington, D. C. 20224.

LEXINGTON, Ky.—How much markings, almost exactly
is truth and how much is resembles a dog tick. If the
superstition is a matter that must Doctrine of Signatures holds true,
be left for the scientist and then the castor bean should
researcher to decide, but many prove a remedy for this summer
country people grow "dog tick" pest.
Anyway, the castor bean is a
plants every year. They grow
them in the firm belief that their magnificent plant and if planted
seed, which indeed resemble that In fertile ground where it can get
woodland pest which discomfits plenty of sunshine, it will rapidly
canines in summer, will banish provide a shady nook. It must be
mice from potato holes and keep kept in mind, though, that both
moles away from lawns and leaves and seed are poisonous if
eaten. Otherwise, it is a most
gardens.
A tall and stately plant with attractive plant to have around.
enornous palmate leaves, the
dog tick is so sometimes called
the "mole bean." Seed catalogs,
however, list it as the "castor oil
plant," source of that purgative
so detested by children.
It sometimes, particularly the
Red Spire variety, grows up to 12
feet in height, and with its red
Yemen east as mayor
branches and great purplish
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) HAMBURG,Germany (UPI)
leaves which change to a bronzy
John Vernon has been cast as
green, it has a tropical sp- - Rolf Liebermann, the Swiss
"SPIRO'S BORDER BANDITS" is what this outfit calls
the Mayor of San Francisco in
pearance
for composer who becomes Dir- Warner
beautiful
Bros.' "Dirty Harry," itself at Fire Base Peace in South Vietnam. It's a 175mm
background plantings. In autumn ector General of Paris' Grand starring Cling
self-propelled gun and crew a bit more than a mile
Eastwood.
Opera and Opera Comique in
its seed pods and seed spikes
from the Cambodian horder.
a,.
1973, says he will make a revturn to crimson, making it one of
olution in France by demandthe garden's most attractive ing
singers, musicians and A win for Quiets
plants.
dancers work normal hours.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Insects avoid it and it is true
On Hwy. 121
Phone
Liebermann
hopes this,
that moles seem to leave off their coupled with the introduction Anthony Quinn won his battle
with
Universal
(Mayfield
to
film
Hwy.)
most
of
anutelingin areas where it grows. of a lively, modern repertory,
753-5787
the exteriors of his new hourCountry people say that a hand- will entice Frenchmen back to
long video series, "The Man
ful of dog tick seed, mixed with opera houses now peopled and the
f
City," on location near
potatoes stored outside under mainly by American tourists.
Albuquerque, N.M.
mounds of dirt and straw, will
"I demanded normal conkeep away field mice that often ditions of work and, for Paris,
invade the storage mounds and that is revolutionary," Liebermannsptioege
ld ithe weekly' magagnaw the contents. And there zine
may be some grounds for all
For a start, Liebermann
these beliefs. Chemists say that
the foliage of the plant is toxic said, he has talked the ringers,
and the seeds poisonous. musicians and dancers in the I •
Company
Strangely enough, while the two Paris opera houses into
accepting
that
contracts
for
seeds are poisonous to mice and
men, chickens can eat them with the first time will require they
rehearse in the mornings. Durimpunity.
Clark
8:00-5:00
A native of Southern Asia, plant ing the months when the opera
Kinnaird
houses are closed, they also
detectives say the castor oil
Mon. thru
will rehearse evenings, he said.
plant, or castor bean, was inA penalty system is being
troduced early into the tropical introduced to
Sat.
insure that orand subtropical Americas. From &Ara members appear perthere it spread to temperate sonally instead of sending their
climates where it is now students as stand-ins for reT remains difficult to think
cultivated for decorative pur- hearsals and performances, a I of any old household composes,for castor oil,and for a dye habit apparently now wide- modity that hasn't become
known as "Turkish Red," used spread in Paris, Liebermann a collector's item. Old stove
lids, pokers, boot-jacks (scene
for dyeing calico and mak, said.
are 'priced wow in antique
paint.
As director of the Hamburg shops $10 to $25), wood butter.
In time, the castor bean may Opera since 1959, Liebermann molds, tin cookie cutters, pot
Standard
prove valua,ble for yet another commissioned more than a doz- lids, cigar-cutters, door-knockImportant use. Chemists are said en new operas. He said he ers, toothpick-holders, safety
to be experimenting with the intends to commission other pins, are a few of thousands
13 Varieties
of kinds of antiquated things
plant in the hope of discovering new operas for Paris.
sought avidly by numbers of
another insecticide that will not
Ready to Bloom!
persons,
pollute the environment as it is
claimed some of the others are (n-stars
doing. If so, this will lend added
credence to that ancient theory
box of 9
HOLLYWO01) (UPI) of Paracelsus, popularized as the
Doctrine of Signatures-signs by Leslie Caron and Warren Oates
which God is supposed to have will co-star in "Open Shadow,"
Giant
marked plants to indicated their a private detective film based
special use. For as before, a on the heroics of private eyes "Best and most
perfect pin ever
castor bean, in size, color, and, of the ,1940s.
made," boasted
blurb for this one.

Shakeup
of opera
in Paris

9
Murray
Nursery

Oil
0001)
FE, ipi,i4K1.

Stephen E. Douglas (left), 217 Woodlawn, Murray, received a master of science degree at Murray
State University's summer graduation Aug. 6. Preskknt Harry M. Sparks presented 579 undergraduate and graduate degrees. The speaker was the editor of the Ladles' Home Journal, Jobe
Mack Carter, a Murray native, who attended MU.

AUCE

49'

by

Summer
CLEARANCE
Sale

ROSES

'1.00—Patents $1.50

89c
$1 19

MUMS

$1 19
b.49'
lb 29'

GETS MAS1'ER4DEGREE: Dennis Jackson, former Murray State football player and a native
of Murray, Is shown being congratulated by Murray State University President Harry M. Sparks
after receiving a master's degree in education at the university's summer commencement exercises
August 6. He is the son of Jilts Rowlett Jaeksoa of Murray.

It's your ECONOMY

791

HOW NUMBER OF GOVERNMENT
WORKERS IS GROWING

594

Government employment
as "to of total

79;

15

Sate and local
Rovernment
l0

Is

Is

49'

Safety pins?! Yes! And although no U.S. patent was issued on a pin with a clasp before 1849, a comprehensive collection of this utility in dress
could have specimens going
back to 800 B.C. Discoveries
have been' made in ancient
tombs of gold or silver jewelry with clasps similar to that
of the 'dress-pin' wrought of
plain wire patented by Walter
Hunt of New York in 1849.
Collectors also of antique
ear-rings find specimens with
clasps like those of today's
common safety pins.
(Dist. by King Features flyndkate)

954

Petunias"
25'
Elephant Ears
50'
Caladiums
75'
1
2-gal. cans
All Plants in /
95'
for Fall mulchingBaled Straw
& Grass Seeding
All
Cut 30%
Pottery
Now I/2
Only $2.95
Holly Japanese Price

ONLY 1 - 8-ft. 4-Tier
Best otter over 50.00,
FOUNTAIN by Friday at Noon
takes it!

Free Estimates On Landscape Design

5

Action People Use The

goverment

1960
, Melanie Boyd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Boyd, 1711 Magnolia
Z
GETS DEGREE AT
tulated by Murray State University President Harry M. Sparks after
Drive, is 'hairy-theft
receiving a bachelor of arts degree hi French and biology at the university's summer commencement exercises August 6. Degrees were conferred upon 579 candidates during the ceremonies,
during which the editor and publisher of The Ladies Home Journal, John Mack Carter, was the
principal speaker.
of marijuana. The other youth,
16, was turned over to luvenile
INDIAPAOLIS, Ind. (UPI) BENTOR HARBOR, Mich. tuthorities.
—Detectives at Carson Secret (UPI)—Two teen-agers picked
Service, Inc., had a job in their the wrong place to take a
A 'NONPOLITCAL' TRIP
own yard to work on Tuesday. smoke
They stopped in front of the
WASHINGTON (UPI i —The
that home of State Police Trooper White House said Tuesday
Police
notified
were
the
Michael
Barnes
Monday and government will pay
somebody broke into the firm's
for Presoffice Monday and stole two smoked w‘th cupped hands. ident Nixon's trip last weekend
typewriters, a clock and an Barnes arrelied Wallace Chris, to !few England because
it was
electric fan.
ty, M, of Chicago, for posaesion "nonpolitical."
AN INSIDE JOB

ILL-TIMED SMOKING

Hai

Data: Bureau of Labor Statistics

1970
64

ay CARL H. NtADDIN,CHEN ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of the United Hems
DURING, THE DECADE of the 1968s, total.-employment in
the U.S. rose from 65 8 million to 78.6 million; an increase of almost 20 per cent. In contrast, the number of
government employes rose even more—by SO per cent—
from 8.3 million to 12.6 million, with most' of this increase in state and local governments. Federal employment, as a per cent of total work force, dropped slightly,
from 3.5 per cent to 3 4 per cent. State ahd local employment, on the other hand, jumped from 12.7 per cent
to 16 per cent of the work force. The reason is simple:
As society has become more urbanized .,and population
has concentrated in the cities and suburbs with all the
transportation, health, education, crime, welfare and
pollution problems that accompany such population concentration, greater dcmands for public services are impotted on states and localities.

WANT ADS
READ the WANT ADS

Murray. Kentucky 42071

Phone 753 1916
•
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Ilution Evil Is
iscussed In Mail
o The Senators
YORK (UP1)—The
;,:)IEW
er to the senator in
atashington, D.C. was from a
10-year-old girl named Melodie.
It said in part, "I wish I
could live a little longer ...
From what I hear we will only
live two more years and I will
only be 12 years old. I won't
even be fully educated."
Melodie was expressing to
Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D.-Wis.,
her personal concern over what
pollution was doing to the
world.
And the children as well as
thinking adults are concerned.
your
Another letter from
friend, Jay," to the senator
started out, "I would hate to
die when I am so young. I
would like to help stop
pollution."
Jay, who didn't give his age,
then told how he "went about
P-2 miles last night picking up
trash. Today I was going about
2 miles. Keep up the good
work," he concluded.
The Wisconsin senator is
getting letters because of his
leadership in the environmental
field and his role as Earth Day
founder last year.
The senator says that since
Earth Day "a continuing
stream of letters pours into my
office daily from grade school
and high school students all
across the nation expressing
their alarm over the pollution
of the air and the water, the
destruction of the beauty of the
landscape and the threat of
extinction for so many of our
wild creatures."
Now, some of the letters—
misspellings and all—have been
compiled in a paperback called,
"What Are Me and You Gonna
Do" (Ballantine Books). In a
thought-provoking forward to
the book, the senator says that
what the young are asking "is
clear and simple—'Do we really
have to destroy tomorrow to
live today?" The answer, he
says, is "no" but then comes
the next question from which
the book takes its title.
A youngster named Eric
wrote that "I have been
affected by this horrification
I pollution of rivers and lakes)
many times," he signed himself
"A Future Voter."
John, whu4igned his letter
"love," said of pollution danger
—"If we could just put it in the
news it might work. But if
everybutty (Sic) keeps it up
their i sic) is no telling what
might happen ..."
One footnote: The book is
printed on recycled paper.

($ME NAME)COUPON

tt

Pizarro--(continued from page three)
Diego 6-4, Atlanta nipped St.
Louis 2-1 and Houston edged
Cincinnati 3-2.
In the American League,
Oakland swept a day-night
doubleheader from Boston 6-5
and 7-5, Baltimore edged
Minnesota
4-3,
California
downed New York 7-6, Detroit
trounced Milwaukee 12-3, Kansas City swept a twinblll from
--Washington 9-2 and 3-1, and
Cleveland whipped Chicago 4-1.
Tito Fuentes single with one
out and the bases loaded in the
ninth inning scored the game's
only run and rewarded Juan
Marichal who pitched a twohitter with his fist victory
since June 23 The victory gave
Marichal his llth triumph in 19
decisions and the shutout was
his 50th of his career.
Tom Haller knocked in three
runs with a homer and a single
and Willie Crawford singled ir
two more as the streaking
Dodgers downed Philadelphia.
Haller snapped a 1-1 tie in the
fifth inning with his fourth
lome run of the year. After
a-awford singled to open the
.nning, Haller lofted a pitch
Yorn Phillie loser Barry Lersch
nto the right field pavilion at
he 3110-foot mark
The New York Mets scored
!our runs in the fourth inntrif
with Ken Singleton doubling ir
iwo, and then staved off Sar
Diego's comeback efforts
Feliz Milian drove in Mart)
Perez with a sacrifice fly in the
seventh inning to give the
Braves their first victory of the
season at St. Louis' Busch
Stadium. Perez led off the
inning with a single and went to
third when winning pitcher
George Stone sacrificed and
was safe second when second
baseman Ted Kubiak threw
wildly to first.
Jesus Alou singled home Jack
Hiatt to break a 2-2 deadlock
with two out in the seventh
and give rookie Ken
in
11 -sch his seventhvictory ir41612
decisions
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Fig Bars

FOLGER'S

CLOVERLEAF
NON-FAT

DRY MILK
YELLOW SOLID

BARBECUE
SAUCE

MARGARINE

TEA BAGS
goo 100 ct 994
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I

FLAVORS

VAN CAMP'S
GRATED

LIGHT

TUNA
z.

ICE
MILK

18-oz. jar

3P1

Assorted Flavors

1,2 gal.

ARMOUR

SUPER VALUE

VIENNA
SAUSAGE
4/$1

EA"
Ag'‘WS

39,,

BREAD
20-oz Loaf

Fresh Lean, t.rouna

4/sloo

FROSTY WHIP
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FROSTY ACRES

5-oz can

BRYAN FULLY COOKED, SMOKED

Ir

3-oz. Box

CREAM

Old Fashioned Large

BOLOGNA

2-lb. bag

10-oz. pkg.
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• Veal • Beef • Pork • Fish

HILBERG STEAKS
LEAN, ALL BEEF

BEEF PATTIES

69t..

FRESH, TENDER, YELLOW

• Chuckwagon
FRESH COOKED

BAR-BH-IQ
CKEN

69'

SWEET CORN
GRAPES

FRESH RED CARDINAL

HOME GROWN PURPLE

FLAVORITE BRAND

SLICED BACON
ARMOUR ALL-MEAT
—.—.—
DOGS

Wieners

FRESH, JUICY

TENDERIZED, SMOKED

fiAtin

HULL

Center Cut

LEMONS
IBELL PEPPERS

Ci
VVOILII

FRESH, GREEN, LARGE POD

.. YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week
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HELP WANTED

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR RENT

IN MEMORY

FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

Tourism potential
seen in Thailand

1964 CORVAIR Monza con- FURNISHED
APARTMENTS In Remembrance of Carol
AKC TOY Poodles and Irish
vertible, $100.00. Good work car. for the period of August 6th Melton
Setter Puppies. Phone 753Phone 753-7985.
if
Al3P through 24th. Rent by the week
Al4C
1862.
desired. Zimmerman Apart- Six months of marriage we did
1964 AUSTIN Healey Sprite ments, So. 16th St. Pbetie 753- share,
By LEON DANIEL
Roadster. Completely rebuilt 6409.
Al2C Lord, at first it didn't seem fair. SLABS & SAWDUST. W: ftC
An American hotel executive thinks
BANGKOK
(UPI)
Avery
Lumber
Co.,
Puryear,
engine and brake system. Needs
Send complete information including
But now as I look back on that
better "mousetrap" to snare more
Tenn.
TFC Thailand needs to build a
minor body work, $350.00. Phone SPACES TO park your trailers at
qualifications, experience and references
tourists than it's getting.
753-4076.
I
A14C Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice, begin to see the light.
Robert C. Allen, a vice president of the Del Webb Corp., said
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
to box 32-B, Murray, Kentucky
quiet, paved street. Telephones, A call rang out from the land on in
on
a visit here it is "utter nonsense" to blame a downturn in
Kentucky.
No increase in
1967 CHEVROLET /
1
2ton pick-up, Gas, Electricity, and Cable Ugh,
prices. Country Boy Stores, the tourism in Thailand on the fact the U.S. economy is off.
A-1.
26,000
miles,
Fleetside, long vision. Available at $22.50 per 3wift as lightning that flashes by,
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
He said Thailand is lagging because it is not 'mousetrapping"
wide bed. Phone 753-7996. A13P month. Water furnished & gar- The Angel of Death shuddering Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles visitors who are pouring into Tokyo, Hong Kong and Taiwan An
from HopkinsvWe, Junction Ky.
bage picked up. Married couples
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 great numbers.
AUCTION SALE
1964
only.
CIIEVELLE
"The traveling public wants a series of exotic destinations,"
Call 753-4639.
383,
A23C )pened his book and crossed a p.m.
4-apeed
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Aug30C Allen said, "and Bangkok should be one of those destinations."
Will sell for $450.00. Phone 492
SMALL
FARM; good location; 8322 and ask for Tommy
The brave young heart who
He said Hong Kong pulls about 875,000 visitors annually,
AUCTION SALE: Saturday,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
SAINT BERNARD pups, ARC
followed by Tokyo with about a half million and Taipei with
August 14th, 10:00 a.m. at the late business or future investment. Bray.
Al2( one and two bedrooms. Washers Answered "Here.",
registered. Easy terms. Call 554475,000.
Never faltered, knew no fear.
Budl McKenzie home, 4 miles One mile East Murray, apand dryers available. ZimTFC
4706, Paducah,Ky.
Hotel occupancy
So full of life, so happy, why?
West of Murray, Kentucky. Turn proximately 10 acres pasture. 1965 FORD pick-up, long wide merman Apartments,
South
16th
Allen said hotels in those cities had 90 per cent occupancy
It seemed we could not let her THE LINNVILLE Shoe Store will
south off of Highway 121 at Stella Hog wire fencing, stables, water. bed. 1966 Chevrolet 2 ton with 16' Street.
Phone 753-6609.
A16C the.
rates.
2 miles, or north off Highway 94 Cozy older 7 room house, modern. grain bed. Phone 489-2522. Al2P
be closed on Sundays beginning
"You have four hotels in Bangkok that are doing extremely
This new born babe was carried August 15, 1971. New store hours;
at Hutchin's Garage 2 miles. This For appointment call 436TWO BEDROOM duplex with
well with about 80 per cent occupancy rates but the others here
TFC 1964 FORD /
home,
is one of the largest country sales 2173.
1
2ton truck and 1956 2 central heat and air, fully
Monday thru Friday 8:30-6:00, have occupancy rates of about 40 to 50 per cent," he said.
car- Never
more this earth to roam. Saturday 8:30-5:00.
of the year. Some items are: MODERATELY PRICED 3 ton Chevrolet, stake bed and peted
with outlets for washer and
"Tourism in Asia has as its strongest points Japan, Taiwan and
Cherry dining room suite, bedroom house on large lot. sides. Phone 489-2405.
Al2P dryer. Available September 1st. But God sent down a ray of light
The latest fall shoes are Hong Kong. The weakest point is possibly the Philippines, which
for the family upon this dark arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle
chrome dining suite, hide-a-bed, Located 730 Vine Street. For
will win out in the long run. Its great importance to tourism in
$125.00 per month. Phone 753night,
nice living room suite, 2-poster further information or ap- 1965 VOLKSWAGEN camper, 69 9741.
patent Boots. Now receiving Asia is as a distribution point."
Al6C
Saying,'Carol has a mansion now Men's shoes, all famous name
bedroom suites, extra nice stove pointment phone 753-7193 Monday engine, 20,000 miles. Asking
Allen at a news conference urged Thailand to take the lead in
you see,
and refrigerator, circulating through Friday between 9:00 $800.00. See at Box 414 Bethal TWO
brands at Discount Prices.
bringing Southeast Asian nations together "in a meeting that
BEDROOM house at 1608
And one day, you too shall be with
wood heater, RCA television, two a.m.and 5:00p.m.
All Ladies Summer Shows would set up a war chest, even on a moderate basis, say
Al2C Highway, past Bethiil ChurCatalina.
Drapes,
air_ nice drum top tables, coffee and
ch.
Al2P conditioner, stove furnished. Me'.
Reduced. All Famous Name 960,000."
Help me to pray, 'Thy will be Brand Shoes at Discount
end tables,cedar wardrobe, glass LOVELY FIVE bedroom home.
He said these funds for tourist promotion could be augmented
$130.00 per month. Available
done',
door china cabinet, spool leg full basement, large corner lot,
Prices.
A17C by enlisting support from airlines and hotels.
SERVICES OFFERED
September 1st. Phone 753To think of Carol, happy in
'table. Some real collector items. •75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
Allen said the airlines are in the process of agreeing to "group
Al2C Kingdom
12's65'-1970 MOBILE HOME1 inclusive tour fares that will open the way for travel agents to put
come.
• Solid walnut side board from way Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phow., WANTED TO ao custom suage 3903*
cutting.
Phone 753-1699.
Al3C
Help me to be as brave as she, Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two more groups on planes along with regular passengers."
back in the 18th century, Oak 753-4178.
TFC
MOBILE
HOME: French When the Death Angel comes for bedrooms, two baths, also airThrough charter flights, he suggested, the airlines "can meet
dresser, fancy trunks, picture
TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen, FURNITURE REFINISHING Provincial, two bedroom, carconditioned. Excellent condition. the competition of the Tokyo-Hawaii fare which is extremely
frames, extra fancy sewing
me.
den, living room, bath. Range All work guaranteed.
Free pick peted throughout, with air con- For sure as there's a God up Very reasonable price. Phone and this could be like turning on a faucet, for Japanese love •
rocker.
and refrigerator included. All up and delivery. Free
estimate ditioner. Large front porch. there,
TFC area. As a matter of fact, I can foresee charters from the United
753-4456 after 6:00p.m.
This is just a small part of the
new carpet. Large lot with out- Antique or natural finish.
States in the near future."
Jerry Highway 641, 2 miles soutff'hof We now have Heaven to share.
furniture, there will be lots of
side storage. Call Gene Landolt McCoy,753-9045.
Murray. Phone 753-4645.
Al2C
Aug
Sadly missed by her husband BEATEN down carpet paths go
good glass and china. Such as old at 753-8175
or 753-4707 after 5:00
preserve stands, nice pieces of
Roger Melton
ITC when Blue Lustre arrives. Hen
p.m.
TFC SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back UNFURNISHED HOUSE near
new electric shampooer $1.
depression glass, Goofus glass,
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- University. Five rooms and bath
Western Auto, Home of 'The
g pressed glass, some fine china. NICE WHITE frame house with 3 5933.
HELP
WANTED
Sept.2C iownstairs, two rooms upstairs.
Wishing Well".
ADC
/ Lots of Cooking utensils, Aladdin acres of land and out buildings,
0
Phone 753-3623.
Al3P WANTED: WOMAN for salad
lamps, jars, jugs, iron skillets. lots of shade trees. Located about PROFESSIONAL, EX.
dept. Must be neat, efficient and
NEW YORK (UPI) Group
Too many items to list.
G.E. AIR CONDITIONER, 11,000
six miles west of Murray on PEFUENCED painter, will work THREE BEDROOM house
for able to furnish good references.
W (Westinghouse Broadcasting the /:30-8:30 spot it haul filled
We are combining a large Highway 121 between Stella and contract jobs, on hourly basis,
rent, inquire at 408 South 8th Experienced preferred but will BTU, 110 volt. Also Royal por- Co.) has signed Mike Douglas for years.
collection of furniture, antiques Coldwater. See or call Ralph has own equipment. Call 489table typewriter,like new. Phone
&al*
Street.
A13P train if willing to learn. Full time
for another two years to conand collector items with this sale Morgan,489-2450.
Sept
753-4693.
A11C tinue with its syndicated
Al2P =87.
Juliet Mills, co-star of
work.
Afternoon shift, No phone
"The
_ to make it better for you. Bring a
Mike Douglas Show"five aftta- ABCs- "Nanny and -the--Profolding chafe and stay all day.
I WILL DO baby sitting in your NICE FURNISHED apartments calls. Apply Colonial - House
Al1C 16 CUBIC FF. RCA Whirlpool noons a week as • well as to feasor" series, is scheduled to
For information call Otto Chester BY OWNER-3 bedroom brick home. Experienced. Phone 492- near campus, reasonable and Smorgasbord.
deepfreeze. Excellent condition. prepare other television pro- write two of the scripts for the
Auction Service, 435-4042, or house, two blocks from college. 8699.
Al2C with bath. Also sleeping rooms
ADC jects, including a prime time program's new season. She
for college boys. Please call, we ilOMEWORKERS
WANTED. Phone 753-6209.
Eldridge Pickard,. 753-8864 or Phone 753-4683 or 753-1790. A13C
half-hour progyam projected wrote one last season.
part-time,
full-time
may
what
work
have
you
at
Day,
home
need.
Floyd McKenzie, 753-4725. Not
WILL INSTALL septic tanks and
* ••
for
the 1972-43 season. The
CARPETS
beautiful
KEEP
TFC mailing our circulars. For details
taiiposisible in ease of ac- NEAR ,KENTUCKY Lake on Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine 753-8365,night 753-2891.
afternoon
show
is
in
its
10th
CBS
has
footsteps
sifted a new fourof a bus)
rush self-addressed, stamped despite
cident.
Al2P black top, nice 2 bedroom home, Construction Co., Murray
year. The new contract binds year contract for television and
fimily. Bay Blue Lustre. Rent
1% acre lot Large living room, Kentucky,755-8908.
envelope
and
35c
to
US
En
NOTICE
A 18C
Douglas to Group W throngh radio rights to the annual
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, electric shampooer $1.00 at Big June, 1973.
nice kitchen, one bath, good
WILL THE persons wh.
Cotton Bowl collage football
Ai4C
AUCTION SALE: Saturday garage with storage house atMayfield, Kentucky 42086. TFC K.
NOTICE
••
borrowed folding chairs and
classic played in Dallas, Texas,
August 14th, 10:30 a.m. at Ivan tached. Possession with deed
Composer Henry Mancini on New Year's Day. The netWE ARE ready now to deliver or tables from Gleason Hall, St. WANTED: BABYSITTER in my TWO GOOD MULE bridles; one
Jones home on Highway 641 just only $7,500
take your order for six vein Leo's Church please return them home. Write Harold S. Elkins, full-blooded, 7 to 8 month old has turned out the theme music work has aired the game for
south of Dexter, Kentucky, sold
to the hall. They are needed for Route 5, Box 111 in Murray. Al1C boxer; new hydraulic lift for for the new CBS fall series, 14 years.
home bought smaller place and is 13 ACRES with nice 2 bedroom stoker or four by seven lump the coming
up
school year. Al2C
"Cade's County," starring
INCOME TOO SMALL? With full wheel disc, never been used. Call
selling surplus furniture, clean brick home on Hwy. 121 about 10 coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
Jack Gayer
Glenn Ford. This is his first
Service,
Coal
489-2330.
408
4th
South
A16P
or
part time Rawleig,h Home
and good: three-piece bedroom miles West of Murray, all under
such chore since 1960. Tele- Buys book rights
Street.
Sept.11C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs Service Plan, many earning $3
suite, vinyl couch, makes bed, woven wire fence, small stock
vision buffs remember well his
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -for rent or sale. Rent applies to hourly and up. Write giving GOOD USED bicycle, boy's, 20", themes for the "Mr.
coppertone barn, crib and storage house
dish
washer,
Lucky" Documentary producer David
SHAPEMAICERS!
!!
only
THE
Piano
Lonardo
phone
purchase.
banana
no.:
refrigerator, ahsley wood heater, $19,000.
seat, butterfly handle and "Peter Gunn"series.
Ray Harris, Rawleigh
Wolper has purchased rights to
easy way to lose weight and in- Company, across from Post Co., Freeport, Ill, or call 815-232- bars. Phone 753-7654.
Maytag wringer type, aluminum
Al2P
•••
the book 'The Long Death,
A13C 4161 from 8 to 4:30.
tub, Singer portable sewing GOOD FRAME home on large ches fast. Make an appointment Office,Paris,Tenn.
Al2C
Skater Peggy
Fleming's The Last Days of the Plains
machine, one-half bed, very old lot, nice shade trees close to down for Free figure analysis. Phone
SOFA & CHAIR,antique dresser, fourth video special will be Indians" for a television
753-2962.
A25NC
square dining table(turned legs), town and hospital, 2 bedrooms,
WANTED: WAITRESS and Short straight back Oak chair,4 drawer on NBC during the 1971-72 special.
straight and rocking chairs, kitchen and dining room comOrder Cooks. Apply in person to chest of drawers, antique
*•
electric stove (Tapan), matched bination. Only $9,000. WW con- ANTED: 18 Business Partners
If You Miss
Jerry's Restaurant, South 12th mahogany occasional table, RCA season."To Europe With Love"
Boxer
gets
role
acreage.
wood cabinets, old radio, plays sider trade for
Street.
to employ and assist in training
Al2C Victor antique Record player. is the temporary title, and the
HOLLYWOOD (UP)) *good, large pictures and mirror,
Your Paper...
entire show will be produced
students of Murray High who are
Phone 753-4978.
Al2C
Former lightweight boxer Aft
four old matching chairs, Galloway Insurance and Real enrolled in the Distributive
on location in Europe.
If yeu have not received
Aragon will play a m
MANAGEMENT
c.
i=
o
p
POSITION
collectors type, library table, Estate, Phone 753-5842, Murray, Education program. Must be
•*
role in "Fat City" at
your Ledger & Times by
open for a retail hardware store. COPPERTONE MAGIC Chef
round, end, and picnic tables, AT
A 13C reliable and willing to assist in
"-\..
When "Gunsmoke" begins Pictures.
Send resume to P.O. Box 32-A, inch range. Moving, avails
seven day clock, trunk, yard
the educatioh of young people
•
its 17th season Sept. 13 on
6 P.M.
Murray,Kentucky.
Ar2C immediately. Phone 753swing, metal chairs, one-half 248 ACRE FARM about 1 mile who want to serve your business
As far beck as 1200 B.C. die
CBS, the time period win be
we urge you to contact the
Coldwater
north
with
5482.
drill,
of
190 acres needs and learn your business
inch
chain hoist,(2) twenty
8-9 o.m. Mondays instead of Phoenicians steered their say
city circulation manager,
foot ladders, power mower, cleared and sown in soybeans, operation. Call Murray High
at sea by the sun and atan.
FOR SALE
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269
garden tiller, churn and dasher, long blacktop road frontage, 20 School, 753-5202. Mr. Newcomb
CREOSOTED POLES for pole
pitcher and butter mould, muffin acre lake stocked with fish. would be glad to meet with you Between 6 & 6:30 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM frame house barn construction, utility poles
iron, railroad lantern, stainless balance of land bould be made and explain the program. A11C
with air, electric heat, Drapes, and boat docks. Murray Lumber
for delivery. Please place
steel ware, fruit cans, and many tillable. Combine your farming
Garbage disposal and basement. 7.o., Maple Street, Murray,
your
6.30
before
call
pm
with a recreational site. Priced
small items.
Call 753-3440 after 5:00 for ap- Kentucky.
ITC
Also administratrix, Mrs. C. D. right for a quick sale. Let us show WOULD LIKE to have two
pointment.
A13P
SerELECTROLUX
SALES
&
Whitlock will sell a Frigidaire you this fine property.
elderly ladies to stay in my home
washer and dryer, RCA color
at all times. Phone 753-6607 from vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. HARDROCK MAPLE bunk beds 3ELTONE FACTORY fresh
T.V. ( 2) Hollywood beds springs DUPLEX AT 1314 Vine Street, 2 7:00till 12:00 noon.
Al2C Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- with mattresses. Good condition. leering aid batteries for all make
TFC
mington,Kentucky.
Beautyrest mattresses, and bedrooms each side, tile baths,
• Phone 753-1329.
A13C learing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC
stoves, refrigerators, washers
desk.
HELP WANTED
Additional items, five dining and dryers on each side are in- AS OF August 10, 1971, I will no
BRIDGESTONE 1969 dual 175 MOVING!! USED Sears Coldspot
investment longer be responsible for any WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER motorcycle, 1971 license and white refrigerator in extra good
chairs and captain chair, cluded,good
debts
other
than
my
own.
Joe
T.
(Walnut) Hi-Fl, Fireplace set, possibilities. May we show you
and cook to live in with elderly inspection sticker. Excellent condition. 65" frost free, bottom
Al2P
dinner bell, breakfast set, many this desirable property and quote Baker, Route 1, Murray.
Al2C condition, $325.00. If interested freezer, $100.00. Phone 753-7865.
couple. Phone 753-8085.
new items (bargain passouts). you the low price'
phone 753-5664 between 4:00 and Available August 17th.
A13P
Eats and drinks served, not
FOR SALE
5:00p.m.
A14C
FOR SALE
responsible in case of accidents. 190 ACRES southeast of New
DIRT, $7.00 per load. Phone 753Sale conducted by Douglas Concord, completely fenced, sts
USED REFRIGERATOR. Phone 3018.
Al3C
about
acres
90
of
Associate
Shoemaker
of good well,
753-4045.
1TC
Auction
Shoemaker
and cropland. Priced under $125.00 an
Livestock Co, Murray, Kentucky, acre.
ll..IM GYM exerciser, $35.00 1967 MASSEY Ferguson tractor,
753-3375.
A 12C
Frosted wig, $15.00. Underwood power steering, differential lock,
Claude L. Miller Real Estate, 418
typewriter, $50.00. Phone 753- one owner, plow disc, cultivator,
Main Street, 753-5064, John C
CARD OF THANKS
9646
Al3C bush-hog mower, pond slip,
Neubauer, Associate Broker, 753cyclone seeder, all these in A-1
Located
7
Miles
Out of Fulton
• I would like to alma my friends 7531.
A 13C
1966 HOTPOINT ELECTRIC condition. Nine gilts, bred to
And relatives for the interest
on Union City Fulton Highway
range. Excellent condition. farrow in November. Conroe
ihown me during my stay in the
WANT TO BUY
Phone 753-3862.
A13C Cross Yorkshire one year
Wurray-Calloway County
registered boar, beet meat type
Hospital and since I have been WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
breed. Timothy and Red Clover
lome. Thanks for the many pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
W aid fall
hay, baled 1971. Reason for
visits, flowers, gifts, phone calls good condition. Phone 753-6030
NEW YORK (UPI) - Allen selling, quiting farm. Contact
after
5:00p.m.
TFNC
and your prayers.
Swift, leading voice specialist Lynn Parker. Murray Route
A special thanks to the Dr's.
in radio and television commer- Two, phone 753-5316
14:
1 ANT TO BUY; logs and
A13P
and nurses. Your thoughtfulness
cials Geld cot his first corn
standing timber. Also have for
helped me along the road to
ntercial
in
1954
for what he
sale lumber and sawdust
recovery.
thought was $45, but when he
thiirray Saw Mill and Luznber
BROCADE BEIGE couch,
Lillie M Russell
pt a check for S1,700'
753-4147.
TFC
ITC Co. Phone
Use ofof residuals- pay raent traditional style, 96" long. Good
, rareh tinie the commerical condition. Phone 489-2425. Al2C
FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE vR TRADE
Wm 'played "-be &tided that
PARTIAITY WOODED lot, TWO BEDROOM house trailer,
was the business for him. His
Past
ELECTRIC
se I
For irtformation, contact the nearest VA office (check
celebrating hip 50,000th com- PHILCO
105'‘160 in Sherwood Forest. air-conditioned, electric heat. 3
mercial- and is heard on more cleaning range, one year old
your phone book) or write: Veterans Administration.
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
miles from Murray. Phone 753Used only 6 months. Phone 486
than 400 of them.
232X,810 Vermont Ave.. NW, Washington. D.C. 20420
p.m.
TFC 7856 or 753-2569.
A 16C
2579.
Al

Applications Now Being Taken For:
City Delivery Drivers
Line Haul Drivers

'

Television notes

So says the VA...

DID YOU KNOW THAT
A VETERANS MONTHLY
L &COCKISINC125427)
FROM $175 TO $205 IF HE
GCS MARRIED?

FLIPPERS PEACH
FARM

About 1,000 Trees Will Be Ready To Pic
FRIDAY, AUGUST 13
Pick Your Own for

$300

A
Bushel

Turn Right One Mile
the Drive-in Theatre
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Prices Good lieu Aug. 17th

Swift Premium ProTen

Pure

ROUND BEEF Wieners39c

ROUND STEAK

99

g
e
'etketi

lb.

l;
b.

49;

Po en
BEEF

39.4p

Bacon
Field Boneless Fast Cut

Sliced into Chops

Swift Premium ProTen

12-oz.

Armour Star

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

am

/
1
4
PORK
LOIN
.Smoked
SIRLOIN STEAK
09
59; Lo'nEnds59;
lb.79

Pork

lb.

$

lb.

1

lb.

* FROZEN FOODS *

* PRODUCE *

EVER FRESH - HEAT & SERVE

ot CANNING PEACHES-

Doz. - 14-oz.

GLAZED DONUTS
CRINKLE CUT POTATOES
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
BIRDSEYE

Sunshine Hydros

Super Value

Carnation

COOKIES

BREAD

SPREADABLES

20-oz.

47 4/$1

141
/
2-0Z.

Hefty- 30 Gallon

Ksi:
zn _

hed & White

Red & White

/

PORK &
BEANS

MILK
5 Qt.

No. 300 can

Every Red 8 White product
guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded•
• REC &

is

with 5.00 purchase, excluding tobacco and
dairy products.

3
/
$lv

1411)

3 lbs.

at

WHITE

,

,

Scott Jumbo

Santa Rosa

Salad Bowl - Salad

DETERGENT

TOWELS

TOMATOES

DRESSING

Giant

,

35t

79t

..Robin

:
— 01
6

1

5 lb.

Solid
Delite

floodYlour

ik ) with this coupon

i .
1

1,,,'n

I FLOUR

(

bag S

iv

No. 303 can

Roll

JOHNSON'S

6-

1

Showboat

Cloverleaf

,,, ,
,
,
,,r •.40y..

Aug 31, 1971
JOHNSON'S

5
5...coupon
70'

OLEO

to.hmill
SAVE p:
c WWII YOU NY A
INSTANT*
dim
COFFEE CRYSTALS

.. „,,,..u.7.4,

1 lb.

.
2/35-

fulx-THit;,

.

.

90'
115 wes.gam

txpires 8-17-8

2/35'
1.8 M

TEA

r-

/IT

JOHNSON'S COUPON - .
.
SAVE
12
'
with this coupon when you buy
A _ 1 _ LB. BAG of

-1.-A-3
Maxwtu
--

f

„

with Free Glass

4
P a447s1

8-oz.

79'

Qt.

ii_14
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14-oz.

GAIN

....._
1

46-oz.

*WE/

/
1
2 Gal.

SHORTENING

ft(
RED Iii\

.19'
.19.

COOKIES

Red & White Pure Vegetable

No. it) can

WHITE
f000s

lb.

3/29t 59$

300 can

APPLE SAUCE TOMATO JUICE
RED it

12-oz.

PUREX

DOG FOOD

49t 59t

6 pack

Ear

Keebler Rich 'N Chips

Tony

IVORY
LIQUID

TRASH CAN
LINERS

3 lbs.
.........._25$

59t 33'

7-oz.

.
69
33

Bu.

" YELLOW ONIONS12.0z. 4/99t FRESH CORNmu.
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Section
Two
WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 11, 1971

Environment plan
urged by Sarnoff

1921 Murray High Class Holds
Reunion At Holiday Inn Recently

were presented to Rev. Raiford
The 1921 Class of Murray High
Overbey for the most grandSchool held its fiftieth class
children and to Mrs. Marian
By PETER J. HORTON
reunion at a dinner in the private
Waterfield Berry for having
Copley News Service
dining room of the Holiday Inn
traveled fartherest to attend.
last week at 6:30 o'clock, with
Pictures of the class and the
NEW YORK — RCA Corp.
twenty-seven present, fifteen of
entire group were made by Love,
Chairman
and President Robwhom were members of the
ert W. Sarnoff, long an indusoriginal class of thirty-two. Nine theOldphotographer.
trial leader in fighting pollution
pictures, news clippings,
members are deceased. Memof all kinds, has urged a masclass programs,and a letter from
bers came from Pennsylvania,
sive national twin program deDarrell Phillips of California
Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois,
signed to displace what he calls
Michigan, Florida, and Ken- were enjoyed.
"a patchwork of unrelated
Mrs. Clara Louise Wall Jones,
tucky.
plans" now unsuccessfully atMrs. Robbie Mayfield Nelson and
The ham dinner was served on
tacking the environmental
Miss Frances Bradley won the
tables shaped in the form of a U
crisis.
flower arrangements as door
and decorated with a stunning
To start the action he recomprizes.
mends, Sarnoff asks:
centerpiece of fresh flowers—red Mrs. Roberta
Holton Maught
1. A four-point $1 billion proand white gladioli, carnations,
led the group in singing "Auld
gram, supervised by the White
and mums with appropriate
Lang Sync", after which a
House, to provide a compregreenery arranged by Mrs. promise was
made by all to meet
hensive national inventory of
Carrie Pearl Mule who was a again.
pollution sources and their efmember of the class in the The class
members present
fects by 1972, with priorities for
grades. Black and gold pen and were: Mrs.
Eva Rogers Cumsolutions established by 1973.
pencil holders designed and mings, La
Grange, Ill.; Rev
The eventual program, he said
made by Miss Frances Bradley Hafford
Overbey, Warren.
in a policy statement, could
were presented by her to each Mich.; Crawford
Orr, Oakmont.
reach $300 billion by the year
person present as a surprise Pa.; Travis Oliver,
El Dorado,
2000.
favor.
Ark.; Mrs. Moyne Jetton Cain.
2. A full-scale pilot program
A brief memorial service for Mayfield, Ky.;
providing for a complete and
Mrs. Roberta tik CAPITAL DREAM--Environmental
planning, RCA President
deceased members was con- Holton Maughs,
systematic rehabilitation of
Fulton, Mo.; Robert Sarnoff says,
should begin with a complete rebuild Washington, D.C., the cost not
ducted by Rev. Hafford Overbey Mrs. Marian Waterfield
Berry ing of
Washington,
D.C. to include demolition of some
at the beginning of the delightful Ft. Myers, Fla.; Mrs. Mattie Lou
estimated, to revitalize the city
intortruu program wmcn rouoweci Chambers Watson, Princeton tenement areas and construction of new family
by 1976 to coincide with celehousing.
the dinner. Crawford Orr of Oak- Ky.; Mrs. Mayme Bagwell
bration of the nation's bicenDent
mont, Pa., who was president of Charleston, Ill.; and
tennial.
Mist
the class served as Master of Frances Bradley.
WRONG IMAGE
"The most ominous gap we
POLICE PROBLEM
Ceremonies. Mrs. Mayme Others attending
RUGBY, England (UPI) — CHICAGO (UPI) —Police face today," Sarnoff said, "is
were: Mrs
Bagwell Dent of Charleston, Ill., Irene Cunningham
not in generations or missiles
Policeman Tom Boyland has
Young, Mrs
during the weekend found a or credibility. It is the disparity
who served as chairman for the Clara Louise
been
advised
by
his
superiors
Wall Jones, Mrs
butterfly bearing a tag from between what is being done and
event had charge of the program. Ebeth Imes
that establishing beer-drinking
Cooper, Mrs. Oneidt
the University of Toronto.
what must be done to repair the
As the class roll was called each Wear Ford, Mrs.
records
does not give the police
Robby
The butterfly was clinging to damage we have inflicted on
member updated his or her Mayfield Wilson,
a
suitable
image.
all of Murray
a wall inside the Jefferson Park the natural world. Unless we
history and recalled an event of Others in attendance
Boylan, who has downed a
were
Police Station. It bore a note on
past school days. Kerby Jen- Messers Vince
pint
of
beer
in one and a half one wing reading: "Biology, can bridge the environmental
Cummings
gap, all our other problems
nings, who was a member of the Charlie Cain, Connie Ford,
seconds, therefore called off Ins
Jet
return to the University of may become academic."
dpos in the grades was both the Watson, Lynn Maughs, Kerb,
plan to meet challengers in a
Toronto."
In undertaking the inventory
les and the seer. He recalled Jennings, W. T. Sledd, ant
drinking charity fund raising
"He sure came to the right of pollution sources, Sarnoff
11111dents and happenings inevent.
Mesdames Crawford Orr, Sada
place for help, the desk said there must be definitive
volving members present which Nell Hodd Jones,
Myrtle ElIt
sergeant said, "only' we don'tFRIEDRICH
LUDWIG
produced hilarious laughter and Cayce, Dorothy
assignments of responsibility
Jennings, an(
An offensive cooking odor, know what they eat."
JAHN
stirred dormant memories. Mrs. Faye Wall
such
for action among the business
as
edd.
that
held
of
was
butterfly
fish
0
or cabbage,
The
1778 • 1852
Onida Wear Ford read the prom
usually fades if a dish of cloves captive in a disposal coffee cup community and agencies of
Cards were also signed b)
German Patriot
which she read at the original Class members and sent to the
is placed in the oven at high until police found a ventilated local, state and federal governFather of Gymnastics
dies riled program tn 1181.(Ma members
Wmptratum with the door container to in which to send it ments. "This would be only a
that could not attend ) Founder of the Turners
open.
beginning," he said, but a bethrough the mail.

111 Birthday of

Ronald Christopher
Attends Meeting
If Trial Lawyers

PORTLAND, ORE—Murray,
Rentucky attorney M. Ronald
2wistopher attended the 25th
Annual Convention of the
Lawyers
Trial
Itmerican
gssociation this week in Portland. Oregon.
A partner in the firm of Hurt &
Christopher of Murray, Kentucky
attorney Christopher is a
member of the Kentucky Trial
Lawyers Association in the Tort
section of the 28,000-member
national organization observing
its silver anniversary in the "City
of Roses", the scene of its
founding 25 years ago.
More than 5,000 trial lawyers,
judges,law school professors and
labor,
representatives
of
government and industry attended the week-long ATL
meeting and sessions which ran
through Saturday afternoon
August 7.
Based upon the Association's
founding principles, to defend
and protect the legal rights of the
consumer, the ATL Convention
programs emphasized current
issues such as environmental
pollution, medical negligence,
products liability, courtroom
misconduct, workmen's compensation, aviation disasters,
protection
and
consumer
automobile insurance.
United States Senator Birch
Bayh of Indiana addressed the
Award of Merit Luncheon on
Tuesday .
Keynote speaker at the Annual
Banquet on Thursday evtning
was Sargent Shriver, former
Director of the Peace Corps, the
Office of Economic Opportunity
and a former Ambassador to
France.

El Paso policemen
learning to swear
Texas is spending 875.000 in a
grant to teach policemen in El
Paso to recognize profanity in
Spanish.
At the and of their instruction
the officers should be able to
talk in Spanish about parking
summonses, accidents, riots;
crowds. parades. bars, and
tlab deliveries in addition to
recognizing abusive language
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TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Reg. '21 95

PEARL DROPS
TOOTH POLISH
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DETROIT (UPI)- A survey
conducted by Wayne State University shows that its campus,
located in the inner city, is
safer than most sections of
metropolitan Detroit.
the report said violent
crimes, including murder,rape,
robbery and felonious assault,
touch only 1.45 persons per
1,000 population, compared
with 7.46 per cent per 1,000 in
the total 1..troilt metropolitan
area.
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and an allocation of responsibilities.
The city of Washington, he
believes, is linked both to the
environmental and social problems that demand action. "The
Capital," he said, "belfries to
all our people. A comprehensive effort to revitalize the city
and its environs should invoke
a nationwide response — a resporne as broad and as enthusiastic as that inspired by

"We now have reached the
day of reckoning," he said
We must decide whether out
way of life is worth the necessary commitment to our cities
and our environment. The time
to predict has passed. It is non
time to decide and act."

• Four Heat Ceram
• Double Wall Construction for Even Flow of Air
• Attractive, Light and Durable Model HD20

EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

PEARL. ,

To dramatize his suggestions, Sarnoff quoted from a
calypso song's warning:
"When you visit American city
"You will find they are
very pretty.
"Of just two things you
must beware:
"Don't drink the water
"And don't breath the
air."
His four points in ending
pollution cover, besides the inventory of sources, a determination of priorities, a catsNing of applicable technology

the Apollo moon landings. To
underline the national significance of such a program,
the first phase might be scheduled for completion in 1976 to
coincide with our nation's celebration of its 200th anniversary.
"Washington now stands
ready for a large-scale program of regeneration that
would go beyond physical planning and cut through the whole
tangled maze of interactizu
problems in housing, transpor
tation, race relations, employ
ment, health, welfare, educe
tion, communications, law en
forcement, and air and watet
pollution."
Sarnoff asks for full ant
early funding of Washington':
rehabilitation under the Na
tional Capital Planning Corn
mission and the Metropolitar
Washington Council of Govern
ments.

PROFESSIONAL-STYLE
HAIR DRYER

8.

DISCOUNT

ginning is precisely what we
lack.
"Instead, we are floundering
somehwere in the uncharted
middle of the problem. Once
there' are reliable guidelines,
we can at least determine what
direction to chart."
Pointing to the responsibilities of RCA and other businesses, he said, "Those who
urge concentration solely on
profit should realize that even
the most profitable business
cannot hope to prosper indefinitely in a decaying social or
physical environment. Consequently some of its resources
must be invested in upgrading
its community and the world
around it. To do all that has to
be done, a working partnership
must be formed between business and government at many
levels."
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prudent. You may get a pkasaos sorriest.
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CONFIDENTIAL TO ART: Deal expect aurae to pin a
raw on your awe. Coasciesce gets a lot ad credit fer that
which belongs to cold feet.
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A sad tale of an affair,
a divorce and 'true love'

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box W710, Los kageles, Cal.
MSS. For a personal reply es/clove stamped. addressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send it to Abby. Box MN, Les
Aageies, Cal. MSC for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letters Air AR Claniaimm."

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am 41 and Viva, my wife, is 36. After 12
years of marriage, Viva had an affair with a guy at wort.
[I'll call him Roy.) It wasn't her first affair, and I don't
think it will be her last. I couldn't take it anymore, so I
divorced her and got our three kids. Meanwhile, Roy's wife
wouldn't give him a divorce because she said she wasn't
going to deprive their four kids of a father. Viva begged me
to go with her and try to talk Roy's wife (I'll call her
Minnie) into giving Roy a divdrce so he could marry my
ex-wife.
I went, and the minute I saw Minnie and she saw me, we
knew we were meant for each other. We've been seeing each
other, and she says she loves me, but she won't give Roy a
divorce. I am going crazy!
So what do I do? Stop seeing Minnie? I can't. I love her.
Or do I drive my car di a cliff?
—GOING CRAZY
DEAR GOING: Deal lee& for any cliffs. la thee, Mamie
will realise that the Wad of father she deesal want in
deprive her children oils Not worth imaging fate. And If you
aad Mamie were lesieed meaat for each ether. love will find
a way.

READY-MADE CATSUP—Eldon Kuhens of Wheeling, W.
Va., grew that tomato in a catsup bottle by inserting a
stem with blossoms into the bottle, and taping the bottle to the plant's stalk.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1
6
11
12

DEAR ABBY: We live in a very nice apartment building,
and our problem is the couple directly above us. They,are
"show people" and they don't come alive until 1 a. m. Abby,
we know show people have to live, too, but we have to get our
sleep betweer midnight and 7 a. m., and that's the time
they do their :-y,usse cleaning and listen to stereo and TV. And
when they have company it's really impossible to sleep!
I have hinted a few times. ("Boy, that must have been
some party you had last night!"), but that hasn't helped. We
don't want to get nasty about it, but we were here first, and
Nance our hours are more normal than theirs, we think they
should be the ones to either move, or hold down the noise. So
how do we get this; across to them without making enemies?
They are really very nice people otherwise. —UP NIGHTS

14
15
17
18
19
21
22
28

Ranted
Wide
Calm
Pertaining to
Lent
Rear part
of vessel
Poker
stakes
Silkworm
Preposition
Bears
witness to
Preposition
Worn away
Latin

conjunction

25 Rise and
tall of

ocean
Prefix: wrong
Pronoun
Fork prong
Abating
Male lead
in play
34 Artificial
language
35 Sailor (colloq )
37 Separate
313 Chinese mite
39 Apportions
41 COf lunct
42 Defame
45 Symbol for
woo
46 Poem
48 Ire
49 Swiss rwer
50 Ecclesiastic
representative
52 Agile
54 Memoranda
55 Metal

27
28
29
30
33

DEAR UP: Quit hinting and let the kora that they
are disturbing you. But don't expect fastest silence. It's
practically impossible to hold down the noise of normal
Beteg.
DEAR ABBY: I want to know if there is any way I can
get either a legal separation or a divorce withourtaving to
wend a fortune. I could pay a few hundred dollars, but no
more. I do not qualify for legal aid because my husband
makes too much money. Of course what HE makes is not
doing me any good because he refuses to give me any
money, and I have none of my own. We have three children
at home and I am extremely unhappy with my husband and
want him out of my life, legally.
Please answer at once because I just can't take it any
more Thank you.
—WTIIIHOLD MY NAME
DEAR WITHHOLD: I deal know where you live. but I
sagged that you make am appointment with sae of the most
reputable lawyers in year community. Tell HIM your

3 Earth
goddess
4 Growing
out of
5 Depression
6 Consecrated
7 Remainder
8 Preposition
9 DeyouMe
10 Mock
11 Satiate
13 Baseball
team
16 Seesawing
19 Declares
20 Sharp blow
(colloq.)
23 Lubricator
26 Mass of
cast metal
28 Exists
29 Note of scale

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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water
e
38 Paths
39 Earn
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Withered
Tardy
Lairs
The self
Man's
nickname
51 Near
53 Pronoun

40
43
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2 Skall
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Nixon visit to Canada
is expected this year
By AARON R.EINFRANK
Toronto Telegram —
Copley News Service
OTTAWA,Canada — Barring
some unforeseen development,
a visit to Canada by President
Nixon seems certain later this
year.
The only real question
surrounding the presidential
visit appears to be what the
visit can actually accomplish in
view of the breakdown in
rapport between Ottawa and
Washington that has taken
place in the last three years.
The technical excuse for the
Nixon visit is twofold.
First, Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau and the President will
have to affix their signatures to
an agreement on combating
Great Lakes pollution.
Second, Nixon is already
embarrassingly long overdue
in returning Trudeau's courtesy visit Jo Washington in
.March of 1969.
Under normal conditions,
Nixon -would have been expected,/to come to Ottawa
before this, but these aret•bot
p9rmal conditions.
Trudeau's
visit
to
Washington 27 months ago was
supposed to be the beginning of
a dialogue between the two
heads of government who had
recently come to power.
The
dialogue
never
developed and, in fact,
Trudeau's departure from
Washington
marked
the
beginning of a long series of
Canada-U S.
confrontations
which has only now been interrupted by the relatively
innocuous agreement on Great
lakes pollution.

Trudeau was not back in
Ottawa two weeks before he
came out for reducing
Canada's commitment to the
Atlantic
North
Treaty
Organization.
From the point of view of
Canada-U. S. relations, the
timing of the decision was
inopportune. Not only did it
follow the meeting with Nixon,
but it was only eight months
after the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia.
From then on it was all
downhill so far as good
relations with the United States
were concerned.
The arctic waters question
found the two countries
diametrically opposed.
Canada opted out of the
American antiballistic missile
(ABM( system.
In the energy field, relations
broke down as the United
States imposed quotas on
Canadian oil and Energy
Minister J. J. Green delivered
a highly nationalistic speech at
Denver.
Virtually every area of
Canada-U. S. relations contained a dispute, even the
Canada-U.S. Automotive
Agreement.
The curious thing about all
these confrontations is that
Washington has seemed so
blase about them.
Canada's NATO reduction
appeared to hardly upset
Washington or Brussels.
Canada's influence in both
capitals was diminished, but
that was Canada's problem.
As for the ABM, the
Americans are building it to
match the Soviet ABM. If the

tombs go off, it will be over
Canada — but Ottawa has little
to say.
In addition, electronic
contracts for the ABM are not
going to be lavished on Canada.
In the artic, the dispute over
territorial waters has changed
little.
The Americans are still in
their nuclear subs and even on
the ice floes.
However, because of the
dispute, Wall Street has suddenly shied away from
developing the Northwest
Passage as an economic trade
route.
On energy matters, the
United States has ceased to
regard
Canada
as enthusiastically as it did prior to
the Greene speech.
The mood in Washington is
"America First," with emphasis on domestic energy
sources and the international
seabed.
The United States is not
likely
to abrogate the
automotive agreement which
has been such a boon to the
Canadian economy. However,
other
preferential trade
agreements between the
United States and Canada
appear out of the question.
Although the United States
can do relatively easily without
Canada, it is questionable
whether Canada can do so
easily without the United
States.
Seventy per cent of Canada's
exports go south of the border,
and naturally the future of
these exports is tenuous in view
of the protectionism now
sweeping the United States.
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Jews in Egypt dwindle
to thousand since '48
By JEANNE KUEBLER
Copley News Service
CAIRO — The slight, pale old
man sat behind the desk in his
threadbare office, a picture of a
smiling Gamal Abdel Nasser
that must have been taken in
the late 1950s on the wall behind
him. On the adjoining wall
hung a Marc Chagall print
depicting a gay-bearded rabbi
carrying a Torah scroll.
"No," said the elderly rabbi
in Arabic through the government-supplied interpreter,
-the lives of the Jews here are
no different from before (the
1967 Arab-Israeli war). The
Jews exercise their normal life
and activities."
And in one of the few cornments he volunteered during an
hour's supervised interview,
the Grand Rabbi of what remains of Cairo's once-flourishing and powerful Jewish community added: "There has
never been any pressure on the
part of the government, therefore there is no justification for
shutting ourselves off.'
Nevertheless, the 80,000member Jewish community of
pre-1948 Egypt has dwindled to
about a thousand, said the rabbi, Haim Douek, who is only
about the 50th Grand Rabbi
since the time of Mairnonides,
the great Jewish philosopher of
12th Century Cairo.
Informed sources outside
Egypt place the number at
even fewer, 600 to 700.1
The uterxiew was conducted
in Arabic bkause, the government official said, the rabbi
does not speak English or
French. But Rabbi Douek did
speak French three years ago
when interviewed by an American newsman. He remained
watchful but silent when a reporter spoke to a Jewish visitor
in French.
And an assistant — who often
supplied information — took a
transcript of the conversation.
Six hundred of the thousand
Jews who remain live in Cairo,
Rabbi Douek continued, most
of the others in Alexandria. The
Jewish exodus from Egypt began decades ago, with the
worsening of Arab-Jewish relations in Palestine in the late
1940s, and built up in the period
of Egyptian nationalism that
brought the Free Officers'
junta to office in 1952 and led to
the regime of the late President
Nasser.
By 1955-56, the time of the
Israeli-British -French takeover of Sinai and .Suez, only
30,000 remained and many of
these left in that war's after-

math. Of the total emigres,
perhaps one-third eventually
went to Israel.
Those Jews who left in the
early days frequently managed
to take much of their wealth
with them; those who left later
were less successful.
By the time of the 1967 war,
only 2,500 Jews were left. Since
then most of these have left or
been expelled, some 350 of
them after spending months in
prison.
Of those remaining, only a
handful are young while most
are in advanced years. A visit
to the Saturday evening service
at the principal Cairo synagogue on downtown Adly St.
found several teen-age boys —
and a surprising number of
women — among the 30 or so
people attending.
( In late 1968, Rabbi Douek
said only one child was born into the community the previous
year because most family
heads were in prison. These
younger men are no longer in
Egypt.)
Only five of 36 synagogues
are still in use, three in Cairo
and two in Alexandria, and only
the Adly St. temple is used
every day.
Egypt's oldest synagogue,
the Ben Ezra Synagogue in Old
Cairo said to be on a site where
Moses prayed, is used only for
a few rituals.
For a time — in late 1968 and
most of 1969 — Jews were not
allowed to leave Egypt. But in
the last year, a trickle has emigrated. Under pressure from
international agencies and
Western governments the 80
Jewish men who remained in
prison at the beginning of 1970
were released and expelled.
The heads of remaining Jewish families are businessmen,
merchants or lawyers, some of
whom once held government
posts, Rabbi Douek said. Some
families receive money from
sons or other relatives who now
live abroad.
Rumors circulating in Cairo
indicate the frail, whitebearded rabbi is a center of
some controversy. Some members of the community allege
he has diverted funds sent in
from abroad to help Jews emigrate and has used the money
for other purposes.
But Rabbi Douek insisted
with a touch of indignation that
neither he nor the community
receives funds from groups
abroad. He has no contacts
whatsoever, he said, with "foreign" organizations whe6ter
they are political or religious
Private Jewish sources nut

side Egypt admit "we have
heard these reports." But the
delicate position of Jewish
leaders within Arab countries
is also understood.
"It's difficult to judge collaboration charges," said one
source with ties to international
Jewish groups which assist
Jews in Arab lands. Many of
the chief rabbis feel they must
cooperate fully with the authorities, the source said,
though some of the younger
Jewish leaders disagree.
Furthermore, the source
added, the
custom
of
-baksheesh" — not exactly a
bribe but often the only way to
get something approved — is
well developed in Egypt. We
send what we can in and hope
that part of it goes where it is
intended," the source said.

Man, 104, observes
birthday by jogging
Larry Lewis celebrated his
104th birthday in San Francisco
by jogging seven miles around
the Golden Gate Park. But to
turn it was nothing unusual. He
does it every day.
He attributes his longevity to
organic foods and exercise. He
does not smoke but drinks three
gallons of water a day.

Good grades pay off
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)
- The State of Kentucky is
giving college graduate* with
high marks an extra pay advantage if they take jobs in
state government.
Under a new plan, college
graduates with a grade-point
average of 3.25 on a fourpoint scale will get an extra 5
per cent above the startillt
salary.

Amber
is key
to past
By GERARD LOU GHRAN

BEIRUT (UPI) — The professor didn't even know what
it was when he kicked a hunk
out of the ground nine years
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But now, for Dr. Aftim
Acra, it's a case of "forever
amber."
Since he tagged along on
that fossil-hunting trip in Central Lebanon back in 1962,
Acre has assembled one of the
finest collections of amber
samples in the world.
Amber is a smooth yellowish semi-precious stone, sometimes used for pipe stems or
worked into jewelry.
But the value of Acra's collection lies in the fact that his
samples all contain what scientists call "inclusions" - tiny
fossilized specimens of insects,
plants and gases up to 120
million years old.
European samples have been
dated at 10 to 50 minion years
and one Canadian specimen
was put at 72 million years old.
However, Dr. Abdul Monim
Talhouk, professor of entomology at the American University in Beirut, believes Acra's
collection vastly predates the
cold-country finds.
"The value of amber inclusions of insects is very great,"
he said. "There are few places
in the world outside the Baltic
region of East Prussia where
amber inclusions are foupd.
The Lebanon specimens e6ntain extremely well-preserved
whole insects of different orders. They will prove very valuable to paleo-entornolognits
because they seem to date
from at least 120 million years
ago."
Acra has thousands of 84112n pies of caterpillars, flies, mites,
pollen, spores, twigs, leaves,
grain, tiny flowers, stems and
even trapped gases dating from
Lebanon's Lower Cretaceous
period.
The Lebanese professor is
chairman of the Department of
Environmental Health at the
American University and admits frankly he is an amateur
in the geolop
irstbusin
findeat.
Recalling that first find, hi
said 'We didn't even knov
what it was, but a geologist it
the group identified the rock a.
amber." At that time the sub
stance was not believed to exis
in Lebanon.
The eye-catcher of Acre'?
collection are what he calb
"double-bubbles."
'They are trapped liquids
containing a gaseous bubble
which moves vihen the amber
is tilted," he explained.
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Bring your lighthearted spirit
wi
supply everything else to romp oi
rest by the sparkling sea!
•All rooms Si suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
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•9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
sitter service
Planned entertainment
•Across from shopping center.
bowline, theatre
• Near Jai alai Dog Racing
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing
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million. Going to public facilities ow al leveh of'wain will be
22, became angry and pulled ut
52.6 million. The remainder will be entailed is private At- °eke( 2 ATHLETES KILLED
pistol during the game and shot
BAHIA BIANCA, Argentina to death Domingo Rosario
Uncle Sam's statisticians at the Office Of Education is all kinds.
(UPI)-A quarrel between play- Chirino, 19, and Humberto
Washington estimate more than 60 million Americans will mica NIXON TO JAPAN?
in schools in the fall. That doesn't include the pint-sized all TOKYO (UPI)-Tne Japanese Noboru Takeshita, chief cabi- ers in a soccer match between Curinau Rivera, 32.
heading for nursery schools and kindergarten - 1,525,000 of government is considering Writ- net secretary, said no decision local teams in the town of
Rivamar escaped during the
them.
ing President Nixon to Japan will be mode until after the Colceda Salvadore ended in confusion th.t followed, the
Answering the school bells at institutions of higher education before the President visits Japanese ambassador to the death for two of the athletes, report said. The
incident
(colleges, universities) will be 8.7 million, grades K (for kinder- Communist China, a govern- United States, Nobuhiko Uidit- police said today.
occurred Sunday in the town in
garten) through eight, 36.4 million: grades nine through 12, 15.2 ment spokesman said today.
ba, returns bane Aug. it.
Police said Pedro Rivamar, eastern Argentina.
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Year-round classes
set for Ky. county
By CHARLES PENTECOST
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(UPI) 'School bells won't be silent at
any time of the year in Jefferson County beginning in 1972.
That's when the county
starts year-round classes for
grades one through 12 in a
bold attempt to alleviate some
of the ills besetting schools
everywhere in these times.
In addition to easing overcrowding, school authorities
. see many other benefits in the
1, program, which will divide the
county school year into four
quarters of 60 days each.
They say it would assure
ausziesEMPI .u449
rfillmi itt
and propertyh4tAire$
student-teacher conflicts, retain student interest and enable
the schools to offer more sub- jects.
It also, the officials say, will
enable failing students to get a
fresh start in the next quarter
rather than being "locked in"
for the entire term.

with approval of a 2200,000
grant from the U.S. Office of
Education.
Heretofore, a number of
other school districts throughCalm
out the country have experi- (
st\
.1.".=, 5 oz $1.09 Value
mented with year-round
classes.
The city of Louisville, county seat of Jefferson County,
a
$1.89 Value
will not be affected by the
changeover from tile traditDipPity
ional September-through-June
school year.
J.C. Cantrell, director$1.35 Value
coordinator of the new pm
gram, said the target date for
Frost
the
nning
12.-month
Lime
I. A.ug..30, 1972., The
4 oz. 81.20 Value
er quarters would begin on
Nov. 29, 1972; March 5,1973,
and June 4, 1973. Cantrell said
23 oz. 980 Value
pupils must attend three of the
four quarters and may attend
the fourth.
Only five consecutive quarters would be permitted with26 s
out a break. Pupils may choose
950 Value
which of the four quarters they
prefer for vacation. Under presGrant approved
ent plans, there would be a
The "Elective Quarter Plan" two-week vacation period for the 96,000-pupil school probably between the summer
w system was assured in June and fall quarters.
14 or.
$1.49 Value
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STARS IN HER EYES-Four days old, Shannon Kimberly
Everett Cramton yawns as her actress mother and actor
father present her to news photographers in Hollywood.
The parents are Shelby Grant and Chad Everett, who
also have a 2-year-old.
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Welcome Wagon makes
people feel at home

Learning
aboutdraft
in schools

By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

By PATRICIA MeCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) - Draft
education programs are spring"It was as if I had a homing
ing up in the nation's high
beacon on top of my house,"
schools - despite the fact that
said Louise May Franks,
some elements in most comrecalling her recent move to
munities deplore the developone of those blooming subment, tagging it draft evasion
divisions dotting the Southern
how-to-earn.
California landscape. "There I
The criticism isn't fair, acwas in the midst of my uncording to architects of draft
packing with the milkman,
education programs. They
paper boy and soft water
maintain that high school is the
salesman all throwing their
logical place to clear the air
pitches.
about the draft.
"Then this gal knocked on
. Without exposure to draft
my door - my electricity
tion most 18-year-olds arwasn't even turned on yet e at their draft boards illand introduced herself as a
informed about the rights, obhostess from Welcome Wagon
-I igations, opportunities and
International. We sat down,
problems current draft laws
had a friendly that and she told
' present to them and their famme all about my new neighilies. A journalfor school adminborhood. It was the most
istrators, says the schools are
welcome visit I had that day."
reacting to prodding from
Mrs. Franks' experience is
sorne highly disparate groups.
typical. Welcome Wagon has
BEAMING—Home
from
space,
adventure
in
their
MOON
These include churchmen,
been going out of its way to
the three Apollo 15 astronauts are greeted by relatives
ledu
antiwar leaders, parents, stumake newcomers feel at home
and friends at Space Center, Houston, Tex. They are Aldents and lately, the Selective
ever since it was first confred Worden (top left), David Scott (top right), and
Service itself.
ceived back in 1928 by public
Irwin.
James
In a letter to high school
relations executive Thomas
administrators nationwide, the
Briggs.
new director of the Selective
Briggs thought something
Service System, Curtis W. Tarr,
should be done to correct the
urged schools to launch draft
fact that people had stopped
cation.
greeting one another as they
In the letter he said:
had since the days of the
"We are greatly concerned
covered wagon. Briggs had
hat young men nationwide memories of when newcomers
especially those nearing the
to a settlement would be
end of their high school eduwarmly introduced and made
_cation - do not have access to
to feel at home, and he decided
4dequate and accurate informto revive the tradition.
ation about the draft.
Starting at first in his native
"Too often this means that
By FRANK MACOMBER
Memphis,
Tenn., he organized
. a young man is required to
a group of women to go out into
'Make critical decisions about
the community to inform newly
Copley News Service
his future without knowing all
arrived residents of what the
the pertinent facts. With an eye
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has city had to offer. The symbol of
;toward correcti
/the deficthe organization was a covered
Aency, we wish
encourage developed a sleep analyzer which tells you and your doctor whether
wagon.
you
sleep
tight,
loose,
deeply
or
disturbed.
high schools
sc
to inc de a (cornNow this may sound like some kind of a spoof, but responsible
Welcome Wagon flourished,
culum) unit on draft informmedical men claim it could become a valuable tool in hospitals and and today it is Imam as
ation.'
Welcome Wagon International,
The Selective Service fol- clinics, especially in the fight against drug addiction.
The NASA-developed sleep analyzer already is being offered to thanks to branches in Britain,
owed up with "Curriculum
uide to the Draft," distribut- hospitals and medical centers, two years before it is to be used to Canada and Australia.
Headquarters is still in
to 2,300 school high school pry into the sleeping habits of three astronauts aboard the U. S.
Memphis, but the original staff
dministrators. The agency Skylab earth-orbiting space station.
Thus, for the first time NASA technology is being applied in of less than 20 has grown to
ubsequently received responses from administrators at public and private institutions before it is to be used in the space more than 8,000 all of whom except for a male shipping
almost half that number of program.
clerk - are women. There are
schools, indicating they ars
•
by Dr. James D. Frost of Baylor University's College regional headquarters in such
gglilltiIM.01PRO ii..19
,
e, Texas, the waltzer i1rt0110*-ek•ctreelmetztalogram cities as Ne,w York and San
pstrootion or counseling we are
considering doing so next fall (EEG)( brain wave) and electroocculograrn (ECG) signals. By Francisco.
The primary objective of
combining and evaluating the signals, thqdevice provides a record
Nation's Schools reported.
Welcome Wagon -the name ki
laths.
Some schools incorporate of the depth and hence the quality of sleep, .
Rapid eye movements indicated by the BOG signals, coupled a registered trademark - is to
the guide into existing courses
/or use it as the backbone for with the EEG measurements of brain activity, show that the increase the awareness of
short-term courses devoted ex- patient is dreaming,is experiencing disturbed sleep, has just dozed newly arrived residents to the
cultural, civic and social
clusively to study of the draft. off or will awaken soon.
Medical researchers who try to evaluate the sleep patterns of facilities close at hand.
Chuckle
There is another side of the
Students, Nation's Schools drug addicts believe sleep analysis may be useful in ide,,:ifying
says, are apt to get a chuckle or harmful side effects from drugs being developed to combat "hard" coin as well. The economic
success of Welcome Wagon
tvio from some of the guide's narcotic addiction.
Three prototype models of the compact portable device have depends on local merchants
"Questions to Guide Investbeen built for research by SCI Electronics. Inc., a subsidiary of SCI who subscribe to the greeter
igation."
Sample: "What . possible Systems, Inc., Houston. Its first use as a space experiment will be service by paying a certain
points of disagreement may aboard NASA's Skylab space station scheduled for a 28-day mission amount per call made by the
exist between your judgment in mid-1973. The sleep analyzer also will be used, if it operates Welcome Wagon hostess in the
community.
and that of the Selective Ser- successfully, on two subsequent 56-day Skylab missions.
"We rely almost entirely on
While the device still is a research tool, medical scientists say it
vice System!"
The guide must hit some might be helpful in treating insomniacs and other patients ex- the small merchant who
depends on the immediate
I preanne points on target, how- periencing "sleep neuroses."
Meanwhile, doctors associated with the Federal Aviation Agency community 115r his business,"
ever. Why else would it be
praised by draft resistance are considering use of the analyzer to study the sleep patterns of air said George Anna Smith who
groups, military people, and traffic controllers and pilots after periods of unusually stress-laden has been with the organization
for the last 16 years. "The big
educators alike as being object- duty.
One of the three prototypes is being used by the University of stores aren'Unterested in US
ive, informational and relativeSouth Carolina Medical School'for use in sleep research with particularly 'and we aren't
ly straightforward!
particularly interested in them.
The publication says one of patients suffering from burns.
The Galveston medical branch of the University of Texas uses But the local barber shop,
the country's most active
victims of brain and head hardware store and variety
groups now training coun- another to study sleep characteristics of
store do indeed benefit by our
injuries.
selors, the Midwest Committee
The Veterans Administration Hospital, Oklahoma City, has the service."
on Draft Counseling, cautions
mountain peak on the AlaskanMrs.Smith is an expert in her
that the text of the guide 'Is third analyzer in use on a 17,000-foot
people living and working at field. She started off as an
not nearly detailed or accurate Canadian border to study the sleep of
assistant hostess - you can't
enough to be used for draft that altitude.
price tag of get any lower than that, she
with
the
compared
each,
$5,200
cost
models
These
counseling literature, but
analyzer. SC1 says -and is now a supervisor
points out ...that the guide nearly $100,000 on an earlier, more cumbersome
analyzer in quantity for a wide for California's fast-moving
should be useful for its intend- officials estimate that use of the
range of clinical applications could lower unit costs considerably San Diego County.
ed
"It is my job now to keep
emote rational indiv.
idual choices about mditary ism or lack of it. And the draft
service from the options avail- evasion overtones follow.
able under existing laws," the Among educators this is hard
guide tbio covers the legal basis to understand. In many
for classification and for ac- schools, for example, there is
ceptance or rejection of class- education and counseling on
ification and the legdand illeg- income taxes, but his does not
al alternatives to induction.
brine cries of leaching "tax
Nation's Schools reports evasion."
draft counseling programs are
Schoolmen who want free
under way in all New York copies of the Selective Service
Qty.. high schools and several Guide may write to: Office of
suburban communities, in all Public Information, Selective
Philadelphia high schools, in Service System, 1724 F. Street,
some Chicago area suburbs, in N.W., Washington, D.C., asking
Des Moines, Iowa, Kalamazoo, for "Curriculum Guide to the
Mich., and Dayton, Ohio.
Draft."
--The need for reliable inOther
guides
recommended
formation and advice is so
widespread, says New York's by Nation's Schools include:
coordinator of Selective Ser- Opportunities under Draft
vice fnidance, Henry Brun, Law, Price SI, available from
that 'draft advising as a bus- Dr. Peter P. Wallua, Kalamazoo
iness is one of the fastest grow- Public Schools, 1220 Howard
St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
ing in the country."
Some educators can't under- - The American Society and
stand why discussion of the the Selective Service, $2.25,
draft in the schools is still a from Omar Kussow, coordincontroversial issue in 010/11e ator of social studies, Madison
DISCUSSING CONSULTATION TREATY—Soviet Foreign
places - eskiecially since Pr.* Board of F,ducatiorr,--545 W.
Minister Andrei Gromyko,and -Indira Gandhi, head of
Dayton
St.,
Madison,
Wis.
silent Nixon s campaign pledge
state of India, chat in 'New Delhi after Gromyko ,igurd
Study
Guide
for
the
Selectin 1968 to abolish conscripa friendship treaty calling for mutual consult-tin if
ive Service System, SI, Santa
tion.
India is attacked. Fears of a military clash hetwcen
t
Oara
County
Office
of
EduIn many communities the
India and Pakistan, a friend of Red China, hive boon
cation, 45 Santa Teresa St.,
draft is still linked with patriot- Son Jose,Calif.
mounting since the outbreak of the Pakistani civil e. ir.

I

GOOD NEWS TODAY

Sleep analyzer
helps fight drugs
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Welcome Wagon rolling along
in this area and to rea-uit
hostesses and sponsors," said
Mrs. Smith as she sorted out
some of the clutter that had
accumulated on her desk in her
office off the living room of her
home'. "Most supervisors
operate as I do. We are a kind
of clearinghouse for the
organization."
As part of her duties, Mrs.
Smith screens women who
want to become hostesses for
Welcome Wagon.
"There is no set rule as to
what kind of person we are
looking for," said Mrs. Smith.
"But we seek out mature
women who are 'ladies.' Some
are college graduates, some
are not. Some come from wellto-do backgrounds, others do
not. Above all, however, the
Welcome Wagon hostess must
be a lady who can 'sell' the
organization
and
the
businesses who atbscrihe to
it."
A Welcome Wagon hostess
generally works at her own
pace and makes her rounds on
her own schedule. She often has
her own way of knowing when
someone new is in the neighborhood. Depending on how
hard she applies herself, and
how
many
sponsoring
businesses she is able to attract,she may earn as much as
8300 a month for her efforts.
Another task undertaken by
the Welcome Wagon supervisor
is the screening of businesses
who want to be represented by
the greeter service.
"We must be most careful"

said Mrs. Smith. "I would hate
to recommend a local
television repairman to a newly
arrived family and find out
later that he didn't fix their set
Hostesses try to limit
representation by businesses to
one in each category.
"Sometimes it is difficult,"
said Mrs. Smith, "when we
have two or three qualified
local merchants all wanting to
be represented by Welcome
Wagon, so sometimes we bend
the rules a bit."
When the Welcome Wagon
hostess calls at your home, she
will have with her a basket of
gifts and information that will
help you get adjusted to your
new surroundings.
"A great many people
associate our organization with
nothing more than a free
coupon to a car wash or
something," said Mrs. Smith.
"But our most important job is
to provide vital information of
the community to the
newcomer and to make the
newcomer really feel at
home."
If the Welcome Wagon
hostess doesn't pay a visit, a
quick phone call to the local
supervisor will remedy that
situation,says Mrs. Smith. And
besides the greeter service,
there are Welcome Wagon
clubs which any woman can
join where she can make new
friends and share in charitable
projects.
"'Mere is one other area that
a lot of people are unfamiliar

with," said Mrs. Smith. "We
not only welcome newcomers,
but we make visits to new
mothers, engaged girls and
even families who just change
addresses within the community. We keep pretty close
tabs on what is going on and try
to make as many people as
possible feel welcome. It is our
job."
California reports
fewer delinquents
SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(UPI)- For the fifth consecutive year, the number of firsttime juvenile offenders committed to California Youth
Authority facilities declined in
1970. There was a drop of 16.6
per cent from 1969.

SUNG SINGS—In a broadcast speech, North Korean
Premier Kim II Sung declared President Nixon is
going to Communist China
"with a white flag" on "a
trip of the defeated The
peech was made at a rally
in Pyongyang.

HALO over Ralph Nader's
head? No, just a cluster of
lights during his address at
a Washington convention.
Vanithisg
COPENHAGEN (UPI)
The last of Copenhagen's trolley lines, No. 5 going through
the inner city, will give way to
a bus line by the autumn of
'1972.
Twin centennials
FRANKFORT, Ky.(UPI)Kentucky will hold a doublebarrelled centennial celebration
in 1974, observing the 100th
running of the Kentucky Derby and the 200th anniversary
of the founding of Harrodsburr,lCy., the first permanent
settlement west of the Allegheny Mountains.
Student enrollments
in the Philippines
MANILA (UPI) - An estimated 11.8 million students
were enrolled in Philippine
schools for the 1971-72 school
year. The distribution was 9
million in public schools, 2
million in private schools,'
200,000 in state colleges and
universities, and 600,000 in
private higher educational institutions.

Campbell's Factory Outlet
PARIS, TENNESSEE

SOCkky

MEN'S

DOUBLE KNIT PANTS
Size 28 to 44 Slight irregulars
- Regular and full cut • Solid color ,and stripes.
REGULAR 118.00 & '25.00 $

00

100% POLYESTER

i

BOYS

PANTS
Flares and regular legs - Size 6 to 18
Regular, slim, husky. Solids, stripes and plaids.

$250

to

$350

LITTLE BOYS

KNIT SPORT COATS

PANTS

Size 36 to 46 Regular and long. Navy, beige,
brown, grey, burgundy. $

Flares and regular legs- Slim and regular
Sizes 3 to 7 - All colors
Stripes and Plaids.

3000

WE HAVE A HUGE SELECTION OF

MEN'S JEANS
AND

Solids,
Stripes, Plaids

DRESS FLARES

• American made
A Il c
ize 3 to 18

BOYS

-

$ ( 2.5f1....
....3.1.21
Size 28 to 38

JACKETS - S
Nylon and permanent prest

200 and $300

$

BUSH JACKETS

- $5.00

Women's Sportswear Clearance
ALL

ALL FAMOUS LABEL

SLEEVELESS TOPS
100% Polyester •Screen Prints
REGULAR 18.50

203 No. Brewer Street

$65°

SLACKS

—•

TOPS

SHORTS

SKIRTS

20%
Paris, Tennessee

* OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TIL 8 P.M. *
Bank Americord

Master Charge
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rmour TenfordeTen

LYNN GROVE

Electronically Tested

marketing off
Is a break-through is
fresh meat . . never t„.jore attempted
any food company

GRADE A LARGE

TESTENDER is n. 4 -tenderizing
treatment ... not an r ur,me injection
not a sprinkled-on sui.iawe that chang
flavor and texture.
It is a scientific, elec:rtau(ally eontrolle
system for accurateh determining th
natural tenderness of t,ref. A test that, f
the first time, meastt-rs whether the cu
from a beef animal wli) be tender
tough—before you bu chem.
All the beef we sell iiVM now on will
tested by this new el, ironic system.
:
will stock and sell only the beef
qualifies for the Armour TES7ENDE
label ... only the beef the is proved by te.
to be "very tender

BEE-Al =PPS CENTER

8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

From porterhouse is pet roads, fro
sirloin to radisdak from dandle( rib
stew meet, evertfiersel et beetgea
fruuauuw.id1yeari
wim a
DER mark ..1hrHstbet1ca

7 DAYS
A WEEK

GUARANTEED-IIVIDER trYFRY

OR YOU!

LIMIT 3

FOOD GIANTS 12" BIG
Gold Medal

t406*

Plain or Self-Rising
Limit 1

FLOUR

A
is O
t•6— v.is.

,
c
•
*••_"
0
0
;
11
00
100.
0
aff.°5P

3 IL Bag

Limit!

‘01

5 lb. Bag

ltISCO
Pne
Hyde Park

sb.9'
togrAe'%%

O

cam

88
litstsciew

SUGAR

34S

584;

5 lb. Bag

Limit 1

s—

48

'1
0.
0434
°

.4.

Vanity

e Milk
Ic
Km*
BaramBeita Sauce
Potato Chips

½G

Bog.

Hyde Park

18 or. Bot

114

43'
291

9 oz.
Trio Bag

0

alsco
ks,
s

291

Cap

Giant Size

TOMATO
SAUCE
8 oz. Can
COUPON

No 27754
Limit 1 per family
Betty Crocker

ANGEL„
FOOD

16 oz. boxes

Offer expires 8-17-71
Good only at Storey's

TIDE
49 oz. Box

COUPON

Limit
COUPON
Limit I per family
Maxwell House

KETCHUP
COFFEE
3 891
1407.

16 °un"

,68

81
Limit I per IliMay
Heinz

PEPSI
COLAS)

1-1b. can

COUPON
urnit 1 per family
King Size

69; RINSO

8 Bottle Carton

WITH BOTTLES
COUPON
Limit 1 per family

GLAD
994 WRAP

100 ft. roll

29c

Purina

DOG
69; FOOD
COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 per family

Limit 1 per family
Heinz

Giant size

Bar-B-Q
69; Sauce

AJAX

For

Met expires 8-17-71
Good only at Storey's

Offer expires 8-17-71
Good only at Storey's

Offer expires 6-17-71
Good only at Storey's

Offer expires 8-17-71
Good onl at Storey's

25 lb.
Bag

Offer expires ,.8-17-71
Good only at Storey's

I

16 oz. bottle

29;

it Offer expires 6-17-71
Good onl at Sto 's

29

9

:
"

IIILCIK.
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Tested for Tenderness

s a break-through in the marketing of fine
'nab meat . . . never tAtire attempted by
my food company.

ARMOUR TENDER TESTED

rESTENDER is nct a "tenderizing"
reatment
not an enzyme injection ..
3ot a sprinkled-on autotimer that changes
lavor and texture.
[t is a scientific, electronically controlled
tystem for accurate!) determining the
latural tenderness of bed. A test that, for
1he first time, metim-es whether the cuts
`ram a beef animal will he tender or
ough—before you buy meal.
All the beef we sill Irma now on will be
tested by this new el.etrouic system. We
will stock and sell only the beef that
qualifies for the Armour TESTENDER
label ... only the beef that is proved by test
to be "very tender."
From porterbouse to pot roasts, from
sirloin to round steak from standing rib to
stew meat, every nurse' of beet you buy
from us will proudly weevil* TESTENDER mark...the finest beet you can buy.

1ANTEED 1'M/41)ER EVVRYTIME!
OR YOUR SIONET SACK

ANNIVERSARY SALE
Armour Tender Tested

SIRLOIN STEAK
fibriallE
Armour Tender Tested

STEAK

J19
sk12

Center Cut

CHUCK ROAST
Except Beef & Ham

I.V. Dinners

3

Awake

3

Pot Pies
YELLOW
25 lb.
Bag

ONIONS

NO. 1 RED

POTATOES
'CABBAGE
FRESH GREEN

10-Lb.
Bag

58
5
Lb.

4. •

3-1b. Bag

29f;

BANAN
1 Ocib

MOTORWAYS

Modern camping units
fit any pocketbook
at his first love. Anyone who
knows anything about the
music business, especially jazz
playing, un"Anything I ever got, I and trumpet
exhausting
earned," remarked Louis derstands it's
In the last five
labor.
physical
shortly
Armstrong
"Satchmo"
constantly.
before his death. "I believe in decades he traveled
"I never did want to be no big
myself and I know what I can
star," Armstrong adrnitted in
do when I pick up the horn."
1969. "It's been hard goddamn
Ironic that of all the tributes work, man. I feel like I spent
paid to jazz trumpeter Louis 20,000 years on the planes and
Armstrong, only a handful railroads. Sure, Pops,I like the
paused to reflect on what made ovations, but when I'm low and
him so powerful an influence in beat down, I wonder maybe if I
the music work!. It was sum- hadn't been better off staying
med up in the above statement home in New Orleans."
and echoed by his long-time
Many black militants, it's
friend, Duke Ellington.
easily overlooked, rarely rise
"If anyone was Mr. Jazz," out of the poverty and squalor
the band leader said on Sat- that surrounded Satchmo's
ohm's death at age 71, "it was early life in New Orleans. Most
Louis Armstrong. He was the militants are the products of
epitome of jazz and always will the middle- and upper-class
be. He is what I call an blacks in America who sent
standard, an their pampered children off to
American
"good" liberal schools to learn
American original."
Armstrong's life, from Marxist and Fabian Socialist
grinding poverty in New 6CODOMiC gibberish. They then
Orleans to international fame use such totalitarian teachings
and fortune, is the classic to indict their parents and the
American saga of rags to economic system that made
their existence possible.
nches.
Louis Armstrong had no such
It is a saga the more cynical
and jaded find joy in deriding. help; his horn and gravel voice
Satchmo had no time for were his assets, and his fortune
sneering critics and those black and fame were made by his
militants who accused him of own efforts and by believing in
playing up the stereotype his own abilities as an in"happy-go-lucky Uncle Tom" dividual.
Calling Satchmo an "Uncle
image. Perhaps it never occurred to them that maybe Tom" because of his infectious
because Armstrong was so toothy grin and rolling eyes
much his own man that Louis should be a compliment.
was happy doing what he Erpecially since the character
in the classic, "Uncle Tom's
loved: making music.
For fully 50 years he worked Cabin." was a uniquely

=

In almost every household
there's someone with a green
thumb, and gardening for
many is one of the pleasures of
homeowning. But it is a
pleasure not without dangerespecially if there are children
in the family.
plants,
the
of
Each
mentioned above can poison
some even fatally - if chewed
or eaten.
Vital facts about these
seemingly harmless everyday
plants and others have been
published by Geigy Apiculture
Chemicals, Ardaley, N.Y. The
coenpany has listed, in table
form, some 35 common plants,
and
toxic
parts
their
symptoms of poisoning. It
makes no effort to prescribe
treatment other than to advise
contacting your local poison
control center and obtaining
medical help as soon as
possible if plant poisoning is
suspected.
The
stresses,
company
however, the importance that
children and adults understand
the dangers in eating or
chewing plants with which
they are unfamiliar. Plants
growing around the home
should be identified in every
way before they are apprec- -liked for something other than
their natural beauty.
If there are young children
in the family,
you will
want to eliminaZha
P rse plants
which offer great hazard.
(Some plant materials are
dangerous to animals as well.
Bleeding heart, or Dutchman's
breeches, has proved to be fatal
to cattle and the field plant
nightshade has caused deaths
among horses.)
For older children, Geigy
suggests, a collection of
poisonous plants displayed in
the classroom, or as a Scout
project, with the dangers
clearly explained, could save a
child from illness. pain,
perhaps even death.
Illustrating the ease with
which a child can fall prey to
beauties,
dangerous
these
Geigy tells of a group of 110)A
ace is to eight who, several

2,000 pounds loaded. This manufactured. The big news in
means they are easily trailered this field is lighter, more
behind just about any kind of durable construction, Buck
Rogers styling and fashion
car.
Prices range from some conscious color schemes.
Falling into the RV category
$1,000 on up to $3,000 for the
most luxurious of the models. is a vehicle that does indeed
Optional equipment includes have a dual purpose. Called the
such items as gas or electric trailerable houseboat, it is just
appliances, heating units anti that. Nestled snugly in its
portable toilets and showers. trailer cradle, the unit provides
Travel trailers have come a the same comforts as a conlong way too. Ranging from 10 ventional tow-trailer on the
feet to 35 feet in length over-all, road.
But once slipped into the
they can cost anywhere from
about $1,500 to $5,000. They are water, it becomes a sprightly
the most popular kind of RV yacht with enough room for
and afford a higher degree of extended cruising and enough
luxury and privacy than tent zip for water skiing. The price
range for these units is high:
trailers.
Features in today's travel 810,000 and up.
trailer include easy to clean
Q. Now that I am reaching
exteriors, rib-stain carpeting,
foam padded upholstery, retirement age, I am thinking
compact cooking facilities and more and more about acquiring
excellent insulation. One late a truck camper so my wife and
innovation is the extensive use I can do some extensive sightof exterior sheeting made from seeing. My question is this: is it
of possible to build a camper unit
fiber glass instead
aluminum. And the largest of yourself that would be comthe travel trailers can ac- parable to one you could
commodate six persons and purchase through a dealer? It
still offer a degree of privacy. seems like I could save quite a
A relatively new concept to bundle by doing it myself. travel trailering is the so-called R. T., Fla.
A. Those factory-built jobs
"fifth wheel" unit, derived
from the yoke and collar can certainly be impressive.
arrangemept used by those But also impressive is the
or trailers. With this price. The fact is that most
huge
sySter the trailer is anchored camper and motor home units
vel on the bed of a are built from materials and
to a
. The result is components readily available
pickup
amazing stability at highway to anyone. If you have a
speeds, good maneuverability moderate degree of hand skills,
and better weight distribution. you could probably build
Prices range from $3,500 to yourself a unit that not only
$9,000. Models vary in length would be lower cost, but would
be in effect "custom tailored"
from 18 to 40 feet.
Truck-mounted campers and to your specific needs. It would
motor homes, of course, are probably be easier to convert a
growing in popularity almost panel van into a camper than to
faster than they can be build a slide-on, pickup truck

the wells, strap the bike to the
car and off you go. Another
alternative is a single well that
bolts to a standard trailer
retch. With this system you slip
the front wheel of the bike into
the well and tie it down. You
then tow the bike as you would
a one-wheel trailer. It is advisable to remove the chain if
you will be traveling any great
distance at highway speeds.
Both these systems can be
purchased for less than $50 and
are
available
through
motorcycle shops or trade
publications.

Q. I bought a trail bike a
couple of months ago with the
idea of taking it with me on
camping trips, picnics and the
like. But the bike is too big to fit
in my trunk without removing
the front wheel. Is there any
method short of buying a $100
ff you have a question about
trailer that I could use? - your car, motorcycle or
U. K., N. M.
recreational vehicle, write to
A. You're in luck. Assuming Mororways, Copley News
your bike is not too heavy I say Service, P. 0. Box 190, San
250 powids and your bumper is Diego, Calif. 92112.
fairly strong, you can probably
use a cycle carrier which
consists of a pair of clamp-on
wheel wells.
You simply slip the bike into

Vacation time is here again
and in this age of environmental awareness, more
and more people are turning to
the outdoors for recreation.
And the basic communication
with nature for many of us is
camping.
But the days of hard to
assemble canvas tents or
bulky, cramped travel trailers
are long gone. Today's camper
can be almost as comfortable
on the road as he is at home,
technological
to
thanks
breakthroughs in materials
and design.
Modern camping units are a
map to set up and maintain,
roomy and airy and are
available to fit any pocketbook.
You can hit the trail for as little
as 8500 or as much as 830,000.
Camper units are generally
classified these days under the
umbrella term "recreational
vehlr." Included in this
category are fold-out tent
trailers, self-contained travel
trailers, fifth wheel trailers,
truck-mounted campers and
motor homes.
At the low end of the financial
scale is the tent camper. In its
most primitive form, it is in
essence a canvas tent attached
to a wooden platform. In its
ultimate state, it is an
ingenious steel, fiber glass and
nylon contraption that folds out
(St. John is a CBS Radio from a box on wheels to a
and
"Spectrum" commentator
commodious "apartment" for
Is seen fort-nightly on the NBC-, eight persons.
HOPES TO SHOW APOLLO IS MOVIES—Watching as-0
TV "Today" Show.)
tronaut Alfred M. Worden space-walking, at Nassau
Tent campers range in length
Bay, Tex., with his wife, the astronaut's father, Merrill,
from about eight feet ( closed)
says he hopes to add a complete copy of the Apollo 15 a
up to 17 feet. To that you can
stimulant. Some people, Geigy add five feet or so for the swingmission to his collection of movies dating back to "King
says, have died merely from out beds at either end. Most
Kong." He is a movie projectionist in Jackson, Mich. 4
eating steaks that had been tent campers weigh less than
speared on oleander twigs and
roasted over an open fire.
hi the vegetable garden,
rhubarb leaves (not the edible
years ago, spent a day stalk, of course) if eaten in
can cause severe
il
climbing, hiking and exploring quantity,
e. The leaf blade
the countryside.
Shortly after they returned, contains oxalic acid which
some of the boys began to crystallizes in the kidneys. The
of potatoes and
Laugh senselessly, pick imagin- foliage
and tomatoes contains alkaloid
citit of the
ary
e bdoes. Others crawled poisons that can create nervous
:
barkt
under their beds crying and disorder and stomach upset.
Particularly attractive to
moaning. Fortunately, all
children - and of particular
recovered within three days.
The cause of their weird danger - are the berries of
actions? A patch of common many plants. They often look
jimson weed the boys had like wild fruit, but their juice
picked and eaten. The plant, may be deadly.
In Ohio, one summer, Geigy
commonly referred to as thorn
apple or stinkweed, grows noted, a little girl prepared a
a
nearly everywhere - in play luncheon of an apple,
backyards and wastelands - radish and some berries she had
and is responsible for more picked from a shrub in the
poisonings than any other rock garden. Four hours later
plant, Geigy said. It grows Me lapsed into a coma and in
from 2 to 5 feet tall, has large seven hours she died. The
leaves and white, funnel-shaped berries were from the Daphne
flowers ,xesembling morning mezereum plant, cultivated in
glories. MI parts are poisonous, gardens, and wild in thickets
but the seeds and leaves are throughout the country.
Also tempting to children
especially so, Geigy said. The
effects often are mild, but can are the various parts of fruit
be as severe as delirium, trees. The twigs of cherry trees
distorted sight, coma and even release cyanide when chewed,
and the peach tree leaf
death.
contains hydrocyanic acid, one
12,000 yearly
Each year, Geigy says, an of the five most dangerous
12,000 children poisons known. Five children
estimated
ingest poisonous plants. A became ill, -Geigy said, after
Seattle study revealed that 10 they drank a brew of hot water
per cent of 100 child poisoning and peach leaves. The foliage
of and acorns of oak trees affect
were
cases :observed
youngsters who had eaten the kidneys gradually with
toxic plants and, in six of these symptoms appearing only after
cases, the children's parents severaldarror weeks.
Castor bean seeds, a mottled
had no idea the plants were
black and brown, resembling a
dangerous.
While it is hard to believe beetle are sometimes used in
that many of the plants that jewelry. They contain a blood
grow in a peaceful meadow or poison, ricin, that could kill a
along a quiet river, or even in child if chewed or swallowed.
Enjoy, but don't eat, should
the backyard should be labeled
be the rule for any unfamiliar
"poison, John M. Kingsb
in his book "Poisonous P1anta plant.
of the United States an
Canada," states that more
Geigy offers a booklet or
that 700 species of plants are
chart free of charge,
known to have caused death or \wall
through Comorate Communi&nem.
cations, 5300 Edina Industrial
The most delicate, innocent- Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn.
looking flower can claim 55435.1
victims. For instance, Geigy
points out, the leaves and
&veers of the lay-of-the-valley DANGEROUS BEAST
can cause severe stomach pains
and mental confusion if eaten.
WALSALL, England (UPI) —
plants, Police dashed to a home in
indoor
Among
poinsettia leaves and mistletoe Walsall Monday after the owner
berries can be fatal. The
telephoned and said there was a
dieffenbachia (dumb cane. or "deadly looking" animal in the
elephant ear) has a stalk back yard
body says you're tired, listen. Stop at a motel or pull
Joe had long hours behind the wheel when he saw the
containing needle-like crystals
The beast turned out to be a
of calcium oxalate that,
over to the side of the road for a cat-nap.
vacancy sign. His body told him to stop. But he had only
hedgehog.
chewed, can become embedded
"The house owner was an
As new car dealers, we'd like to see you
87 more mileft to his vacation hideaway.
In the tissues of the months Indian immigrant who had just
use your, car for driving pleasure. RememJoe, his wife, arid-the kids. And a
on.
pushed
he
So,
and tongue, causing swelling. come to Britain," a policeman
ber, your vacation is meant to be restful.
camera full of blank film. It will stay blank.
Geigy said a woman in said. "He'd seen tigers in his
But not permanently.
(leyeland nearly died a couple homeland, but never a hedgeWhen you drive off on your vacation this year, don't
of years ago when her swollen
push it. A vacation it a vacation. Not a driving marathon.
hog and it terrified him."
tongue began to block the air
011K.al organaatton at Am•rma a tr•nctiosed naw car and truck tleal•rs • W•ar•orIpon 0 C
No matter how long you've been driving, when your
passages to her throat.
The leinem of the lih;ely
4
oleander hush, another indoor
One in a series presented by N.A.D.A., this newspaper, and the new car dealers of our community.
plant, contain a deadly heart

Poison peril lurks
in everyday plants
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) - What
lots your garden grow?
Perhaps daffodils, hyacinths
lily-of-the-valley; iris,
ad
bleeding heart, larkspur and
foxglove later on. A beautiful
old wisteria vine shades the
porch. There are some lovely
cherry trees and giant oaks.
The field out back is covered
with buttercups, and jack-innestles in a patch of
woods.
When winter settles down,
houseplants take over, crowned
b the showy poinsettia at

courageous individual with
great character. Armstrong
had character and it's reflected
in his music and his willingness
to become this nation's goodwill ambassador abroad.
He was nobody's "house
nigger" because he was every
inch an individual. He had what
so many - black and white lack ... sovereignty and
control over his life, tempered
by a gentle and good nature.
"I ain't been no angel," he
stated, "but I never once set
out to harm no cat."
We who grew up on jazz
revere Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong because he gave birth to
a unique and original American
art form.
He may be dead and buried,
but his music in some 1,500
separate recordings lives on to
remind us of his love of life.
Every time we hear that
sandpaper voice and that horn
it will remind us what one individual mind can create that
lifts us out of life's humdrum
experience. This is Satctuno's
rnomanent that made his music
immortal and his memory
imperishable.
We will also sorely miss
Satchmo because he is no
longer around to remind us of
an era that is gone. An era
when a unique self-taught intelligence and spirit could
flourish as in no other nation.

unit. Plans are readily
available from such outfits as
Popular Mechanics or Popular
Science magazines. Cooking,
refrigeration and toilet components are as close at hand as
your local marine supply house
or Sears and Roebuck.
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Everything Must Go ... Our Loss is Your Gain ... SAVE
Come Early ... Bring A Car Load ... Prices Slashed ...
MURRAY, KY
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NI Mens, lades and Chides

1 GrouP

BOYS BERMUDA

BOYS KNIT
$3') SHIRTS Retir 1" SHORTS

SHOES

Mens

SUITS
$2.00 M5 &
ir
lMENS
SPORT COATS
50
$4 - $5' & $6'
Boys

BED SPREADS TO ELi Gioup
r
i
43
Regvthe b" se' TIGHTS th"ens 50
1 Group
1 GicluP

SPREADS
Reg V4ue '14°)

Boys

Ladies

MENS

SUITS
$1000

$788

PANTS '

$688

00
$7
&

Reg Value '1?

Talon

1 Gimp Mens

1 Group

HOT PANTS
PANT
MENS
S
. PANTS
15
SCOO
TER
ALL BOYS
$6"
RegValue1LO
O
SKIRTS $15°
$11'.:
SWIMSUITS $2°°
BUTIONS 1/2 PIECE GOODS
GLOV
ES
DRAP
Mr
ES
„
THREAD Price
39'
a/2Price
MATFRESS
MENS
IMES SLIPS SPORT COATS
PANTS
- PADS $200 Reouue sice
$15 & $20
$1 -12 & $3
%Price
FLAIR LEG
i DIES $1.00
HOT PANTS DENIM PANTS 131mens
$ 15° BILLFOLDS.
$3°° KNIT SHIRTS
$15° Reoaiue7
ALL
STORE FIXT RES
AU. BOYS
SPREADS $500
FOUN
DATI
ONS
PANT
S
$2
00
JUST EVERYTHING!!
GREATLY REDUCED!
TIES 50'
ZIPPERS

.

Group Ladies

1 Odd Group of

1 Group

MENS

and

Twin Size

1 Group

1 Group

Reg. Val. s12°°

Ladies

1 Group

sr°

Group

Racks - Tables - Counters - Chairs
Mirrors - Sign Holders

one Group

1MGernsuP

Ladies

1 Odd Group

1 Odd Table of

KNIT
SHEL
LS
Entrance Items
MENS BELTS,/
SHIRT
S
'
$2'
$15°
50'
Price
No Exchange * Save! - Save! - Save * No Layaway
GROUP BOYS
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Mrs. Glasgow Now
Runs Antique Music
Shop, Manhattan
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Wasses's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)-From
model to music box collector
and authority represents quite
a contrast, but Vicki Glasgow
managed to go from one to the
other by simple means-the
antiques bug bit her. Also
bitten: Her husband, Robert,
certified public accountant.
It all started 10 years ago
when the couple, hitting the
antiques circuit in New England, came upon an eight-inchtall music box they liked the
sound of. It turned out to be a
Regina, made by a firm
established in the 1890's in
Rahway, N.J. Eventually, they
found a 15-inch Regina from the
firm which became the leading
American music box maker.
Then they began reading up
on music box history, joined the
Musical Box Society (it has
about 1,000 members in the
United States), and for Mrs.
Glasgow a whole new career
began.
Today, Mrs. Glasgow runs an
antique music box shop at the
Antiques Center of America,
Inc., a complex of 110 shops
and displays in the heart of
Manhattan.
On,her last shopping trip to
Europe, Mrs. Glasgow lucked
into a collection of "about 50"
music boxes and their relatives
that an English widow was
selling. It, added to what she
and her husband already owned
and friends lent, became one of
the most fascinating and earfilling special exhibits in the
center's one year of operation.
The exhibit, open to the
public free and on view through
July, features some 150 music
boxes of all sizes, shapes, ages,
tuneful variety, and price. One
prize box is a whole "symphony" with bells, drums, organ et
al able to play 10 selections
from the likes of Wagner and
Bizet.
Some of Mrs. Glasgow's
boxes are not for sale, although
with the addition of the English
purchase she's not sure where
they'll all go in the couple's
SE:arsdale, N.Y. home. As it is,
sbe said, every room has some
boxes and -we have music just
with the flick of a switch
snyqhere in the house."
Mrs. Glasgow was born Vicki
Wilson, daughter of a sportswear buyer for a Long Island
store. As a child, she modeled
at the store, and then as she
grew into a tall girl with a
model's slim, long-legged figure, she worked in showrooms
of New York's dress and fur
houses.
The early antiquing she and
her husband did was in the field
of. Currier & Ives, daguerrotypes, old tools and the like.
Then that small music box
discovered in New Hampshire
changed their whole pattern.
What next for the collecting
pair? More music boxes of
course "as we upgrade our
collection," she said. "Now
we're getting into clocks too.
-Bob loves anything mechani-
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Bakery prices good thru Sat, Aug. 14. All others good thru Tues., Aug 17. Limit right reserved.

SHOP WHERE EVERY DAY IS DISCOUNT-DAY .....• •

r

'111
CRISCO

SALAD DRESSING

SHORTENING'

MIRACLE
WHIP

57c

JIB
CAN

14*
IIMPL11:411,

Store Hours:

79

Kroger Sliced American

CHEESE
FOOD

8 - Midnight
Monday thru Sunday

1-1h. ctns.

KROGER

Cream Cheese

oz.

31'
51' Nestle Morsels
39' Charmin Tissue
88'
52' BISCUITS 1 0
69'
'1
98
Fasweet
Qt 38
68'
Beef Stew
28'
Catsup

Pint

88' KROGER
SUGAR $ 1 09
pg.33*

8-oz. bottle

KROGER

Ea.

1-pint 2-oz. bottles

U-oz.

HEINZ

Pillsbury

BISCUITS

41

2
%milt

iLi p

KROGER

HOME PRIDE

J:I044:114ION-111111.1i
Banquet

1-1b. 8-oz. can

43' Kandu Detergent 3:°ttle$1
'Fabric Sottenew
89' Electra Sol
Fabric Softener

Hungry Jack

t.

"its

,11 •

39' Small Peas 4 88'
A 96.
Reg. Orange 14
urinlISGraPeinlit
58'
1V
Kroger Gelatin
27*
sl 99)
;3 lb. Bag C
la
-Ins
b.

1411k. 4-ox. pkg.

Gal.

WAGNER'S
Lo-Cal Grape, Orange, 54-vz.
.

.TA FLA)

KROGER CHILI with BEANS or
15,2-oz. can

396 Fabric Finish

A. I

LIQUID BLEACH

20-oz.

ALL FLAVORS

FOR A WHITER WASH!

3-qz

fit ll

Bleach
25' CLOROX5a; Kandu
Vanish Cleaner

FRUIT PIES 'it

hcrr.
ttt 1111111
tt•t:it it

Meat Pies

99'

AVONDALE FROZEN

Crinkle-Cut Potatoes
Dinners

__
12

oz
Ea.

CARNATION

SPOTLIGHT

Ea.

1-oz. jar

68'

NESTEA

2-oz. jar

85'

SLICED

PINEAPPLE

4

R CREAM STYLE
5WHITE

88'
Yellow Corn
Total
451
25' Kool Aid
6 Pkgs.39'

'1

99,

Mel 0 Soft

Why Pay Moro ?

Kroger

1-1b. 5-oz. pkg.

2-lb. pkg.

PUSS `n BOOTS FISH

8-oz. can

STOK ELY

88;

4/9

Plain, Sugar, Cinnamon
or Combination

11

2-lbs.

4-oz'

KLEENEX

I-lb. 4-oz. jar

REYNOLD'S WRAP

75-ft. roll

$1

2-oz. Fir

aro Syrups`-`4 LABEL

L or ge

ro,o3ersi‘
:v

'
"
•

with purchase of
dr, $2.00 or more of fresh fruit or
vegetables
I Good thru Tues., Aug. 17 Limit one

PILLSBURY

1U'

'/•
./;1'

rTrr

8

Pkga.
with this coupon at Kroger. Good
thru Tues., Aug. 17. Umk one.

r

1.7$•ue tube

TOOTHPASTE 54'

this coupon and Purchase of one
Pair UGLY DUCKLING PANTY IfIrKSE

,4••

F

CREST or CLOSE-UP

with this coupon at Kreger thru Tues.,_
Aug. 17. Limit one. Subject to applicable \. •,

Good thru *Tues.. Aug. 17. Limit

state and local taxes.

One.

•

.f,
icriiier•‘,

C0i,r-•jr. /PP
___,_
,
41111111%rolier

411 18' 24Y/.

l) A fit

• with

1400e'

Ter
Cake Mixes 3

COUP()

100 Stamp Coupon

50 EXTRA STAMPS

v•Lualill

1.

Stamp Coupon ,,
..,_ 100
with this coupon and purchase of
-4
-e•
one pkg.

k7

KROGER DRY MILK

Makes 14 qts. Good thru Tues.A11111- It
Limit roe.

99"

794
Listerine
Head & Shoulders'1.19
Arrid Spray "2 ":
29F ze 79'
Polident
r 784
$1.29 Size

7-oz. Super Size $2.45 Size

EXTRA DRY

6 115-oz

JUST

WONDIRFUI

Pint

a onnaise BLUE17elIpTint Jur

441

NAPKINS

KEN-L-RATION

pkg.

GOLDEN

C-AYET Y

15-oz. can

WHITE OR COLORS

damn

13-oz pkgs.

-

Ea*

UNSWEFENED

KROGER-BA K LI)

STILL FASCINATED-Blessing a throng of pilgrims
and tourists outside his
summer estate at Castel
Gandolfo. Italy, Pope Paul
VI reveals he has received
a message from the Apollo
13 astronauts. and sa's he
has not lost his interest iii
space flights (Ca blepliotii)

8-oz. pkg.

86' Cleanser
STRAWBERRY
Cat Food
SHORTCAKE
APPLE 5
Cat Food
10'
SAUCE
f..1,44 -411,11:7.1
Burgers
986
BREAD
Je11-0 Gelatin ALL nx-r7krg 136 Facial Tissue Zoo_ct. 34'
PuddingHumrs
411.67'
A
88
,
Donuts
48' Northern N3pkin5"-etPkg13`
Grape Jellyw"
796
3
Strliiberry Preserves 61' Aluminum Foil
Rolls
72' SALTINE 3
Peanut ButterF1-1b.
Pound Cake
p.s1 K
35' CRACKERS
ANGEL FOOD138 Sweet Gherkins"7:4.,„, 47'
M
CAKE
996
Mighty High Frozen

69;

53' COFFEE

AVONDALE CRUSHED or

Coffee Mate
85`
49a Instant Tea
Quick Cocoa

5-lb Pkg

PATIO

Mexican, Beef Enchilada
or Combination,

(2-gsil.

Quart 2-ox

BANQUET FAMILY-SUE
tteef.Chicken or Turkey
2-lbs. 4-oz. Ea.

1-1b. 4-oz. bottle
-

KROGER

$1

HOME PRIDE

I

Ea'

' KELLY

,INK,LEMON,GREEN

KROGERc;Milk

1-oz.pkg

1-pint 12-oz. bottle

Eaton

Margarine 4

Sandwich Spread
Italian Dressing
B-B-Q Sauce
AK-RUauce
B-B-0 Sauce
Cider Vine ar

SWITCH

•

Copyright 1971 - The Kroger CO

s

tOl
411.

P.r

\\
f
r

11"Me

GET DOUBLE TOP
VALUE STAMPS
TUES. &
WEDNESDAY

U(100

afittiNE 69'

this coupon at Kroger thru
Tues.. Aug. 17. Limit one. Subject
with

to applicable state and local
taxes.,

HAIR 2fr ,
SPRAY

"Met

Stamp
Coupon

with this coupon and 15.00
additional purchase, excluding Ist41
roe
,,%La
•30,tobacco.
Expires Aug. 17
1
......
_Limit one ser customer

OP.

iST 11. 1971
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Longevity
greater or is it?'

01111T PRI

DOUBLE TV STAMPS EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY * OPEN SUN. 8-12
U.S. CHOICE_ TENDERAY
MARKET-MADE, PURE

Pork Sausage

Le

49t

LB

59'

FRONTIER

Smoked Sausage

Smoked Jowl Pieces" 35'
Salt Fat Back

LB 29C

OSCAR MAYER FRESH

Link Sausage

LB

89c

49,

COUNTRY STYLE

S ICED BACON

US. CHOICE TENDERAY

Rump Roost

La. 98t

BONE-IN

F.,mily Pak

U.S. CHOICE TENOERAY

Rib

SS WHOLE
Eye BONE
O;
LE
N ALF

$2.29

LB

FRYING
CHICKEN

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Roved Steak

FULL.CUT
BONELESS Le

$1.08

U.S CUflICE TENDERAY

RIB
STEAK

P,i1

)i 3 tn

DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

$108

Nectarines

NOR
RRELI' Bacon
Sliced

27

$1.28

LB

/ U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY BONELESS

Rump Roast

$1.29

Le

U.S. CHOICE TENDE RAY

Rib Steak

LB
'

$1.18

OT.89$

CALIFORNIA

CENTERS.. LB 59c
BONELESS
TOP

LB. 294

Strawberries

411

lb

Round Steak

Peaches
CALIFORNIA

Family Pak Mixed Part.,

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

SUNNY SLOPE

Slab Bacon

49'

PKG.

FIRST CUTS,
LB

LB'494

ifsh

WATERMELONS

STREAK O' LEAN

Salt Meat

CENTERS, FIRST
LB. 39c
CUTS,

29t

LB.

DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

CHICAGO (UPI) - We're
living longer.,„ but only in
manner of speaking.
At the end of the 18d.
century the life expectancy al
birth for North Americana waS
about 35 years. Now it's niore
than 70 years.
But, according to Encyclao
paedia Britanrtica, there is no
evidence that the span of hat
man life has increased since the
beginning of recorded history.
The remarkable increase in
the average length of life during the past 2,000 years about triple - has merely its.
creased the likelihood that a
person may live closer to life
outer limits. Presumably there
is a maximum life span for the
human race, but it remains
unknown.
The continuation of the
worldwide decline in the death
rate will naturally result in an,
increased number of centeuArians. Since the number of
persons who may live to be;
say, 100 or 115 is directly
related to the number who live
to be 100, the odds are greatei
there will be an increase in the
.p.
100-plus age group.
Still this is apart from thi
human life span, which fart
now could be considered unilimited.
4
Facin facts
NM YORK (UPI) - A
pilot program introducing junior high school students to the
realities of the working world
as an inducement to continue
their education is being prepared by Eastern Washington
State College for the Pacifte
Northwest Bell Telephone Co.
in escrow'
C°'
101 SON, Md. (UPI)
Towson StateState College's "col.
lege in escrow" program provides outstanding high school
seniors with the opportunity to
enrich their backgrounds with
courses not offered at the high
school level. Students admitted
to the program with a B or
better average can earn up to
12 credits in Tovnion's evening
division.

a a

MISSISSIPPI-GROWN

Fresh Okra

FOR BAR•401
QUARTER -SLICED

Split Broilers

18.39$

Country Ham

$1.29 Yellow Corn

LB

MIXED

Fryer Quarters

LB

FRYER
FAMILY
PAK

394 Pug Tails
474

LB.

FAMILY PAK

Fryer Legs

3 TO 5-L8.

Li Pk

AVERAGE

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY - BONELESS

English Roast

LB

p :•

S

U.S. CHOICE TENOERAY

Club Steak

LB

$1
HALF or

•

Wh

4,

CUBE
STEAK

39

894 Pork Um
;1.99 BUTTERBALL
TURKEYS
984
1,' to 14 :b

K. C. Steak

LB.

U.S. CHOICE TENOERAY CUBED

Round Steak
FREEZER
BONUS BUNDLE
BONE-IN

LB.

794

Ground Chuck
FRESH, LEAN

Ground Round

FOR

29$

2

FOR

294

12

FOR

594

HALF
GAL.

69$

29$ Spare Ribs
"494 Pork Shoulder

3 TO 5-LB.
AVERAGE

LB

69c Lemons
49t Su

ALL FLAVORS • TROPI-CAL

WHOLE

LB

•TilliTiTiTITITITITITITITiTITIT

Nr•

WORTH 2P

FAMILY PAK
3 TO 5 STEAKS

Ls.39$ Pork Steaks

49

LB. 59C

69

MORRELL I- RIDE SEMI-

BONELESSwhole
lh
HAM

18.

59$

toward the purchase of a 3-oz. jar

KROGER INSTANT TEA
Good thru Tues., Aug. 17. Limit 1
Subject to applicable state and
local taxes.

4419

wit

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA STAMPS
z p Roll
SO 8wev
iihno
l Wrap
SO with six 3-or. pkgs. Jello
2
IAA with 1 pkg. Kroger 14-qt.
3
gfIF Non-Fit Dry Milk
SO with 12 pkgs. Drink Aid
4
with 7 pkgs. Country Oven
5
Cookies
with 2-lbs. or more Ground
6
Chuck_.
, Round or Cpd. Sirloin
gn with 7pkgs. Breakfast or
7
"'•-•" Center-Cut Pork Chops
with? pkgs. Fryer
8
Breast, Legs or Thighs
with any pItg. 8-9-0
9
Spiced Meet
with 2-Ibs. Kentucky Farm
10
Pork Soutar
with 1-1b. Kentucky Farm
11
Pork Sausage
25with any 19-oz, or 12-or,
12
Kroger Sliced Lunch Meat
with any pkg.
13
25 Mrs.
Weevers Dip
with 7 pkgs. Cutup
14
Frying Chicken
15
with 39c or more Bananas
16
with
h 31bc
bs. of Onions
A
ei

so
so

FRESH LEAN

8 OZ
PKGS

LB 694

12-0Z
PKG

lb.

1 UESH

69'

PICNIC STYLE

PORK ROAST

so
25
so
25

50
25

;3.25
L.. 89t

DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

L. 994

25 with a dozen Lemons
25 with 5-lbs. Potatoes
EXP 811771

17
18
./
INfOtief
P

•••••••••••••••••

18 IS ADULT now in Michigan, with this law signing
ceremony in East Lansing
by Gov William Millikin.

JUICY SUNK 1ST

KROGER

•

4

Bell Peppers
FR.
Cumumbers

a a

COUNTRY CLUB, ALL4EEF

FRESH. LEAN

2

69

lb

LB.

COASTAL

SAVE $581 NOW'
.

19c

FRESH

Catfish Steaks= Lo. 694 Pork Butts
Fish Sticks
3
$1. Country Style Ribs
Kentucky Farm
59t Pork Sausage
All-Beef Wieners

44-lbs. stirs
of MEAT 'A
Hamburger

6

FAMILY PAK

ROUND STEAK
RIB STEAKS
CHUCK STEAKS
COUNTRY CLUB HAMBURGER
CENTER RIB PORK CHOPS
LEAN PORK STEAKS
FRYER BREASTS
FRYER LEGS
FRESH LINK SAUSAlE
KROGER WIENERS IAII Mast)

lb.

HONEYDEWS

MEDIUM-SIZE SPARE

Boiling Beef
Short Ribs

89c

KIN(: SIZE

ole

LB

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY BONELESS

QUARTER
PORK

DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

CUT LW AND FREEZER
LambWRAPPED FREEI LB.

FRESH LEAN BOILING

EARS

25$ Tomatoes

-4

TENDER,SLICED

Corned Beef

*5-4bs.
•5-lbs
*5-lbs.
•5-lbs.
*5-Ibe.
•5-lbe.
•54bs.
*5-lbs.
2-1b..
•2-lb..

59

FRESH LEAN

TENDERAY

LB.

10 to 14 end and
center cut chops

FRYER BREAST

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY BONELESS
SH(X1LDERCUT
wiss Steak
LB.

10

PIG FEET or

FAMILY
PAK

Breast Quarters

29$

La

TENDER FRESH

G-GlItl.S?- Cynthia Edgar
chats with reporters outside district court prior to
filing suit against the FBI
for being denied special
agent status. The -American
Civil Liberties Union is
backing her suit and that of Sandra Nemser of Den- AP
ver, tn Wathington.
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PROPOSALS

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

edels

2

Dresses
Sweaters
99 699 899

t17.:n
(ir
,

8
. 00

Your Fallorite StOes and
Fabrics.

Eiderion in

Soft

Pr. For

Cotton

Rayon blends in White and
solid colors. Also E•Z Care
RayOn Tricots. Sizes 4-14

MISSES

and Fall
hiuontes.

See

MI Reg. 39c.

4.99 La. Reg. 7.99 to 11.99

1e,.
3 7,4

Panties

3.),.$100

Jeans

Junior Petite

Junior &
ilk ES

United

GIRLS

I-amous Nat. Advertised
LADIES

Misses and Junior Miss
LADY LERMAN

Panties

Panty Hose

non-( OlE
Rayon briefs. Sizes 5-7.
Reg. 59c •
2 for Si
Extra sizes 8-10. Reg.
69c and 79c. 2 for

Small inqu
his way act
door. We
curtain an(
us on the (
He's fiddli
that holds
Nothing in
scratches
where the
He spots
comfrotabl
moves spr
across the
Oak.

Nylon satin and

Ladies Famous Name Polyester
SI State Government Peoposals
0 Total number of University. Industry

EL care and comfort wear.
Missy and Half sizes.

IN DEMANII---This map shows state-by-state the hundreds of domestic proposals
for use of information to be acquired by Earth Resources Satellites to be
launched by the United States in 1972-73. Eighty-five proposals also have
been received from 27 foreign nations.

SPACE AGE REPORT

27 nations competing
for satellite 'seats'

Union has submitted no regions; uncover new water
supplies; photograph cities to
proposals.
The requests come from gov- show land-use patterns and
ernment agencies, universities urban sprawl, and determine
the condition of forests.
and industries, all seeking
The demands for all these
more knowledge in such fields surveys from space far exceed
as agriculture, forestry, geog- the capacities of the two ERTS
raphy, geology, map-making,
hydrology, oceanography, satellites and Skylab. Hence
meteorology and the earth's the evaluation panels comprised of more than 100 scienenvironment.
Some observation satellites, tists to select what they believe
notably the ESSA weather are the most significant experispacecraft, already are cir- ments and reject the less vital
cling the earth to report large- ones.
U.S. government agencies
scale weather patterns, sport
hurricanes as they form in the seeking experiments aboard
oceans and keep an eye on sea the satellites include the deice and mountain snowpacks. partments of Agriculture..
The remote sensing devices Commerce and Interior, the
designed for the ERTS satel- Navy, Army Corps of Engilitel and the Skylab experi- neers and Geological Survey.
ments will be far more sophisDr. William T. Pecora, forticated than ESSA's eye on the mer Survey director and now
world. Even so, they will be interior undersecretary, envihard put to achieve all the mis- sions the satellites as a way to
sions scientists want to assign help nations manage the
to them.
earth's limited resources For instance, spaceborne ob- food, ocean life, minerals and
servers may be able to predict water -at a time when there is
earthquakes and volcanic a grave question whether the
eruptions with some accuracy world can support its mushbefore they occur, in the view rooming populations.
.
of the U.S. Geological Survey,
-Space technology," he exone of many government agen- plains. "offers the basis for
ancies seeking the services of the other giant step forward - an
ERTS satellites.
extradirnensional view - in the
Some of the sensors to be essential monitoring and asused in the spacecraft already sessment of the wealth of rehave been flight-tested aboard sources which are contained in
airplanes and earlier satellites. the cornucopia of the earth's
Their missions, among others, crust.'•
will be to pinpoint crop
ERTS satellites will circle
diseases, such as corn blight.
over wide areas; pick out geo- the earth in an approximate
logical formations with charac- 625-mile-high polar orbit. Its
teristics suggesting undiscov- imaging cameras are designed
ered oil and mineral deposits,
spot oil seeps marking new
petroleum resources: detect
heavy air and water pollution

By FRANK MACOMBER
Milltary-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
Scientists around the world
want a better look at the earth
from space if they are to find
ways to conserve its dwindling
resources and discover new
ones.
They concede the electronic
"eyes" of a satellite flying
more than 500 miles overhead
can show them far more than
they see at ground level.
Consequently there is an international scramble for
knowledge to be acquired from
two high-flying Earth Resources Technology Satellites
(ERTS) and the Earth Resources Experiment Package
1E11E41 to be carried aboard
America's first manned space
station, Slrylab.
The federal space agency has
received more than 600 proposals from U.S. and foreign
sources seeking to place experiments on the spacecraft.
The first ERTS satellite is to
be launched by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA next spring
and the second in mid-1973. The
first Skylab will lift off with
three astronauts aboard in
1973.
So many requests for experiments aboard either or both
spacecraft have reached NASA
that the agency has set up nine
proposal evaluation panels at
its Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.,to consider
them Eighty-five have been
received from 27 nations. Despite claims of as scientific
leaders that it wants to exchange space information with
the United States, the Soviet

LAOTIANS
RECAPTURE
STRATEGIC
SANAVANE

Southeast
Asia

Nixon

ROUNDUP

mists continue to forecast that

By NORMAN KEMPSTER
(UPI)

WASHINGTON

--

econo-

Administration

1971 will prove to be the hest

•

home building since

year for

r
e*

War

World

fl

despite

rising

mortgage interest rates.

A HANG

CAMBODIANS
SET UP SASEs
31 NUS mown,
'
OF PNIROm poem SA
MI ARIA REDs
MELD FOIE YEAR

nomic
0 ISUC

•OAK TO
KONTUM
• AN NEION

Passer conceded that mortgage
akk4

very

by

but

the
the

supply of funds. The 1969 and
1967 credit crunches were

SOUTH
VIETNAM

TAY NINH
.LAI KHI
•BISN HOA

PHAN

price

IAN%
BAY

RANG

SOC.
PRANG

than

US. WIT110111AWS

Lal KM DUE TO

DIINNSE LAXITY

high

interest
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to send a spectrum of the entire
United States back to earth
every 18 days. Each image
transmitted from the spacecraft will be processed into a
picture of an area 100 miles in
each direction from the center.
Skylab missions will be flown
at an altitude of 200 to 250
miles, one for 28 days and two
for 56 days each. Unlike the unmanned ERTS satellites with
their automatic cameras, Skylab sensing devices will be
operated by the three-man
crews.
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As the summer session at
Kentucky schools draws to a
close, the
Veterans
Administration reminded veterans
studying under the GI Bill not to
forget to return their certification
of attendance cards.
J. G. Ratliff, Director of the VA
Regional Office in Louisville,
explained that "cert" cards of
veterans preparing for careers at
institutions of higher learning
must be filled out and returned to
VA during the last full month of
enrollment period.
If the card is not returned, the
veteran cannot be paid for his
final month of training, or
automatically enrolled if he
plans to re-enter school for the
fall semester.
Veterans training below
college level, however, must mail
their "cert" cards to VA every
month to continue receiving their
checks.
The VA officials urged
veterans, dependents, survivors
and servicemen interested in
training to contact their nearest
VA office.

Link to economy
The administration' s counting on housing to lead an
economic comeback. Officials
almost always cite home
building as an example that the
economy is recovering from
last_year's recession.
The administration is able
to exert more control over
housing than moat other
segments of the economy.
Through
various
subsidy
programs, the government can
generate subetarftial output.
President Nixon needs a
conspicuous economic inlecese
to reassure the public that
things are improving despite
continuing inflation and unemployment. He appears to have
selected housing production.
Harris Friedman, economist
for the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, said builders
should continue to build
despite rising interest rates.
Thei NAHR monthly "Journal of Homebuilding" sak
Friedman believes that 'even it
rates continue to climb, it will
be some time before they begin
to price significant numbers ol
home buyers out of the
market."
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